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n a bit of odd timing, this is the final issue
of The Free Press before Election Day. We
packed it with as many letters as we could
from our friends and neighbors in the midcoast. Take a few minutes to read them. It
should come as no surprise that people are
passionate, and all that passion is going to go
somewhere when the ballots are cast and
counted. Storm and stress are in the cards.
So, what to do about it?
At various times during the past few

months we considered endorsing a presidential candidate but ultimately felt that in this
election, maybe more than any other we
recall, we weren’t going to change any minds.
Along the way, we spoke and exchanged
emails with readers of all political viewpoints
and were reminded, every time, that beneath
the passion of the most strident political
instincts, everyone is pretty decent, reasonable
and compassionate. Maybe that shouldn’t be
a surprise.

Giving Back…

www.rockportautomotive.com

236-2431

155 High
Street
Belfast

For the month of November we are
donating $5.00 of every oil change to
NEW HOPE for WOMEN

If we can give you one thing to consider,
it would be that the blazing hot takes on social
media and television don’t give an accurate
picture of our country, or even our own
state. For that you have to go to the grocery
store or the transfer station, places of regular
people with a long list of common basic
needs. Be sure to vote on November 3, and
when the election’s done, keep your neighbors in mind.
— Ethan Andrews, Managing Editor

Come On By…
We’ll leave the lift down for ya!
271 Commercial St., Rockport

WARREN DENTAL

VERY REASONABLE FEES
– For Quality –
Full F DENTURES F Partial

at the junction of
273-2835		
1-800-464-6551
U.S. 1 & Rte. 97 • Warren

338-2339
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from

EXTERIOR HOME RENOVATIONS
Standing Seam Metal Roofing • Vinyl Siding and Windows
• Garages • Decks • Additions • Asphalt Roofing
Call for a Free Estimate

1-800-464-3039

www.all-season.com

HOME IMPROVEMENT CO.

Buy local.
Build better.

29 yrs

Trusted for 28 years

Shop online for instore pick up
www.elspear.com
10 Payne Ave, Rockland
594-4331
Open M-F 7-5 Saturday 8-2PM

“Heart”
the top

An “X”from the front

An “O”from the bottom

George Holmes, Jeweler, Inc.

376 Main St. • Downtown Rockland • 207-594-4552 • Open 10-4
Proud Jeweler since 1981

We Are Still
Here For You!
NOW OPEN

OUR DRIVE-THRU IS OPEN:
Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
rocklandsavingsbank.com
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OPEN TO ALL, EVERYDAY
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Fall
Hours
Thank
you

Open Wed.-Sun. 5pm-9pm

207.596.0770

for celebrating our
Barn Open
th season with us!
20Sat.
Fri.,
& Sun. 11am-6pm

$1 oysters Sun. from 3-6pm
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permitting
2 Main Street
now closed
for the season
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Just Saying ...
by Tom Sadowski

Staples. In My Head!

ast week I started a column which
quickly degenerated into an essay
detailing my recent accident where gravity and I had a little test of wills. Gravity won, of
course, and falling off a deck, I put a nasty gash
in the top of my noggin. Since she wanted to go
to town anyway, my wife drove me to the nearest emergency room.

It’s curious but the emergency room is not a single “room”
but a complex of rooms where they sit you down and,
apparently, let time pass. My guess is that they are attending to other casualties coming in on ambulances where
a dozen doctors, nurses and
aids accompany the gurney as
it heads toward surgery, yelling
out vital statistics and words
like “stat,” “anesthetic vaporizer” and “coffee, with cream.”
With the doctors busy at surgery or coffee break, an accomplished nurse practitioner was
sent to deal with me after drawing the short straw.
She easily found the gash
because of the blood trail and lack of hair on the top of my
head. She suggested that staples would be the way to close
up the wound. Injured, but not to the point where I could
let the word “staples” go by unchallenged, I asked, “How
about Scotch tape or superglue?,” thinking of alternative
fasteners available at any office supply store. What happened to old-school sutures? She assured me that staples
are now the preferred means for closing head wounds.
Everybody knows how to use a stapler but not everyone
can sew.
They wheeled in a big compressor, the kind that I use
to drive two-inch construction staples on my jobsites. Ha,
just kidding, it was a very small compressor. No, actually
the stapler was hand powered just like the Swingline on
your desk and the staples were about the same size, only
cleaner.
I asked more questions. No, you don’t hit the stapler with
your fist like you do the old Swingline. And no, the
staples don’t go into the skull, they just catch the skin and
pull it together. Fair enough.
She said it would be just a little prick and put one in.
Ouch! Yes, it was a prick, but not too bad. However, as the
wound closed up, the sensation got progressively worse
until the tenth staple where I was shouting ¡Ay, Caramba!
but in English with vulgar overtones.
They sent me home without a lollipop and a pat on the
head which was just as well, so I never brought up the
lollipop. I stepped outside to call my wife, who had wisely decided not to stay in a crowded waiting room and had
gone shopping. You got to love how she sneaks in time to
do the things that she really enjoys.
Dutifully reporting to my own physician like I was told,
he admired the stapling job for its uniformity and balance.
He took a wild guess that it was the work of a woman, which
I conceded it was. This made me wonder about the difference between female-applied staples and a male-guided
piece of work. You have to assume from what was said that
a masculine job must not be a work of art as opposed to a
feminine one. I mean, look at Frankenstein: hideous work
on the suturing.
The doc suggested I avoid the hospital and come back
to have the staples removed in his clinic. At home I studied an online tutorial about using staples instead of sutures.
The video detailed two methods for removing staples. The
first involved using a special tool that spreads the staple and
smoothly pulls it from the skin opposite the direction that
it went in. The second method “when the special tool is not
available” involved wrestling out the wires with what
appeared to be a pair of needle-nose pliers and a screwdriver with an occasional assist from a pocket knife, possibly
resulting in “appreciable distress” for the patient.
Arriving at the clinic on staple-removal day I asked if the
“special tool” was available. They assured me it was. I asked
to see it. They produced a clear, sterile pouch with the tool
inside. I took a sigh of relief and was about to say “go ahead”
when they said “all finished” and showed me to the door.
My wife was just leaving to go shopping but instead took
me back to the jobsite while delivering the “be careful”
admonishment.
Still waiting on that lollipop.
Contact the author by sending email to
sadowski@tidewater.net. And no, the staples had
to be removed before Halloween, which, he already
knows, is a pity. © 2020, TOM SADOWSKI

THE FREE PRESS
L E T T E R S / O P I N I O N S
In last week’s paper, The Free Press printed something
by Andy O’Brien. Like the piece by Becca Shaw Glaser a
week before, it was a personal attack on me.
When a writer for a newspaper launches a personal attack,
it’s a missed opportunity to explore the real issues that matter to readers. In the case of a piece that analyzes the subject,
the objective reader has to decide if the writer is engaging
in logical argument, or using motivated reasoning to further
some political objective. As with last week, I’ll let the reader decide. Today I want to talk about anti-intellectualism.
Should I have been surprised by Mr. O’Brien’s approach?
Here’s what he wrote on his Facebook page around the start
of October:
“This Mike Mullins guy is running to be my state rep as
a ‘Progressive Republican,’ which the best I can figure is a
Republican that isn’t overtly racist.”
Sounds like fair and balanced coverage to me!
Here’s another example from his piece, “Mullins told me
that he became a Republican because of his love for Ronald
Reagan.” But what did I actually tell Mr. O’Brien? This is
our Facebook exchange, reprinted here in its entirety for the
benefit of the reader:
Andy O’Brien: “Why not just run as an independent?”
Mike Mullins: “I have been a Republican for almost 30
years. I was a kid in the Reagan era. And the more I read about
the history of the Republican Party, the more I agreed!”
This exemplifies his approach in his piece. Similarly, I do
not oppose the minimum wage, and I do not oppose “any progressive taxation” (emphasis added). These are all objectively false statements. I proposed a progressive marginal tax structure based upon a minimum wage, supplemented by a negative
income tax for low earners. The reader should ask herself,
what’s his purpose in making objectively false statements?
He states opposition to my use of “progressive” to describe
myself because I do not adhere to the progressive left principles he advocates. But I am not a progressive Democrat.
I am a progressive Republican, which explains my philosophical differences with him when it comes to reform.
Wikipedia defines progressivism as “political philosophy
in support of social progress and reform.” It is not exclusive
to one party, and it is anti-intellectual to assert otherwise. The
Wikipedia article on the Progressive Era states that it “was
a period of social activism and political reform” and goes on
to list the national political leaders of the movement including Teddy Roosevelt and Robert LaFollett, both Republicans.
You would think that knowing history, a progressive journalist would welcome a return of progressive Republicans,
because in America’s past, progressive Democrats and progressive Republicans often found common cause. I would think
that a progressive journalist would use that fact to advance social
progress and improve people’s lives, by pressing our case.
Any argument that there is no such thing as a progressive
Republican is intentionally misleading to the paper’s readership. It is intellectually dishonest to deny the actual definition of progressivism and the history of progressive
Republicans, which is not disputed. When did denial of history become a thing here in The Free Press?
This paper is a valuable resource for the community
because it takes on issues not addressed elsewhere. It could
be so much more. The Free Press must decide if it stands
for truth, or if it is a redoubt for anti-intellectualism and
denial. Please stand for truth, and for progress itself. Imagine what a world this would be if progressives worked
together instead of attacking one another.
Michael Mullins, Rockland

On Anti-Intellectualism—

As you know, Lindsey Brook begins just south of the Tennyson Quarry, runs through downtown Rockland and feeds
into the Rockland Harbor. One can only imagine the bureaucratic quagmire associated with trying to improve this quintessential piece of Rockland. Who would freely choose to
devote their precious time and resources to a project many
would leave to someone else to handle? Mike Mullins.
Upon purchasing and dramatically improving an abandoned
quarry in Rockland, Mike became interested in Lindsey Brook
because of the potential for improvement he saw in it.
Acting on his desire to better our community, Mike personally commissioned a study of the brook earlier this year
and published the findings publicly in hopes that anyone
could easily understand the condition of the brook and consider ways it could be improved to benefit not only the citizens of Rockland but the ecology of our beautiful region.
Mike’s calling on local residents, city leaders and business owners to come together to find ways to improve and
preserve Rockland’s little treasured Lindsey Brook.
My friend Mike isn’t just concerned with watersheds —
he’s also a candidate for the Maine House of Representatives this November. I believe Mike’s the true leader Rockland needs to find innovative, bipartisan (and, dare I say,
nonpartisan) solutions to our state’s problems.
Mike’s got my vote, and I hope he has yours, too.
Peter Overlock, Owls Head

My Friend Mike—

We are in the midst of more than usual confusion and
obfuscations of our political battlegrounds. There are claims
and counter-claims, and a blitzkrieg of attack ads. Some
might say we have arrived at a dangerous point where good
people can’t tell the difference between good and evil. Here
are some simple suggestions to help us make our choices:
Do the incumbent candidates uphold the Constitution they
are sworn to, especially the oath of protecting us from our
enemies, both foreign and “domestic”? Have they really
worked for to obtain and uphold each individual’s rights to
“life, liberty, the pursuit of happiness” for all, “justice for
all”? Will their challengers do so? Have they demonstrated loyalty to party or leaders over loyalty to their constituents? Do they stand up to blatant lies, or let them be,
thereby silently consenting to them?
But there is one dependable guide they ought to, and we can,
use to make decisions: compassion. Candidates must show,
by action, compassion to all citizens, must show they care
about what they need and desire, show by their actions that
justice is done for their rights, or they must be rejected. Loyalty to compasssion should override loyalty to leaders, political party, politics, loyalty even to one’s own country if the
government of one’s country is losing its compassion. Compassion has never failed us. If we lose it, individually or as a
nation, we have lost our humanity. We and our representatives
must vote with loyalty to compassion in our minds and hearts.
Carl Scheiman, Walpole

A Guide to Voting—

Are times so tough that The Free Press cannot afford an editor and are your writers now just self publishing? Ethan Alton’s
article on Rank choice voting is so full of grammatical errors
and is written in with such obfuscation it’s almost impossible
to make sense of many of his sentences. No wonder he has trouble understanding rank choice voting when its clearly a struggle for him to string a comprehensive group of words together
that form a simple idea. How is this article on your front page?
Rank choice voting isn’t rocket science and the study cited is
clearly an attempt to undermine a genuine attempt at true democracy. I’m disgusted that The “Free” Press would seem this worthy of publishing, let alone feature it given the utter insult to the
english language presented. Ethan Alton clearly struggles to
communicate in written form and should not be a writer.
Ian Lary, Liberty

Insult to the English Language—

The Free Press welcomes and encourages your letters about
whatever is on your mind. Include your name, town of residence,
and phone number (in case we need to contact you). Email
letters to copyedit@freepressonline.com or mail them to
The Free Press, P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076.
Please note our deadline for letters is Thursday at noon for the
following Tuesday publication.
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We are urging seniors to support independent Bill Pluecker in this election cycle for Maine House District 95, because
of his support for future generations. As 70-somethings, it’s
in our best self-interest to promote a vibrant, multigenerational community where young families and singles spur
economic activity, attract cultural activities, farm the fields
wisely, use the forests and fisheries sustainably, and provide
the expertise and manpower for state-of-the-art health care.
As a husband and father with school-age children, Bill
knows that families need access to the best education possible and supports it in the Legislature. As a farmer and
home owner, Bill feels the bite of local property taxes and
works to prevent hikes. As a consumer, Bill knows that
we need tradespeople to do the work and provide the services that keep Maine humming, so he supports career and
technical centers in the Legislature. As a businessman, he
knows that we need fast, reliable, affordable broadband to
do business with each other and with the market beyond
Maine … you guessed it, Bill supports broadband, too.
Bill Pluecker works to keep Maine’s future generations
working, living, and learning in their home state. Because
when they work, live, and learn in our communities, they
make life better for all Mainers, including us seniors.
Rudy and Barbara Karp, Hope

For the Future and Now—

The concluding paragraph of the epilogue in my recently
published history of our community, “Rockland, Maine: Rise
and Renewal,” reads, “I believe Rockland’s future will remain
bright provided its leaders promote and model collaboration
in resolving problems and never lose sight of the city’s proud
heritage of entrepreneurs and community builders, beginning
with Isaiah Tolman. If the community works together and continues to build off that heritage, not lament its passing, by fostering an environment that attracts and nurtures the Tolmans
of tomorrow, it will reinforce the truth of what author Dan Stiles
wrote in 1945: “Rockland has always lived in the present and
looked toward tomorrow rather than toward the past.”
In the spirit behind these words, I hope we will all welcome
Mike Mullins to Rockland and wish him continued success in
his quest to honor and further enhance the proud heritage of
his new hometown and state. With an impressive small business–development background behind him before moving to
Rockland, Mike has already accomplished a lot in his new community, including restoring Rockland’s last working quarry into
a clean and ecologically vibrant community resource and assembling a production team of volunteers early in the pandemic that
to date has produced and distributed over 6,000 masks. He has
also purchased property near downtown Rockland where he
plans to create a Rockland-based museum dedicated to honoring and telling the story of Maine’s business and industrial
heritage through exhibits, films, lectures and classes.
And Mike is motivated to do more. A staunch defender
of civil rights and proponent of affordable housing, he wants
to put his commitment and past experience to building and
preserving affordable housing for low- and median-income
families in Rockland and nearby communities.
Mike is currently running to represent Rockland and Owls
Head in the next Maine Legislature that convenes in January. Why is he running? In his own words, “We need voices at the State House that know what is great about Maine
and have the vision to see that even greater things lie ahead.”
I plan to vote for Mike and hope you will, too.
John Bird, Rockland

In Support of Mike Mullins—

I’ve known Senator Dave Miramant since way back when
he was a selectman in Camden, and he has always been very
accessible, stopping by my business, Village Variety, to
chat about issues coming up in Augusta that could affect
my business and others like mine. And he doesn’t just stop
by when there’s an election coming up. That’s who Dave
is: a great senator who looks out for us and works hard to
represent our voices in Augusta.
Not only is Dave accessible, he also gets things done. Last
year, he sponsored a bill to allow stores like mine to sell
non-ethanol fuel. Non-ethanol fuel is great for small engine
equipment, but for years a pointless regulation banned sales
of non-ethanol fuel in some parts of Maine, including Knox
County. Dave worked across the aisle, the Legislature unanimously passed his bill, and we’ll now be able to sell nonethanol fuel starting on November 1.
When I ran for and was elected as a state representative
from the Rockland area in the ’70s, I served in the seat previously held by Dave Emery, who I’ve always felt is a party line Republican. By contrast, I want a senator who represents not only those who voted for them, but the community
as a whole. Dave Miramant is that kind of senator.
A lot of politicians say they listen to and represent all of
their constituents, but Senator Dave Miramant actually does.
It’s refreshing to see someone in office who cares not about a
titleorotherpositionthey’reaspiringtodowntheroad,butabout
all the people of Knox County. That’s why I’ll be voting for
DaveMiramantintheupcomingelection.Ihopeyou’lljoinme.
Gary Fowlie, Camden

Accessible and Effective—

This year has been shocking like no other. COVID-19
upends our lives. Businesses struggle. Schools navigate
uncharted territory. Political campaigns bombard us with
meanness and lies, turning us against each other.
But today, I write with a message of hope.
I believe there is more light than darkness, more that binds
us than tears us apart. I know with certainty that when we
harness this spirit, we accomplish great things together.
I grew up on my family’s farm in Nobleboro. From Lincoln Academy, I went to Harvard College, and after graduation packed up Dad’s truck and headed home. Looking
back, my life has one big theme: I love our home. I love that
we welcome and care for each other as neighbors, regardless of political persuasion. We are independent but build
strong community. We snowmobile, fish, hunt, hike and
work hard to reside in this beautiful place, living on the land
with respect and freedom.
Love for home is why I am running for the state Senate
this year, challenging Dana Dow. I promised and delivered
a 100% positive campaign. We are grounded in community values, not party or ideology, as reflected by endorsements
from Lincoln County Sheriff Todd Brackett, former chair of
the Lincoln County Republicans Les Fossel, the Maine Council on Aging’s 2020 Legislator of the Year award and dozens
of community members and organizations.
As state senator, I will continue my track record of effective, bipartisan community-based leadership to fight for a
resilient Maine, where broadband, education, health care,
transportation, farms, fisheries, small businesses and our
natural resources sustain us in the future and honor the past.
Solutions to these challenges depend on good politics, yet
most of us feel that the political system is badly broken and
no longer represents our interests.
Our campaign stands for a new direction. We are reinventing politics as public service. It’s not a promise but
a fact that shapes everything we do. It’s why I choose to
fight for our home as a state senator who stands beside you.
It’s why, when COVID-19 hit, we organized a 200-strong
volunteer team, telephoning over 13,500 seniors, regardless of political affiliation, checking that everyone was okay,
coordinating food deliveries, prescriptions, rides and more.
As state representative, community-based politics meant
that my bills won bipartisan support and that each one originated in conversations with you. Thanks to a Nobleboro
nurse, a new law protects sexual assault kits. Hearing the
need for jobs in growth industries, we now have green jobs
legislation. Talks with seniors shaped my rural transportation bill. Learning from retirees, I introduced a resolution
to Congress to reform Social Security offsets. In regular
“Coffees with Chloe,” I continue to learn from your concerns and find solutions.
Next year will be a time for rebuilding. We are only at
the beginning of what we can accomplish together: a powerful new community-based politics. Join us for the sake of
all that we love.
Chloe Maxmin, Nobleboro
State representative, House District 88
Candidate for state Senate District 13

A Message of Hope—

I am writing this letter in support of Gordon Page for
the Maine State Senate in District 12. Gordon is unquestionably qualified for the job. After spending decades in the
private sector (something all of our elected officials should
be able to say), he subsequently spent many years in the
nonprofit community and is a proven leader when it comes
to economic development. I could go on and on about his
qualifications and leadership in the community and the work
that he has done for the business owners and youth of midcoast Maine. His experience speaks for itself, and this alone
would have earned my vote for him.
However, it is Gordon’s personal character and integrity
— words rarely used in politics today — that have earned
him my support for the Senate. Many years ago, when I was
still in high school, Gordon did a kind act for the benefit of
my personal safety and well-being. Without going into detail,
I had done something foolish and a bit reckless (as teenage
boys sometimes do). He was witness to this and he offered
me some compassionate, yet stern, advice. He spoke to me
for just a few moments, but he did so without being threatening or unnecessarily harsh — he did it simply because he
cared about a young man’s welfare. Because of the caring
manner in which he spoke to me his message really resonated. He did what a concerned and caring citizen would have
done — he did what a community leader would have done.
He made no fanfare about it and, to my knowledge, he
never told my parents or any other adult. I’m sure he probably doesn’t even remember this incident, but I have never forgotten it. If I knew nothing else about Gordon except
for this brief moment from my youth it would be enough
for me to vote for him. The fact that he is so well qualified
to represent us only clinches it.
Terry Costa, Warren

Page’s Compassion—

LETTERS continue page 5
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Notes from Lime City

See You on the
Other Side

N

ate: This column will be published a week before the
November 3 election. That election feels to me like a
fulcrum of history in a way unique in my lifetime. I have
lived through other events of world-historical importance
(the collapse of the Soviet Union and 9/11 come to mind as
two that left indelible emotional imprints on me), but this
feels different: This is something we are all expecting, and
I think most of us are watching and waiting with dread.
Becca: I’m holding my breath, not making any plans postelection. No matter what, I don’t expect us to be in a calm
place for quite a while. Trump will definitely not win the
popular vote; people who are anti-authoritarianism are
organizing to possibly hit the streets, as are Trump fanatics. Even if Trump leaves the White House graciously, his
administration and its Republican collaborators have stuffed
the courts with right-wing “activist” judges, actively propagated white supremacy and grown the federal deficit outlook by trillions, mostly with giveaways to the rich and corporations on the backs of everyone else.
The Trump years have been awful. But as horrifying as
these four years have been, in some ways, Trump’s policies
differ only partially from other administrations: President
Obama, for all his talk of kindness to immigrants, built immigrant cages and had to be sued to release migrant families
“detained” (i.e., imprisoned) under his watch; President Clinton orchestrated the devastation of welfare. The work of
wresting ourselves from hundreds of years of inequality and
oppression will need to passionately continue.
Nate: In some ways, though, Trump has been quite different: He and his enablers are attacking the foundations of
our democracy in a way that no president has ever done,
and it’s not clear that the country will survive the assault.
And, though thousands of other people have already done
so in print, we might as well make it explicit: President
Trump is a con man, a swindler, a carnival barker, a narcissist beyond reckoning, extravagantly ill-suited to his office.
We owe it to our history and future to be continually
repulsed by his behavior.
Becca: I want to express my gratitude to all the people
who have been dissenting in ways small and large, to the
people who hadn’t been involved in activism for decades
who got wildly involved, the people who have wept, boiled
with rage on a daily basis, the people who had to stop
listening to the news yet still turned up for marches, who
organized, who wrote letters to the paper, who talked to
friends, strangers, who put up signs, demonstrated for Black
lives, toppled racist statues, chained themselves to institutions of suffering, worked for immigrant rights and the earth,
for queer rights, workers and health care, against rape, patriarchy and war. Thank you. It hasn’t made as much of a difference as we wanted, nor has it been as widespread as it
should have been (General Strike!), but imagine how much
worse things would be had there been no protest.
Nate: On the plus side, we get to use ranked-choice voting for the offices of president and vice president, U.S. senator, and U.S. congressional representative, and I’m excited to have ranked Lisa Savage #1 for U.S. senator!
Becca: I did a lot of research to make sure that was a
choice that could still result in Collins’s departure, and
I also ranked Lisa Savage number one, then Sara Gideon.
Nate: The very first vote I ever cast as an adult was for
John McCain in the 2000 Republican presidential primary
in New Hampshire. I really didn’t want W to win — and in
fact McCain won New Hampshire! I, too, had hoped that
things would be different when Obama was elected, and
they were different, to an extent. But social progress is slow,
and I think it’s measured properly over decades and centuries, not years.
Becca: I believe progress can be immediate and sudden
— like, during the pandemic, suddenly, miraculously,
people were polluting less, almost as if it had been possible all along.
P.S. Wow — You were a Republican in 2000? Or just
did that to try to stop GW?
Nate: I was just trying to stop W (I was a Bill Bradley
fan), and I obviously failed! How shall we end this column?
A plea for our readers to vote? I imagine most of them don’t
need much encouragement from us.
Becca: Everyone, please vote, and keep raising a ruckus
for empathy, equality and freedom. We will (hopefully) see
you on the other side.

by Nathan Kroms Davis & Becca Shaw Glaser

(Disclaimer: The Rockland city code prohibits
Nate from using his “official authority or position
for the purposes of influencing or interfering with or
affecting the results of any election,” so he’s writing this
strictly as a private individual and not in his capacity
as Rockland city councilor.)
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Calling Darlene
arlene, please call the Republican National Committee. They’ve phoned me several times asking for you.
When I tell them you aren’t here, they break into a fundraising spiel. I suspect they’ve used this opening on many
Americans. Is Darlene an especially Republican name?
I now handle Darlene calls by telling the caller “I’ll get
her” and then I just put the phone down for several minutes,
aiming to tie up an RNC phone line. They know they’re
lying, and I know they’re lying. How long does it take them
to realize that I get it and am pulling a reverse trick on them?
I’m pretty sure the real RNC will protest that these calls
are not from them, that they are a form of telephone scam.
Well, caller ID says “RNC” and the spieler says he represents the RNC. If they ain’t, the real RNC should take
prompt steps to prevent misuse of their name.
Republican robocalls have moved beyond “Darlene” to
voter suppression. Heavily Black urban areas are blanketed with robocalls warning that those who vote by mail will
have their names registered by a federal agency and be subject to forced vaccinations for coronavirus.
This is all bogus, and the callers, who did not disguise
their names, are now under indictment. Trouble is, the prosecutors are at the state level, not federal, where so far the
problem has been left to fester. Shouldn’t voter suppression
be a federal concern?
Old-fashioned larcenous calls, many targeting seniors,
seem quaint in comparison. They include paying off your
credit-card debt, free Caribbean cruises and renewing your
nonexistent car warranty. Of course, you must give your
credit-card numbers. Such scams would cease if the scamsters did not make money.
Is nothing being done to stop them? Apparently not. Telemarketing is so big and so generous to congressional candidates that none dare go against them. We simply have to
look out for ourselves by becoming aware and mistrustful
of all phone calls, especially from the “IRS” threatening jail
if you do not immediately pay a made-up dollar amount,
which they demand in money orders, big-store gift cards or
Bitcoin. Ask what line your error is on; they won’t know.
(The IRS never calls; they write.)
Other fake calls are from “grandsons” who plead they’re
in jail for traffic violations and need a few thousand dollars
for bail. I knew immediately it was fishy: my 10-year-old
grandson does not drive. Ask “grandson” what his NAME
is. He’ll stammer and won’t say. Sadly, a friend’s ex-wife
fell for the scam. Actually, many telephone scams are from
prisons; cell phones in cells let cons con.
We got many calls telling us we won a Caribbean cruise,
although lately these “prizes” have disappeared, as few
people want a COVID cruise. One fun riposte is to tell the
scammer you’ve already accepted another cruise. Could
you combine the two prizes for a cabin upgrade? Or switch
them for an Alaska cruise? Stretch it out; these people hate
having their time wasted.
In an election year, doubt telephone pollsters who seek
your political views and voting intentions. How can you tell
if they’re legitimate or partisan “push polls” designed to
persuade by misrepresenting candidates’ positions. Question exactly whom they represent and who’s paying for the
survey. Few are legitimate. Have fun giving false answers
but, when they go on too long or become obviously biased,
hang up with the warm feeling that you have wasted their
time. Already, half of people called hang up on telephone
surveys, one reason they’re so inaccurate.
But, you object, what about real charitable, political and
survey calls? Yes, there’s a place for them, but how can you
tell which are legitimate? Ask the caller: “How do I know
you are who you say you are? Prove it.” Flummoxed, they
can’t and become angry. Good. With too few responding,
the entire phone-solicitation industry will become worthless. Let’s all do the Lord’s work by hastening this process
to its logical conclusion.
At present, with essentially no follow-up or fines, the donot-call system is laughable. Scamsters ignore it, figuring
they can move their boiler-room operation quicker than any
enforcement agency can catch them.
Our aim should be to make calling organizations so desperate that, to save their own industry, they’ll at last pressure Congress to enact legislation that really stops scams
and robocalls. Congress will not act on its own; both parties are too beholden to the solicitation industry. Congress
could fix misuse with a federal tax of 10 cents per call,
trivial for family and friends but expensive for robocallers.
Heck, make it 25 cents.
Until then, we must, sadly, abandon civil politeness when
dubious phone calls use politeness against us. The safest
rule today is to distrust all calls but those from family,
friends and Darlene.
BTW: The fly was whispering talking points.
Mike Roskin is a retired professor
of political science.

Track Your Absentee Ballot in Five Steps

by Michael G. Roskin

1
Go to maine.gov, and click “Absentee Voting.”

4
Enter your voter information. Click “continue.”

2
Click “Online Absentee Ballot Request.”

5
Your ballot’s progress appears in the box. This
ballot has been accepted (ACC) by the municipal
election clerk.

3
Click “Check the status of your absentee ballot.”
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Recreational Cannabis Supply Chain Repaired
by Ethan Andrews
fter a doorbuster opening day, Sweet
Relief, the lone licensed adult-use
cannabis shop operating in the midcoast,
spent most of October closed for restocking.
Owner Johnny Lorenz said the 230 pre-rolled
joints available on October 9, the first day of
legal, retail recreational cannabis sales, were
gone by 4 p.m. the same day. He planned to
reopen October 25 with enough stock to last
several months.
Lorenz moved his caregiver shop on Route 1
in Northport to a renovated building on the
same property to make room for his recreational business. Even with the lapse in the
supply chain, he expressed optimism about
the adult-use industry. But he said the rules
make for a different experience for the customer than medical patients might be used to.
The glass-front cabinets in his shop that once
displayed apothecary jars filled with buds
grown at his farm in Morrill now are stacked
with shrink-wrapped cannisters, each containing ⅛ ounce of buds grown by Cannabis
Cured Cultivation. He likened them to pairs
of high heels at Bergdorf Goodman, discrete objects for sale
at non-negotiable prices. Gone are the bulk discounts and

Eighth-ounce cannisters of cannabis at Sweet Relief
in Northport after the shop recently restocked

Sweet Relief on Route 1 in Northport after selling out
of adult-use cannabis PHOTOS: ETHAN ANDREWS

baker’s dozens common among marijuana growers —
Lorenz’s motto at his caregiver shop is “Johnny’s 30-gram
ounces.” On the positive side, he said, the industry makes
high-quality, indoor-grown cannabis available to anyone
over 21.
Cannabis Cured Cultivation, grower of the latest stock at
Sweet Relief, is part of Maine Cannabis Campus, a vertically integrated company founded by Mark Crockett, whose
early endeavors in Maine’s legal marijuana industry included several years spent at Peirce Elementary School in
Belfast, where his bio at cannabiscampusme.com says he
“took up residency and built a research facility.”
As of October 26, Sweet Relief still had the midcoast
market to itself. Several adult-use stores are in the process
of getting state and local approval and opening shop,
including Highbrow Industries and Belvidere Farmacy,
both in Rockland, and Coastal Cannabis Company in
Damariscotta.
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I’ve sat at my computer now for 25 minutes trying to come
up with some hook or a witty way to engage readers in this
letter, but I’ve got bupkes. And I’ve realized that I don’t need
a hook or something novel to say about Holly Stover. Holly’s
“good people.”
She was born and raised on the Boothbay peninsula. She’s
spent her entire adult life working in the social sphere —
not the society pages — to benefit the needs of all the
people in Maine and especially those in Lincoln County.
Holly’s worldview focuses on the farms, forests and
islands of the midcoast where, on a day-to-day basis, she
earns her living working 9 to 5 as executive director of Lincoln County Dental and as program director for an addiction outreach program. She’s “in the trenches” assisting real
people with real issues. Holly’s the embodiment of what it
means to be a citizen legislator, not a used-car salesperson.
We don’t need another businessperson in Augusta who
doesn’t believe in the minimum wage. We need to return
Rep. Holly Stover to continue her work at the capitol on
behalf of the fishermen, farmers and everyday people of
District 89. Vote for Rep. Holly Stover today.
Geoff Bates, South Bristol

Stover Is ‘Good People’—

If you haven’t voted yet, please consider Chloe Maxmin
for the Maine Senate, District 13.
During her term as representative for District 88, Maxmin
got bills passed based on the needs of her constituents. One
piece of her legislation, LD 1282, provides green jobs training during our transition to clean energy.
What I could not help but notice during the last two years
is how well Maxmin works with other people. For instance,
she organized a meeting for input on LD 1282. There were
about 35 of us there. Two others joined by speakerphone.
Later, at the public hearing, many folks provided legislative
testimony in support of this bill. We had positive feedback
from Coastal Enterprises, the Maine Council of Churches
and the Maine AFL-CIO, to name but a few. When the bill
needed alterations due to the creation of the Maine Climate
Council, Maxmin got it done with help from her colleagues.
Now that Maxmin is running for Maine Senate, the support pours out once more. A former local Republican committee chair, Les Fossel, appreciates Maxmin’s efforts. Some
unions do, again, too. The Maine Education Association does.
My favorite endorsements are from the environmental groups.
A vote for Maxmin is a vote for high-energy advocacy
on what matters to Mainers.
Celeste Carey, Newcastle

Remarkable Rep—

Bob Woodward has written an expose of Donald Trump
called “Rage.” Put another notch on his belt. He’s been
debunking the rich and powerful ever since Watergate and
for the most part he’s been on point. The only question is
why would Trump do a book with him? In recent interviews
Woodward would preface his comments with “I’m not a
psychiatrist but,” and then, in effect, say that Trump was a
beer or two short of a six pack. So maybe that’s the reason.
The process began in the Oval Office, and then the rest
of the interviews were conducted over the phone, at Trump’s
convenience. The sessions were taped and while Trump was
complaining about not being respected, Woodward was taking every opportunity to undermine him in print. Then on
the last page he dropped all journalistic pretense and said
that Trump was the wrong man for the job.
Is “Rage” a difference maker? Probably not. While liberals will embrace the book and Woodward’s assessment of
Trump, his base probably won’t bother to read it, they may
even kick the dog before turning on their wrestling programing — rage, don’t you know.
Stephen Willett, Warren

One Person’s Rage—

While the national insanity rises to a feverish pitch, we
have a single woman representing Belfast, Waldo and Northport in Augusta who has been serving us steadily with distinction: State Representative Jan Dodge of Belfast.
We are so lucky to have Jan in our corner. Her energy
and her conviction in causes that affect the biggest needs
and smallest pocketbooks in the county reflect her belief in
a government that discards no one and looks away from no
problem, no matter how difficult.
I have experienced firsthand her commitment to universal
health care through our work with Maine AllCare. She brought
the perspective of a sitting legislator to the group. Who working
in Augusta so many hours would take the time to haul herself
overtotheBelfastLibraryeverymonthforameeting?JanDodge.
Her work with From Above is hands-on, as she helped
organize the large group of dedicated people addressing
homelessness in Waldo County.
Jan was one of the original organizers of Aging Well in
Waldo County, which is where we met. Her energetic voice
and steady hand had much to do with the group’s success.
Join me in rewarding good behavior in our civic leadership. Re-elect Jan Dodge as our representative in Augusta.
Jennifer Hill, Waldo

Jan’s Commitment—

continued from page 3

For most towns and cities in Maine, the school budget
is the largest expense a community faces year after year.
And the big ticket item in the school budget, just after
personnel, is usually energy to run the district facilities.
Heat and lights. And as energy expenses increase, as they
do year after year, the town must turn to its taxpayers to
foot those bills.
Enter Representative Chloe Maxmin, now running for
our Senate District 13 seat. With fresh ideas gleaned from
doorstep conversations with her constituents who were feeling the drain on their own pocketbooks, Chloe introduced
in the last session legislation designed to transition schools
to home-grown renewable energy and energy efficiency
which would result in substantial savings to the community ... savings that could be applied to expand educational
opportunities for schoolchildren or to improve the health
and welfare of the community. Going hand-in-hand with
the school energy initiative was Chloe’s proposal to create
a green jobs training initiative that would feed the growing need for employees in the renewable/alternative energy field and especially attract young workers and their families to the state. Chloe brought together a diverse coalition
of individuals and groups to create and put forward the ideas.
These are solutions to long entrenched problems that are
wins all around.
Chloe’s priority is to listen to the people in her district to
understand their needs and also harvest their ideas and bring
them to the table to enact public policy. This is the ideal
I believe our democracy was founded on … a government
for the people and by the people … and Chloe lives that
ideal daily as a public policymaker. To my mind Chloe is
just the ticket for District 13; just the ticket for Maine. She’s
got my vote on Election Day, November 3!
Anne D. (Andy) Burt, Edgecomb

Modeling Democracy’s Ideals—

I am writing in support of Gordon Page as candidate to
represent District 12 in the Maine Senate. I have known
Gordon for five years while interacting with him at many
different levels and within many different organizations in
our midcoast communities. He has the temperament, integrity and collaborative approach required to represent all
residents of District 12. He knows well the many issues
facing Knox County. He has done his homework and put
in time and energy getting out to many communities and
organizations to understand their needs firsthand. A key
strength is his strong support of small businesses in our
region, and it is small business that drives the economic
prosperity of District 12.
Jeff Hamilton, Rockport

Supports Small Businesses—

My neighbor Bill Pluecker is a strong oar pulling for us
in Augusta. As an independent, he is not beholden to other political influences. We need more independent legislators to help heal our broken political system.
Bill and his wife have successfully run a large organic
farm for years. We are lucky to have that farm as part of
our community and Bill as an independent voice in Augusta. We need to re-elect him as an independent voice in the
political mix.
George Washington warned us of the divisiveness of political parties. I recall a line from HMS Pinafore: “I always
voted at my party’s call and I never thought of thinking
for m’self at all!”
Let’s keep independent thinking alive!
Ray Janes, Rockport

An Independent Voice—

As we gardeners plant and plan now for spring beauty,
I urge us to remember the birds and pollinators who are having a very difficult time right now. Many plants with wonderful blooms have a positive environmental impact as well,
whether as food or medicine for humans or for the pollinators upon whom we depend for food. Native plants are
especially important for the co-evolved native insects the
birds consume for reproduction. Examples of multi-tasking
native flowers are bee balm (tea, medicine, hummingbird
food), echinacea (butterflies, medicine, bird food) and
Jerusalem artichokes (windbreak, human, livestock, pollinator and bird food). Many gorgeous nonnatives also have
medicinal uses, like peonies, lilies and forsythias, and many
attract pollinators too. It is a fun challenge to integrate attractiveness with utility and ecology. To this end, John Scheepers catalog this year marks which of their bulbs yield flowers visited by bees, usually before other blossoms are
available. They include at least some varieties of allium,
anemone, crocus, fritillaria, muscari, peony, tulip, and others. Prairie Moon Nursery catalog has native plants and a
lot of information. Local folks are selling more natives in
the spring too. It would be terrific to see our parks emphasize planting natives and food trees. Please join me in providing for the natural world as we beautify our landscapes.
Jean Vitali, Belfast

Planting for the Natural World—
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The 2018 midterm elections resulted in the Democratic
gain of 40 seats in the House of Representatives. That “blue
wave” happened in large part because so many Republican
voters were determined to keep the health insurance protections they had gained under the Affordable Care Act and
recognized that the Trump administration meant it when
they said their goal was to repeal it.
The ACA, the signature health care act of the ObamaBiden administration, makes affordable health insurance
available to millions of people who don’t have access to
health insurance through their workplaces. It also prohibits
all insurers from penalizing or denying coverage to those
with pre-existing conditions.
Without the ACA, prescription costs and free, preventive-care screenings and services for the 346,000 Mainers
covered under Medicare will go up. Medicare will no longer
be fully required to meet ACA standards. 60,000 Mainers
[now] enrolled through the ACA marketplace will lose coverage, as will 57,000 covered through Medicaid expansion.
Even before the coronavirus hit, half of the population
under age 65 (133 million people) fell into the pre-existing conditions category.
The ACA allows parents to keep their children covered
[on their policy] until they’re 26. It covers mental health
and addiction services; prohibits insurers from charging
women more than men; covers basic care like mammograms, flu shots and wellness visits, and prohibits annual
and lifetime coverage limits.
In the week preceding October 16, 900,000 workers lost
their jobs due to the coronavirus. Tens of thousands of them
who had work-related health insurance now join the rest of
the unemployed and uninsured.
The president has repeatedly vowed to overturn the ACA
and to appoint judges who will do so.
Based on her legal writings and lectures and the president’s statements, it’s clear that the administration expects
their [Supreme Court] nominee, Amy Coney Barrett, to vote
in their favor. Her confirmation before the end of this month
seems certain because Republicans have enough votes to
confirm her.
On November 10, the administration will appear before
the Supreme Court for their third attempt to overturn the
ACA in its entirety, but this time with Barrett on the bench.
The Biden plan focuses on strengthening, improving and
expanding the ACA. It supports a public insurance option
allowing Americans to buy into a government health care
plan if they choose to do so. It addresses prescription drug
costs by allowing Medicare to negotiate prices with pharmaceutical manufacturers. It reduces the Medicare eligibility age to 60.
Despite many promises to do so, the administration has
offered no plan to replace the ACA. If the president is reelected, our health care system will be in free fall.
If Biden wins, he will be able to reinstate the ACA legislatively despite any negative ruling from the Supreme
Court.
If you don’t care about politics but you care about health
insurance, the only way to save it is to vote for Biden. If
you’re an Independent or an undecided Republican, your
vote for Biden can make a difference.
Americans’ health care is truly on the ballot.
Susan Marcus, Alna

Health Care Is on the Ballot—

I’m supporting Chip Curry for the Waldo County State
Senate seat. Chip has all the qualities that make for a great
public servant, and if he goes to Augusta to represent us,
we’ll be in good hands.
Over the past two years we’ve seen huge changes in
Maine, and the response of our state government to keep us
safe as well as support our small businesses has been a standout in the nation. Prior to the onset of the pandemic, we
were on course to continue growing our economy, make
state government more responsive to the people of Maine,
and begin building for a more prosperous future.
Chip Curry gets all of this in his gut. He’s the kind of
Mainer we need in Augusta, and I hope every resident
of Waldo County joins me in supporting him!
Scott Cuddy, Winterport

In Good Hands with Curry—

I’m proud to endorse Michael Mullins as state representative for Maine House District 93.
Mike is open minded and will carefully consider each
issue, ensuring that he is making the best choices for his
constituents and the entire state.
Mike is a leader, in both the civic community and business community. He will take that leadership to Augusta
and lead others in the House and Senate to move important
legislation forward.
A vote for Mike is a vote for respectful, conscientious
leadership, the kind of leadership we can be proud of and
that the State of Maine has a great tradition of.
Please vote for Michael Mullins on November 3!
Tom Hedstrom, Camden

Respectful Leadership—
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General election: Tuesday, November 3rd
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AT YOUR TOWN OFFICE

PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT CANDIDATES

JOE BIDEN AND KAMALA HARRIS

We’re in a battle for the soul
of America. It’s time to remember
who we are. We’re Americans: tough,
resilient, but always full of hope. It’s time
to treat each other with dignity. Build a
middle class that works for everybody.
Fight back against the incredible abuses
of power we’re seeing. It’s time to dig
deep and remember that our best days
still lie ahead.

Unity over division. LET’S DO THIS TOGETHER.
US SENATE CANDIDATE

SARA GIDEON

Putting Maine
First.
“It’ll always be
clear who I’m
working for: the
people of Maine”
-- Sara Gideon

US HOUSE CANDIDATE

CHELLIE PINGREE

Fighting for
working families
every day.

STATE SENATE CANDIDATE

STATE SENATE CANDIDATE

District 12

District 13

DAVID MIRAMANT
All of Knox
(except Washington)

Supporting clean energy
production, fair taxation,
and affordable, effective
healthcare.
Meeting challenges,
working together.

CHLOE MAXMIN

Washington (Windsor,
and all of Lincoln county
except Dresden)

Lucky District 13:
Change Tomorrow
Together.

STATE HOUSE CANDIDATE

STATE HOUSE CANDIDATE

District 92

District 93

ANN MATLACK

Cushing, South Thomaston,
St. George, Thomaston and
Matinicus Isle Plantation,
plus the unorganized
territories of Criehaven
and Muscle Ridge Islands
Townships

VALLI GEIGER

Rockland, Owls Head

We’re all in this together.
Civility, Community,
Resiliency.
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Equity Story? A Game?—

Undercurrent News recently interviewed
Nordic Aquafarms President Eric Heim, asking him about unexpected challenges and
public concerns regarding the Belfast proposal. Heim replied, “That’s just a part of the
game that you end up dealing with in some
locations.”
I doubt if anyone who lives here, whether
they’re for or against this project, thinks this
is a game. People on both sides of the discussion have spent endless hours reviewing
Nordic’s permit applications, attending meetings and asking questions. Back in August
2019 the Planning Board asked Eric Heim:
“What are the financial implications of adding
your California project?” Heim’s answer was:
“It’s important to put together a good equity
story for investors to get interested.”
Everyone in our community is an investor,
because our water and bay are part of
the deal. We need more than a story. It is
Nordic’s job to have actual data and answers.
Nordic has provided lots of engineering
models, but in the time since Nordic first pro-

Collins and Judges—

Our senatorial race is garnering national
attention. Huge amounts of money are flowing into both major campaigns. Why?
In this, perhaps the most important election of our lifetime, the outcome of our senatorial race can have major effects on how
our nation will be governed going forward
and on the issues the government chooses to
prioritize. One issue being attended to above
all else these days is the confirmation of federal judges.
The judiciary is supposed to be independent, charged with protecting and upholding
the law. Partisan politics are supposed to take
a back seat. Let’s consider the candidates’
positions re: the judiciary.
In the most recent debate (October15), Sara
Gideon emphasized that judges must be qualified, must have a temperament suited to their
position and respect precedent. She described
the need to be qualified as “a low bar.”
Susan Collins has voted to confirm judicial

posed their partial RAS [recirculating aquaculture technology] in Belfast, they have
already become outdated.
Nordic still hasn’t answered the Planning
Board’s question from last August. They have
yet to prove they have the financial capacity
required, and the investor money in this
industry is already going in another direction.
If Nordic wanted to build a zero-discharge
RAS on a brownfield, they would indeed be
bringing an exciting opportunity for the future
to Belfast, with less destruction to the land and
less risk to the water; but if they want to dig
up the Belfast Bay Watershed to build a food
processing plant that would discharge millions
of gallons of wastewater into the bay, then
we’re going backward toward past industries.
Requesting clarifying data after the permitting process is too late. Requesting proof
of financial capabilities after Nordic breaks
ground is too late. “A good equity story” isn’t
enough to ensure the protection of our waterways, and nothing about this is a game.
Sally Brophy, Belfast

nominees 95% of the time. In the past, she
voted to confirm Barack Obama’s appointees.
But times have changed. Unqualified candidates are being put forward and confirmed,
weakening the judicial branch. Susan Collins
has continued her pattern of voting “yes” even
if the candidate is rated “unqualified” by the
American Bar Association. She hasn’t changed
and evolved with changing times. She voted
to confirm Amy Coney Barrett, an anti-abortion candidate, in 2017. She voted for Brett
Kavanaugh, who exhibited a questionable temperament (to say the least) at his hearing.
From her voting record, Susan Collins
shows me that she is no longer supporting
and protecting the judicial branch, whose
members must be qualified, have temperaments that are even, compassionate and kind
and who respect precedent.
For this reason, I will be voting for Sara
Gideon for Senate. Please join me!
Deborah Capwell, Belfast

Collins Aligns with Autocrats—

Armed conflict has broken out in NagornoKarabakh between Azerbaijan and Armenia.
In September, Susan Collins met with the
American-Azerbaijan Society and issued an
anti-Armenian statement. In this conflict, Azerbaijan is supported by Russia, Turkey, various jihadist groups from Syria and now Susan
Collins. Just coincidentally, Susan Collins is
runningfortheU.S.SenateagainstSaraGideon,
a Maine woman with Armenian ancestry.
The Azerbaijanis do not want an Armen-

ian in the U.S. Senate. The Turks do not want
an Armenian in the U.S. Senate. Susan
Collins is joining her voice with Putin, Erdogan and, of course, Donald Trump. People
are dying in this conflict while Susan Collins
acts in a planned, thoughtful, cynical way.
Maine needs to have a senator who does
not align herself with thugs and autocrats
in order to get votes. I am hoping that Sara
Gideon will be a new voice for Maine.
Gary Lawless, Nobleboro

A strong and trusted
voice for our communities.

STATE HOUSE CANDIDATE

VICTORIA DOUDERA
District 94

Camden, Islesboro,
Rockport

Building a brighter future
for Maine, by strengthening our economy, fighting
climate change, increasing access to healthcare,
and addressing systemic
racism.

COUNTY COMMISSIONER
SHARYN POHLMAN
District 3
Working for all Knox
County residents to
keep them informed and
involved in their county
government.

STATE HOUSE CANDIDATE

GENEVIEVE McDONALD
District 134

North Haven, Vinalhaven

Building Maine’s rural
economy, successfully
managing our marine resources, assuring the best
possible education for our
children, and ensuring all
Mainers have access to
affordable healthcare.

Democratic candidates
are counting on
your support in the
2020 elections.

Vote by November 3rd.

EVERY VOTE
COUNTS.

This is a political ad paid for and authorized by the Knox County Democratic Committee, Susan D’Amore, Treasurer, PO Box 452, Rockland, ME 04841

Authorized and paid for by the candidate, Susan & Greg Dorr,
treasurers, 174 Mountain Street, Camden, ME 04843
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I am sure I feel the same as many veterans when I take offense
at Sharyn Cookson’s recent letter in The Free Press (“Our President Unequivocally Supports the Troops,” September 29).
I have to ask just who exactly does she think she speaks for when
she says “we”? As a Vietnam veteran I could never vote for a
draft dodger, not to mention one who referred to veterans as
“losers” and “suckers.” As it turns out it’s a lifelong attitude.
[Foreign Policy reported] “His former high school classmate George M. White, a 74-year-old retired Army veteran,
was Trump’s superior — the first captain, or highest-ranking
cadet — in Trump’s 1964 graduating class at the New York
Military Academy. White said he witnessed up close Trump’s
contempt for military service, discipline and tradition, as well
his ungoverned sense of entitlement, all helped along by his
father Fred Trump’s generous donations to the school.”
Trump’s contempt for the common soldiers is legendary
and his treatment of John McCain and Gold Star families is
beyond disgusting. And let’s just admit that ISIS has not been
defeated and certainly not by any effort of Trump’s. His Nobel
prize nominations are simply jokes, and his advancement of
the VA is a lie as well, constantly taking credit for a bill signed
into law by President Obama. Even his avowed “build up”
of the military is a lie [according to FactCheck.org]:
“Todd Harrison, director of defense budget analysis at
the Center for Strategic and International Studies, told us
when Trump has claimed $2-plus trillion was spent on military equipment, that’s ‘absolutely untrue.’”
And as for second-guessing the commanders in the field
from what experience could he even begin to advise and
“command” the military in the performance of their duties?
Certainly “bone spurs” is no basis for a commander-in-chief.
I advise Ms. Cookson to stop her “liberal” use of the pronoun “we.” We veterans against Trump might take it personally to think that you assume the right to speak for all of us.
Ronald Horvath, Camden

NBC Town Hall—

I have two observations about the recent NBC town hall
meeting. Our president said he could not recall when he last
tested negative before the first debate with Joe Biden. That
is not a credible answer. The president has a team of doctors that note every permutation of his health.
In another exchange, the president insisted he did not know
about QAnon, even though he went on to give an affirming
shout-out to the group. As commander in chief, I assume the
president gets briefed at the White House. His apparent lack
of knowledge about this movement is simply not credible.
The recent QAnon exchange was eerily similar to a
response during the first debate when asked about the Proud
Boys. Our president disavowed knowing anything about
them, but went on to address the group with the now famous
“Stand back and stand by!”
George Mason, Nobleboro

New Owls Head Web Page—

The Owls Head Conservation Commission announces
the availability of a web page which describes the mission,
membership and activities of the commission. The web page
includes announcements of meetings, minutes of prior meetings and links to websites relevant to conservation and environmental issues. The page also includes an inventory of
parks, public lands, walking trails and water access locations in the town of Owls Head. To access the web page,
go to owlshead.maine.gov and click on Our Community,
then Conservation Commission.
Stuart Rich, Owls Head
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The Attacks Must Stop—

When I first heard about the false polling against Chloe
Maxmin, I was outraged. Negative politics already is raging
across this country, turning what might be productive and collaborative discourse into a free-for-all. I then read Chloe
Maxmin’s response which I felt was measured and conciliatory. Her promise to run a clean campaign was clearly in
evidence along with the plea to not have politics as usual, but
to have other politicians join with her in a mutual pledge for
clean politics. “These kinds of dirty tricks and illegal election
interference have no place in our community. The people of
District 13 deserve better”; I couldn’t agree more! Chloe’s
stance here really shows what she is made of. She is truly a
public servant who will carry her positive campaigning
throughout her work as senator for District 13. All those running for office need to stand with her and fight negative attacks.
My outrage continues as unfair and untruthful attacks seem
to haunt the nation, including many other local and national
elections as we move closer to election day. This must stop!
Stephen Kahn, Damariscotta

Voting for Planet Earth—

Everyone knows there is [a week or less] to Election Day
— our responsibility to decide what sort of future we want
and will leave to the next generation. It is acutely obvious
that the two options are ideologically opposed, not just in
method but in basic human values.
Do we value all citizens’ human rights as they are outlined in the U.S. Constitution? Do we believe that all equal
citizens deserve the same opportunities and respect?
Do we believe that all citizens deserve protection from
violence, from sickness, from poverty, from discrimination
and from unfounded accusation?
Do we believe that women deserve dominion over their
own bodies — not just ourselves but all women? Do we
believe that women are equal?
Do we believe that the economy and its health are directly related to the laborers and work of this country? Do we
believe that they deserve the same rights and privileges as
the most wealthy, like comprehensive health care, decent
working conditions, etc.?
Do we believe that there is crucial value in our relationship with our long-term allies abroad — that alliance with
them is what maintains balance and peace and efforts that
will sustain us through time?
Do we believe that this precious planet deserves saving,
that we must, as a civilization, make every effort to stop
destroying it — that to err on the side of caution when it
comes to global warming, pollution and atmospheresustaining measures in concert with other countries is the
only way we will see a viable future for generations to
come? Do we believe in science, or do we ignore it?
What do you believe? I believe we can do so much better than we are doing now.
Please vote, whether early, by mail, by hand delivery or
traditionally, by casting your vote on Election Day. Please
don’t say it doesn’t matter because now, more than ever, it
matters deeply and far into the future.
I am voting for Joe Biden and Kamala Harris, for all the reasons (and more) I stated above. I am voting for Democrats across
the board because they espouse decent and familiar human values: health, independence, human rights, dignity, economic
equity, global cooperation and
the life of planet Earth — no
joke — the life of planet Earth.
Daphne Lehava Stern,
Bristol

Given how partisan this election season has been, some
urge a bipartisan approach and suggest a vote for Senator
Collins accomplishes that. There is, however, no longer a
need to vote for her.
In part as a result of her votes, the Supreme Court will
shortly have a (far) right-wing 6-3 majority, and she has
also voted to approve 181 Trump-nominated federal judges.
The legacy of these highly partisan appointments will be
with our country for generations.
The minority Republican Party has been focusing on
the judiciary (and voter suppression) because they recognize this as their last bastion of defense against a more inclusive, diverse, moderately progressive population and judges
whose understanding of the law is aligned with the great
majority of Americans. Only by re-balancing the Senate
will bipartisanship be attainable going forward in our judiciary. Collins will not do that; Sara Gideon will.
Similarly,somewhoacknowledgeTrump’sdangerouscharacter flaws and his self-centered, erratic, dishonest approach to
governance have held your noses and voted for him. You wanted a more conservative court. You have achieved that goal, so
nowyoucansendbothTrumpandourcountrythemessage:leadersneedtovaluedemocracy,beaccountableandreliable,assure
public safety, and work to heal our divisions, not divide us and
undermine what has made us great — selfless service, individual rights, accountability for others, and opportunity for all.
Chris Williamson, Spruce Head

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

JEFFREY
EVANGELOS
Independent for
State Representative

House District #91
Friendship, Waldoboro,
Washington, West Union

Endorsements
say a LOT
about a candidate:
As your State
Representative

●

●

●

●

●

●

Jeffrey
Evangelos
will vote:
Maine Education
Association
endorses Evangelos,
100% voting
record in support of educators and students.

� To unfair lobster regulations
�
� Force CMP to issue refunds
YES
Maine Conservation Voters supports Evangelos, for his A rated
voting
record.
YES � Municipal Revenue Sharing
AFL-CIO endorses Evangelos for House District 91, praises his support
�workers.
State aid to our public schools
YES
for Maine
Support solar energy
& broadband
YES
Maine �
State Employees-SEIU
endorses
Evangelos, forexpansion
his support
of State workers.
YES � Liveable wages & affordable healthcare
Equality Maine endorses Evangelos, praising his equal rights for all
voting record.
� 100% legislative attendance
YES
NO

Sportsman Alliance of Maine endorses Evangelos, with highest
A+ grade for hisTo
support
of power
Maine’s outdoor
CMP
line heritage and the Second
NO
Amendment.

Clean Election Candidate

You can count on me!

VOTE INDEPENDENT!
November 3rd, 2020

Paid for and authorized
Evangelos
for Legislature,
H. York,
465 Waldoboro
Rd, Friendship, ME 04547
Paid forbyand
authorized
by Evangelos
forTreasurer.
Legislature,
H. York, Treasurer.

Valli Geiger

for House District 93

Experience Matters

Valli has worked tirelessly
at the grassroots and
city government levels
in Rockland and Owls
Head for over 20 years.
Make your vote count on
November 3!
ValliForMaine on Facebook

Civility • Community • Resiliency

Paid for and authorized by Valli For Maine, James Fitzgerald-Treasurer, 1 Green Way, Rockland, ME 04841

Paid for and authorized by William Pluecker. Paul Meinersmann, Treasurer • 1133 Finntown Rd., Warren, ME 04864
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What Power ?—

What power? Susan Collins likes to proclaim that her
many terms in office have created power and influence, but
let’s look at the facts. On the very rare occasions that she
has taken a position or made a vote different from Trump
and McConnell or their Republican predecessors, she has
exerted zero power or influence. She has failed to gather
any effective support from her fellow Republican senators,
who have proceeded to take actions opposed to her weak
and ineffective objections.
Let’s send a new, energetic mind and voice to the Senate, Sara Gideon.
Scott Dickerson, Lincolnville

Making History—

Let’s be honest. We Mainers really love our state. From
the dramatic change of seasons to our incredible wildlife,
from our amazing lakes to our beautiful coast — Maine isn’t
just where we have chosen to live, it’s what we have chosen to love.
A big part of being a Mainer is knowing the history of
this state. From Native Americans’ fishing and trapping to
today’s mining and tourism industries, Maine has seen a lot
of industrial changes. Curious, isn’t it, that no one thought
to collect and display the history of our state’s industrial
progress over the centuries? No one, that is, until Mike
Mullins.
Mike is my neighbor, and although he looks and talks just
like everyone else, his mind thinks differently. On September 21, Mike announced that he had purchased 25 Rankin
Street in Rockland (previously Miller’s Garage) to convert
the 10,000-square-foot building into the Maine Museum of
Industry (MaineMuseum.org). With a background in historic preservation and an eye on the future, Mike will highlight the unique history of Maine while preparing to present Maine’s uniqueness to our posterity.
But Mike isn’t all about our history — he’s about making it, too. He’s a candidate for Maine House District 93,
representing Rockland and Owls Head. I hope you vote for
Mike for the same reason I will: Mike loves our history and
deserves to be a part of Maine’s future.
Don Robishaw Jr., Rockland

There’s Something About Mike—

I have a friend who bought a flooded quarry and turned
it into a gorgeous lake, teaming with wildlife. He bought
an old building in Rockland on Rankin Street and is turning it into the Maine Museum of Industry. When COVID19 began and no one could find masks, he started a nonprofit that connected raw materials with volunteers to
produce thousands of masks for Mainers in need. Not only
is he an entrepreneur himself, but he even mentors entrepreneurs without asking for anything in return.
His name is Mike Mullins. When he isn’t running one of
his many businesses or nonprofits, you can find him at home
with his three dogs, or on the phone trying to fix problems, or most recently, he could be talking with his neighbors about his candidacy for the Maine House of Representatives.
I’m not a very political person and this is the first candidate I’ve ever written to support. But there is something different about Mike. And in 2020, different couldn’t hurt.
I’m voting for Mike Mullins, and I hope you do too.
Steve and Lori Robinson, Rockland

L E T T E R S / O P I N I O N S
Divided Liberalism—————————————————————————————————————

We have come to a place in American history where past
thinking has become an issue. The founders were influenced
by ideas from the 18th-century Enlightenment, especially
Englishman John Locke, liberalism’s founder. The core of
liberal fundamentalism is that truth starts with the individual. Wanting to push back on post-reformation religious
conflict Locke did a rewrite of Christian doctrine designed
to weaken religion’s ability to challenge the power of the
state. The French Revolution went further. Its ideological
leaders argued for the overthrow of France’s bankrupt government and indulgent clergy. This helped fuel angry peasants who ended up killing establishment sympathizers and
taking over church buildings where they conducted sexual
orgies. All this happened as Enlightenment thinkers were
advancing ideas that replaced biblical revelation with the
authority of human reason. The elevation of reason over
biblical revelation became an operating substitute for the
wisdom gained when people looked to and grappled with
Scripture.
America’s founders were influenced by Locke and his
Enlightenment fellows, but religion in the colonies was pervasive even though lacking in a cutting, analytical or
prophetic edge. All it could do to confront the spirit of the
age was try to spark revivals for an individualistic soul salvation that had lost its connection to the biblical command
for a God-honoring development of life and culture. A narrow, individualistic redemption had moral implications but
no framework of thought built on the comprehensiveness
of Jesus’ post-resurrection announcement that “all power
in heaven and earth belonged to him.” The word “all” hearkens back to the first command in Scripture (Genesis 1:28)
and it means Jesus’ resurrection involves not only the ultimate defeat of sin and death but the recovery of both our
place as God’s image-bearers as well as our task of managing the development of creation’s potentials in fellowship with our maker. That kind of depth and scope was
not part of the salvation paradigm operative during the
founding which is why “great awakening” revivalism died
out around the latter part of the 19th century. It was around
this time that higher criticism (now modified and used by
biblical scholars) and evolutionary theory (now being challenged even by secular scholars) undermined the trustworthiness of Scripture as well as the validity of the Bible’s
confessional statement about origins. Trapped in an individualistic salvation paradigm, this brand of Christianity
had no convincing response to such challenges. This continues and partially explains the fascination of many of
today’s evangelicals with public figures who speak against
abortion but have little or nothing to say about climate
change. Such is the schizoid evangelical mind. Its sacred
(worshiping, evangelizing) secular (all the other facets of
life left to the direction of dogmatically secular ideals or
at best to an isolated moral individual) mind cannot fathom
its own shallowness of vision.
Where we are at today has a lot to do with enlightened
definitions of freedom (from God) and the shrunken-down
version of redemption housed in so much of today’s evangelicalism. It’s not that such constructs have produced no
good. Secular science and technology have given us many
medical advances, creature comforts and technological wonders. While some Christians owned slaves it was a well-

known Christian woman, Harriet Beecher Stowe, whose
book “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” helped spark the abolitionist
movement. Christian women were involved in the fight for
women’s suffrage. Many Christians joined with fellow
Christian, the Rev. Martin Luther King, in the historic
civil rights movement. And many of today’s Christians
including rightest evangelicals like Franklin Graham are
deeply involved in humanitarian projects. So its a mixed
historical bag of humanity that occupies today’s America
with the challenge of liberal individualism now seen in
the process of going to seed.
With the demise of even weakened versions of Christianity and the inability of liberalism to understand how it
functions like a replacement religion, the body politic is left
with the impasse of liberalism’s two key components:
Right = freedom for the ownership and development of
property.
Left = freedom for the property and rights of one’s own
person.
These are now increasingly locked in a power struggle
over whose freedom is most important. This is magnified
by a president whose lies and false claims are now over
20,000. These include lies about tax and draft evasion, porn
star payoffs, use of the n-word, the good character of others and the seriousness of COVID-19. If truth is arbitrary
then why should anyone quibble about the details. Maybe
the White vigilantes wanting to capture Michigan governor
Gretchen Whitmer and put her on mock trial for treason can
enlighten us.
Alan Toth, Rockland

In It for the Right Reasons—

Bill Green got it right in his current TV ad supporting Sen.
Susan Collins. A beloved and respected telejournalist and
unabashed Maine booster, he recognized Senator Collins as
a true ally and genuine national treasure. Speaker Gideon is
a very appealing and articulate candidate with charm and
poise. But, we had eight years of the charisma king … and
a mediocre recovery from the real estate bust. Donald Trump’s
2016 election shows America wanted substance over show.
The claim that Susan Collins isn’t for Maine anymore
and is just out to make money is patently untrue. If anybody
benefited from the big outside corporation money dump,
it’s Sara Gideon. Susan Collins is a true champion for
Maine. Her re-election has recently received the endorsement of The Bangor Daily News.
The challenge to her re-election has little to do with her.
It is a blatant attempt to hijack our Senate seat by the endsjustifies-the-means Democrats, George Soros, and the
celebrity and billionaire limousine liberals bent on seizing
a U.S. Senate majority to kneecap President Trump in his
campaign to Make America Great Again. If Soros had his
way, this billionaire proponent for global government would
have America be just another dues paying member of the
European Common Market.
Maine needs Senator Collins as a champion for Maine.
President Trump needs her as a congressional ally, and
America needs her as a role model for her common sense,
civility, integrity, fairness and dedication to the principles
on which our country was founded.
David Reed, Rockport

THE EXPERIENCE WE NEED IN
THESE UNCERTAIN TIMES.
Gordon Page has spent his career supporting small businesses and being a champion
for community and economic development. His Main Street experience is just what
we need to jumpstart the Maine Comeback!

Spearheaded Rockland’s downtown revitalization as Executive Director of
the Rockland Main Street Program. (retired January 2020, Pre-covid).
 Served as President of Rockland-Thomaston Area Chamber of Commerce.
 Owls Head Selectman, 2018 - present.


Gordon Page — Common Sense, Independent, Bi-Partisan Approach
Paid for and authorized by Page for Senate, 523 Ash Point Drive, Owls Head, ME 04854

www.GordonPageforSenate.com
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Local providers offer testing —

Waldo County COVID-19 Outbreak Grows

As of October 23, the number of COVID-19 cases linked
to an outbreak in Waldo County had increased to 57 and
three infected individuals associated with the outbreak had
been hospitalized.
The outbreak investigation originally centered on Brooks
Pentecostal Church and its affiliated school, Lighthouse Christian Academy, in the town of Brooks. Cases associated with the
outbreak have also been identified in four Waldo County public schools: Ames Elementary School in Searsmont, Captain
Albert Stevens School in Belfast, Troy Howard Middle School
in Belfast, and Mount View Elementary School in Thorndike.
A case potentially associated with Bayview Manor, a residential care facility in Searsport, has been identified. Bayview
Manor has completed its first round of universal testing of staff
and residents with no additional positive cases detected.
The Maine Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(Maine CDC) continues to conduct contact tracing. Those
who may be close contacts of confirmed cases can help limit potential spread of the virus that causes COVID-19 by
answering their phone if Maine CDC calls, providing contact tracers with complete information, and quarantining
when advised to do so.
Individuals who spent any time at the Brooks Pentecostal
Church or Lighthouse Christian Academy since October 2
should monitor for symptoms of COVID-19. If they experience symptoms, they should stay home and contact a medical provider to discuss appropriate care and testing. Additionally, anyone who attended a fellowship event that the
congregation hosted between October 2 and October 4 could
have been exposed to the virus.
Maine CDC is separately identifying and contacting individuals who may have been exposed based on their connection with a school or the residential care facility.
Individuals should consider getting tested if:
• They have symptoms of COVID-19
• A health provider or Maine CDC contact tracers advised

them to seek testing
• They attended a Brooks Pentecostal Church worship
service or fellowship event in the past two weeks
Other individuals do not need to immediately seek testing but may so do at their discretion.
Local testing options include:
Waldo County General Hospital (WCGH) in Belfast, Pen
Bay Medical Center (PBMC) in Rockport, and Seaport
Community Health Center in Belfast are working with
Maine CDC to offer COVID-19 testing to those who might
have been exposed.
Individuals with a primary care provider are advised to
call their provider to discuss symptoms and testing. WCGH
or PBMC primary care patients who have been advised by
Maine CDC to seek testing are asked to contact one of the
hospitals’ testing clinics directly:
WCGH Respiratory Health Center: Appointments are
required and may be made by calling 505-3040.
PBMC Acute Respiratory Clinic: Appointments are
required and may be made by calling 301-3040.
Those without a primary care provider may also contact
the WCGH and PBMC clinics for testing, which may
involve costs such as co-pays or other charges depending
on insurance status.
Testing is available at no charge at Seaport Community
Health Center, a DHHS-sponsored swab-and-send site. Individuals can walk in or call 338-6900, from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Saturdays
and Sundays. Drive-through testing is available from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Individuals in Maine who think they need a COVID-19
test, with or without symptoms, may get one under the
Maine Department of Health and Human Services’ Standing Order. A list of sites that provide tests, including other
swab-and-send locations throughout the state, is available
on the Keep Maine Healthy website.

Scam Uses Fraudulent Contact Tracing Calls

People are urged to be aware that criminals are impersonating public health officials in an effort to gain access
to credit card information.
A new scam starts with a phone call alleging that the
recipient has come into contact with someone who has tested positive for COVID-19. The message recommends that
the person self-isolate and get tested. The scammer then
seeks to gain the individual’s credit card number, claiming that this information is needed to send a COVID-19 test
kit. The scammer may also insist that the individual will be
penalized if they do not agree to provide this information
immediately.
This is the latest iteration of coronavirus-related phone,
text and email scams seeking to trick or frighten consumers
into sharing personally identifiable information and financial details in exchange for a stimulus check, COVID-19
vaccine or fake government grant.
In a news release, Dr. Nirav D. Shah, director of the Maine
CDC, said, “Contact tracing is an essential part of Maine
CDC’s work to limit potential spread of the virus that causes COVID-19. But contact tracers will only ask questions
specific to potential exposure and will not seek information
about bank accounts, credit cards, Social Security numbers

or anything unrelated to potential virus exposure.”
The Federal Trade Commission offers the following tips:
• Real contact tracers won’t ask for money and demand
payment by any means, including gift card, money transfer
or cryptocurrency.
• Contact tracing does not require information about bank
accounts, credit card numbers, immigration status or Social
Security numbers.
• Do not click any links in a text message. If a friend sends
a text with a suspicious link that seems out of character, call
them to make sure they weren't hacked.
For more information about COVID-19 contact tracing,
visit tinyurl.com/yyklr362. Those who receive a fraudulent
call, text message or email can report it by calling (855)
303-9470.
From the archives,
January 9, 2015
WWW.DANKIRCHOFF.COM
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Local Hospitals Affirm
Pandemic Preparedness

With the recent increase in COVID-19 cases in the midcoast, Pen Bay Medical Center and Waldo County General Hospital said in a news release that they are prepared to
respond to community needs.
“Often, the pandemic has seemed like something that happens to other people in the news, people in New York and
Michigan and California,” said Dr. Kent Clark, chief medical officer at WCGH. “And so it is understandable that the
recent increase in COVID-19 cases in Waldo County has
been, for many, jarring.
“However, I want to assure everyone in our community
that the doctors, nurses and staff at PBMC and WCGH have
been preparing for this possibility since February, and that
we are committed to supporting our community through
whatever the pandemic brings,” Clark said.
PBMC and WCGH began preparing for COVID-19 as the
first U.S. cases of the virus emerged in Seattle nine months
ago. Working closely with the Maine CDC, the hospitals
reconfigured interior spaces to increase the number of rooms
that could safely handle COVID-19 patients without contaminating other parts of the hospitals. They also adopted
mandatory masking and a number of other policies to ensure
the health and safety of all staff, patients and visitors.
One critical step PBMC and WCGH took in the early days
of the pandemic was to establish off-site COVID-19 testing facilities. These facilities are now working with CDC
to support the public health response to the recent outbreak.
Local residents are encouraged to continue masking and
practicing good hand hygiene and social distancing to control the spread of COVID-19.

Drug Overdose Deaths
Spike from Pandemic

Figures were released recently showing that drug overdose deaths in Maine continued to increase in the second
quarter of 2020. The report mirrors similar increases in other states. Attorney General Aaron M. Frey said in a news
release that the report makes clear that the opioid epidemic is a serious public health emergency, made worse by
the COVID-19 pandemic.
“We have to ensure that Mainers who are struggling with
substance use disorder are connected with the resources they
need to protect them and help them advance in recovery.
This increase in drug overdose deaths also reminds us that
working with public health experts and community leaders
to combat the pandemic is crucial in order to successfully
protect the public from other major challenges. All Mainers are in this struggle together … ” Frey said.
The report, compiled by Dr. Marcella Sorg of the University of Maine’s Margaret Chase Smith Policy Center, showed
that 132 deaths were caused by drugs in the second quarter
of 2020 — a 4% increase over the first quarter of 2020. The
258 deaths caused by drugs in the first two quarters of 2020
represent a 27% increase over the last two quarters of 2019.
Eighty-two percent of deaths were caused by at least one
opioid; 81% of deaths were caused by two or more drugs.
The national increases in drug deaths are partly attributable to factors connected with the pandemic, including isolation, avoidance of medical services and alterations in
the illicit drug supply.
To view the full report, visit maine.gov/ag/news.

COMMITTED TO REVIVING MAINE JOBS & LIVELIHOODS
■ Help Local Business Safely Operate and
generate good paying jobs for Mainers.
■ More Career and Technical Education
Programs so our children have greater
opportunity and more reason to stay.
■ Focusing on Alternative Energy,
Conservation, and Preservation will
help take on issues like rising sea levels.
■ Increase access to Affordable Health
Care by supporting innovation like
tele-medicine & multi-tier payment
system.
■ Support Responsible State Budgets
that hold the line on taxes and fees.

Gordon Page — Common Sense, Independent, Bi-Partisan Approach

Maine’s Comeback Starts Nov. 3rd - Vote Gordon Page
Paid for and authorized by Page for Senate, 523 Ash Point Drive, Owls Head, ME 04854
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Building ‘a larger circle of
compassionate citizens’ —

Series tells ‘life-and-death’ stories ahead of court challenge —

Knox County Homeless
Coalition Grows with
Sustainability Director

Amy Root has joined the staff of Knox County Homeless
Coalition as director of strategic sustainability. The coalition added the new position to further its ongoing
commitment to eliminating systemic and root
causes of homelessness
and to developing strategies that foster the creation of more preventive
services.
Root, formerly development director for LifeFlight of Maine and, most
recently, director of education and innovation at
Hurricane Island Outward
Bound School, will be
Amy Root
working with community
members who share and support KCHC’s mission to help
navigate collaborative partnerships for efficient delivery of
services.
Knox County Homeless Coalition, Maine State Housing
Authority and Midcoast Habitat for Humanity are working
on a new approach to create diverse, affordable housing
using a model that could be replicated in many rural areas
across the country. KCHC is also addressing public health
needs and expanding access to non-congregate shelter
through its “tiny home” project.
In a news release, Executive Director Stephanie Primm
said, “… we are strategically adapting to focus more on prevention and less on triage. It isn’t easy in an area where
many people are still shocked to realize KCHC actively
helps as many as 500-plus people on a given day.
Root believes the coalition is at a tipping point. She stated, “No longer a small shelter start-up, the comprehensive,
full-service organization focused on prevention is poised to
be a game-changing state leader and innovative model for
addressing homelessness.”
For more information, or to support KCHC, phone 5938151 or email info@homehelphope.org.

King Launches Video Series on ACA’s Impact
for Mainers

Senator Angus King on has released
the first in a series of videos highlighting the benefits the Affordable Care
Act has created for Maine people.
Each of the videos will feature Sen.
King hearing directly from Maine
people about their personal experiences with the law, which has helped
thousands of Maine people access A screen capture of Sen. Angus King in an online chat with Dr. Garreth
health coverage; each of the stories Debiegun, president of the Maine Chapter of the American College of
were submitted to Sen. King’s web- Emergency Room Physicians, on the importance of the Affordable Care
site earlier this month.
Act to the patients he sees
The first video features Dr. Garreth
helped hundreds of thousands of Maine people access
Debiegun, president of the Maine Chapter of the American
affordable, life-saving health insurance,” King said through
College of Emergency Room Physicians, who shares his
a news release on the video series. “Today, there are nearfrontline perspective on the importance of affordable health
ly 62,000 Maine people utilizing the Medicaid expansion,
care. The video series comes days before the Senate will vote
more than 75,000 people who secure coverage through the
on the nomination of Amy Coney Barrett to the Supreme
ACA’s Marketplace, and a whopping 225,000 Mainers
Court, and just weeks before the Court hears oral arguments
under the age of 65 living with pre-existing conditions who
on the future of the ACA.
don’t have to worry about being denied coverage. In the
Sen. King has been a proponent of protecting and improvcoming days, I’ll be highlighting stories from Maine peoing the Affordable Care Act, which has helped millions of
ple who reached out to my office in order to share their perAmericans access health care. He has fought the administrasonal experiences with the law. Each of these stories hamtion’s attempts to undermine the health care law, urged Maine
mers home that this is truly a matter of life and death — and
people to sign up for health insurance during the shortened
hopefully puts a human face on the stories my colleagues
Open Enrollment period, and met with Maine people around
are ignoring as they rush through this Supreme Court nomthe state to discuss the ACA’s importance to their lives.
ination and put health care at risk for millions.”
All Maine people wishing to share their stories can do so
The full interview with Dr. Debiegun can be seen on
by visiting king.senate.gov/aca.
King’s Facebook page.
“For more than a decade, the Affordable Care Act has

In Thomaston —

Veterans Day at the American Legion
Williams-Brazier American Legion Post 37, located at
37 Watts Lane in Thomaston, will hold its annual Veterans
Day Celebration on Wednesday, November 11, at 11 a.m.
Due to the pandemic, the celebration will be abbreviated.
If weather permits, the event will be held outdoors. Chairs
will be provided, and all masking and social distance
requirements will be followed. If necessary, the ceremony
will be held indoors, with limited seating. No refreshments
will be served; bottled water will be available.
A chair at the Post 37 POW/MIA table honoring Arthur

A Progressive
You Can Vote For!
Rockland ★ Owls Head

An Activist For Civil Rights
A

Mike organized a Civil Rights Forum on September 19th. He brought together
Republicans, Democrats, Greens, and Independents to support our shared rights,
and he spoke about the need for judicial reform and property rights.

A Conservationist

Mike is an advocate for our rivers and streams. He has partnered with Inter-Fluve to do
an assessment of Lindsey Brook, and wants to make Tennyson Quarry into new habitat for sea-run
fish. He is launching a non-profit to give grants to herring runs across the northeast.

A Community Organizer

When health care workers needed PPE in March, Mike started the Mid Coast
Pop Up Factory, where he and more than 30 volunteers made over 7,000
masks to provide for the people in his community.

An Advocate For Affordable Housing

Mike is THE affordable housing candidate in 2020. He has 25 years of experience developing
hundreds of units of high quality affordable housing and working with HUD. He will lead an effort to
bolster MaineHousing and build new affordable housing and renovate existing housing. He will make
sure the state supports smart growth for Maine’s cities and keep Maine affordable for everybody.

A Historic Preservationist

Mike’s preservation of the Antiques Marketplace is an example of his hands-on
approach to making things happen in this district. Mike renovated a historic mill into
mixed-income apartments and preserved it for future generations. His ideas include
expanding historic tax credits for Maine’s downtowns, providing revitalization and
beautification that will boost summer tourism and preserve our history.

An Entrepreneur

Mike runs a small business incubator in an old MBNA building. He is opening a new Makerspace in
Rockland at the Antiques Marketplace. Mike taught a startup leadership program, and he founded the
Lean Startup Challenge. His proposal for an industrial eco village at the Apollo Tannery in Camden is
another example of his support for an entrepreneurial ecosystem.

Paid for by Mike Mullins for House, 215 Cedar Street Rockland ME 04841

Mike Mullins

for

House District 93

T. Kiskila, who served in the U.S. Army from 1964 to 1967,
will be dedicated. Kiskila was a Post 37 member and passed
away earlier this year.
A drop box for American flags that must be retired from service due to wear and tear will be introduced. Once it is placed
outdoors in the spring, anyone in the local area may use it for
flag disposal. The next scheduled Post 37 Flag Retirement Ceremony will be held on June 14, along with a tentative barbecue.
The Post’s last public event this year will be a wreath and
bake sale, to be held November 28 and 29.

Waldo County —

Homeless Coalition Online Public
Meeting
involved and there will be time for discussion.

The Waldo County Homeless Coalition
will hold an informaitonal meeting online at
4 p.m. on Thursday, November 5. All are
invited to attend.
WCHC will introduce the organization, discuss how it intends to serve the community,
review its work of the past year and look to
the future. Attendees will learn how to become

The Waldo County Homeless Coalition’s
mission is to ensure that the homeless and
housing-insecure population of Waldo County has access to basic needs, including safe
and stable housing, clothing, adequate nutrition, and medical and mental health services.
Email waldohomeless@gmail.com to
RSVP and receive the meeting link.

Maine Department of Labor —

Phishing Scams on Unemployment

The Maine Department of Labor is warning unemployment claimants about fraudulent email “phishing” scams in which perpetrators steal usernames and passwords, use
them to log in to unemployment accounts
and change the payment information. DOL
is adding extra security measures to protect
beneficiaries.
The U.S. Department of Labor notified
DOL of scams occurring across the country;
the department has also received reports of

THE FREE
PRESS

readers
comment…

“Appreciate paper,
ideas and current
political updates and
commentators; who is
that Andy O’Brien?
He’s wonderful.”

phishing attempts in Maine.
Some phishing attempts mimic the Maine
Department of Labor and provide a link to
reset a password. DOL will never send a password reset email that wasn’t requested by an
individual. Anyone who did not request a
reset and receives such an email should
immediately delete it without responding.
Detailed information about protective
measures claimants can take is available at
maine.gov/labor; click on What’s New.
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Learn Virtual Facilitation Online

Vehicle registration deadlines, which had previDeadlines apply to all motor vehicles and trailUniversity of Maine Cooperative Extension will co-host an online webinar
ously been altered in response to office closures due ers operated on Maine roadways and to temporary
series called The Art and Science of Virtual Facilitation on Tuesdays, Novemto the pandemic, have been updated in a new execu- registrations. Motorists processing vehicle regisber 17 and December 1, from 10:30 a.m. to noon.
tive order. The deadlines affect motorists whose reg- tration renewals can use the Rapid Renewal online
The workshop will feature key facilitation concepts and how to apply them
istrations have expired or who have purchased a new service if they live in a participating town. Regiswhen working with groups virtually. Participants will also learn and practice
vehicle during the pandemic state of emergency. (All trations can also be processed at most town offices,
specific virtual techniques for brainstorming, prioritizing, action planning
dates refer to 2020 unless specifiied otherwise.): and at local Bureau of Motor Vehicles offices if
and decision making.
• Vehicles purchased January 1–March 15 and vehi- the vehicle excise tax has already been paid to the
The fee to attend is $30; registration is required by Tuesday, November 10. Visit
cles with registrations that expired before March municipality.
tinyurl.com/yxeok2jp for more information. To request a reasonable accommoda15: Register immediately.
Visit maine.gov/sos/bmv for more information.
tion, call Kristen Grant at 646-1555, extension 115, or email kngrant@maine.edu.
• Vehicles purchased March
15–May 31 and vehicles with
registrations that expired during that period: Register no
l
later than December 18.
• Vehicles purchased June
1–September 30 and vehicles
with registrations that expired
I will work hard in Augusta for the things most of us truly believe are essential:
during that period: Register no
Strong Family Values
Solid supporter of the First Amendment.
later than February 16, 2021.
Believe strongly in our right to bear arms
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like and we’ve seen
prior to the temporary plate’s
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✓ Maine native, educated in Maine
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expiration to avoid penalties.
the damage it’s done to the live
✓ USAF Veteran. Served one year in Vietnam.
Vehicles with registrations
Honorable discharge.
Mainers.
of
that expire in October should be
✓
Employed in retail and wholesale. Held
will “go
registered ASAP or no later than
management and supervisor positions.
’re looking for someone who
you
If
October 31 to avoid penalties.
✓ Prior Town of Waldoboro Selectman,
I’m not that guy. But if you
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If you have just read this you know that
advertising in The Free Press works.
Call our advertising department for more details:
596-0055.
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along to get along”
your ideas and
want someone to make sure
a, please give me
concerns are heard in August
your support!

Chairman of Shellfish Committee

✓ Presently retired from business career and now
enjoy being active in the clamming and lobster
industries with family members.

Paid for and authorized by Lowell Wallace, 2273 Friendship Rd. Waldoboro Maine 04572.
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Strand Youth Film Fest
Deadline: October 31

The deadline for submissions to the Strand Youth Film
Fest, an opportunity for young people to create their own
short films, is midnight on Saturday, October 31. Awards
and a public, virtual showing will take place in December.
Filmmakers ages 9 to 18 will compete in two divisions:
the junior division includes those entering grades five through
eight (9 to 13 years old); the senior division is for young
people entering grades nine through 12 (14 to 18 years old).
Films must be one to five minutes in length, adhere to the
standards for a G or PG rating and be entered into one of
the following categories: Narrative (fiction), Documentary,
Music Video or Animation. Prizes will be awarded in each
film category for both divisions, plus one “Best of Fest”
prize. The winners in each category will be awarded $75;
Best of Fest winners will each receive $100. Winners will
also receive an official Strand Youth Film Fest Geiger
Award. Only one film per submitter is allowed.
Participants must live in the counties of Knox, Waldo,
Lincoln, Hancock, Kennebec, Penobscot or Sagadahoc.
For more details and submission instructions, visit
rocklandstrand.com.

Farnsworth Offers Free
Fall Family Festival

Rockland’s Farnsworth Art Museum will offer its annual Free Fall Family Festival virtually through Saturday,
October 31.
Those who register can pick up a free Jack-O-Lantern
kit, which includes a pumpkin, child-safe pumpkin saw
and scoop and pumpkin recipes, from an outdoor table
just beyond the museum doors at the Museum Street
entrance. Pickup times are Wednesday through Friday,
October 28–30, from 1 to 4 p.m. Participants are invited
to upload photos of their carved pumpkins to the Farnsworth
website.
Musician, mime and educator Scot Cannon will present
a live, family-friendly performance at no charge via Zoom
on Friday, October 30, at 7 p.m. and on Saturday, October
31, at 10 a.m. Registration is necessary. Visit farnsworth
museum.org/event/fallfest2020 to sign up for festival events.

Associate professor Torsten Hahmann

Predicting, tracking flood damage —

UMaine Professor Harnessing Torrents of Info
with AI Project
ing the capabilities of the network, researchers hope to attract

Torsten Hahmann, an associate professor of spatial informatics at the University of Maine, is among a team of
researchers working to create the Urban Flooding Open
Knowledge Network, a program governed by artificial intelligence that will identify homes and neighborhoods that
would be inundated, roads that would be inaccessible, systems that would become inoperable and areas that would
need evacuation during a flood.
Flood damage can ripple through a city’s many interconnected systems of infrastructure and services. Despite the
interwoven nature of infrastructure, no tool can holistically predict or track the ramifications of a flood event in a
metropolitan area.
The UF–OKN will not only provide hydrological projections for a city facing a flood, but also identify which neighborhoods, businesses, roads, dams and public health, water,
sewer and power systems would be threatened. The network will forecast probable courses of a flood event 48 hours
before it reaches a city, with predictions updated every half
hour. It will also provide real-time, high-resolution data that
will allow emergency managers and others to track damage
and crises created by a flood.
The knowledge network will serve as a customizable database providing users, including homeowners, emergency
responders, water and sewer system operators, agencies and
more, with the information they need to prepare for and
maneuver through a flood event.
The UF–OKN will not only help cities prepare for an imminent flood and respond to it when it strikes, but also provide
information to help municipal leaders bolster their communities against future inundation, according to researchers.
The team hopes to present a pilot version of the UF–OKN
that will represent a specific city in 2021. By demonstrat-

shift the tide...and VOTE!

Happy Halloween!

Fresh local Produce
Sweet Seasonal Treats
Variety of Local Beers & Wines
Grab -n- Go Meals : sandwiches
soups, salads, and sides
Fresh Baked Goods
Bulk food & Items
Wellness Department
Gifts, Books and more!
Rising Tide is open 7 Days a week
Monday - Saturday 8am - 8pm
Sunday 8am - 6pm
Curbside Pick-up s
ryone i
Monday -Friday Eve lcome!

Rising Tide Co-op 323 Main Street Damariscotta
207.563.5556
RISINGTIDE.COOP

We

more municipalities, including those in Maine, and other
potential users to buy into the network to support its ongoing development.
“At its core, the UFO-OKN uses a knowledge graph that
brings together ontologies and data. The technology of
knowledge graphs and ontologies is an important piece of
the overall landscape of AI tools,” said Hahmann, also director of the Spatial Knowledge and Artificial Intelligence
(SKAI) lab at UMaine, through a news release on the project. “It provides computers with the human knowledge necessary to correctly interpret and connect vast amounts of
disconnected information. It has been evolving for a number of years, but there really hasn’t been a big use case for
us to showcase what the technology could do (until now).”
“It’s technology that actually helps improve decision making and saves lives,” Hahmann says in a news release.
“We’re really trying to address a real problem, a pressing
concern that could benefit from this technology.”
The research is funded by the National Science Foundation.

Watershed School
Online Open House

Watershed School, an independent high school in Camden,
will hold an open house on Tuesday, October 27, from 7 to
8 p.m., via the online Zoom platform.
Prospective families are invited to learn about Watershed’s academic program and student life. Faculty, students
and current parents will be on hand to answer questions.
The faculty will also share information about Watershed’s
Climate Action and Leadership Lab, the school’s new interdisciplinary semester program focused on climate change.
Those who wish to receive an invitation via email can
register at watershed-school.org/virtualopenhouse.
For more information, visit watershed-school.org or email
Ronni Blaisdell at ronni.blaisdell@watershed-school.org.

For Pre-ordering Go to:
www.rocklandfarmersmarket.org
Last Market This Thursday
October 29th.
Thank you to everyone
for a great season. It was
challenging but you
made it happen!

9am-1pm

HARBOR PARK, Thursdays (Rain

rocklandfarmersmarket.org
F resh • L ocal • T aste
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he autumn landscape has pared down to dark spires of
Now the fun really begins, as you decide what to put inside
evergreens dotted with bright spikes of gold here and
your tiny garden. The possibilities are endless, but the most
there along with many grey branches. Days are shorter, temeconomical one is to make a woodland landscape with stones,
peratures cooling. If ever there was a time to think about
moss and tiny plants garnered on a stroll around the yard or
bringing a bit of green from outside to inside in the form of
in a nearby woods. Take the time to design your understory
a terrarium, it’s now. With children home more, and famiand plant placement. If your terrarium will have a back side,
lies looking for outdoor activities away from crowds, spendmake the back the tallest part of the design, with perhaps a
ing a day in a woodsy area searching for stones, mosses,
path of tiny stones or pine needles trailing downward through
ferns and other tiny plants, or at the
some moss-topped ledges. If you have any
shore finding driftwood and shells to
glass figures or special ornaments, place them
bring home, is a wise choice. Then,
inside on driftwood logs or smooth stone
when you get home, a project awaits
perches. A fairy lake can be made from
that could be considered part of a
a bottle cap buried to its rim in the soil.
school nature or science curriculum,
When putting in your plants, use a chopwhile, in fact, it’s pretty much just pure
stick to gently bury their roots and a teaspoon
fun — making miniature woodland
to top them with additional soil, which you
by Georgeanne Davis
scenes, a fairy village or a sandy beach.
can then tamp down with the wider end of the
No matter what kind of terrarium
chopstick. Use a mister to water, as overwayou ultimately decide to construct, there
tering promotes mold and causes problems for
are some elements that are common to all.
plants. Cover your terrarium with a lid, and set
A terrarium, basically a garden enclosed
it in a location that receives indirect sunlight all
in a glass container, creates its own environment, one conday; too much sun will cook your little garden. If you see
ducive to growing many kinds of plants. Moisture evapocondensation forming on the terrarium’s walls, remove the
rates from the plant leaves, runs down the terrarium conlid for a few hours.
tainer’s sides and back into the soil, creating a watering
If you would prefer a desert or beach look for your tercycle. While you can spend a lot of money on a terrarium
rarium, with succulents for the planting material, you start
container, all you need is a glass container with a lid. A canwith the same basics — a glass container and pebble subdy or cookie jar, old fish bowl or aquarium, even a pickle
strate — but you won’t need a top, especially if your conjar or large goblet can be a suitable container, as long as it
tainer has a narrower opening, as succulents need little water.
has a lid, or you can fashion one from a piece of clear glass
You’ll also want to use a planting medium blended espeor plastic, and it has an opening large enough for you to
cially for cactus. Cuttings from friends’ succulents will happlant and care for your mini-garden. Before you plant, you’ll
pily root in your terrarium, or tiny plants can be purchased.
need sand, rocks or loose soil for the container bottom, to
Don’t overlook the exotic tillandsia, or air plant, which will
help drain extra water. Aquarium gravel is a popular choice,
combine well with your succulents, shells, stones and driftbut you can just place some clean stones in the bottom, largwood. Once you’ve planted your desert garden, you can top
er ones for the base and finer ones on top. Then place some
it with a layer of fine sand and perhaps add some additioncharcoal on the gravel, either activated charcoal or simply
al decorative bits of sea glass or stones. This kind of terrara few bits of the charcoal used in grilling — real charcoal,
ium will appreciate direct sunlight every day for at least five
however, not briquettes. This keeps the terrarium sweet and
or six hours and will only need watering every two weeks.
controls odor. On top of this substrate, lay a sheet of paper
Sometimes succulents get leggy, a sign they may not be
towel to keep your final layer of potting medium from siftreceiving enough sunlight. They can be pruned back, with
ing into the drainage layer. Finally, cover all with a twothe pruning rooted for new plants, and the cut areas will
inch layer of good potting mix.
heal themselves.
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Butcher Shop and Specialty Food Market

NOW TAKING ORDERS FOR FRESH,
LOCALLYBREAD
RAISED TURKEY

BAKED DAILY

Full Thanksgiving menu available —
reserve your favorites today!
www.MaineMeat.com
www.MaineMeat.com

Hours: Monday – Saturday: 10
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
207-236-MEAT (6328) • U.S. Route One • ROCKPORT, ME
(inside STATE OF ME CHEESE bldg.)

310 Commercial Street, Rockport
207-236-MEAT (6328)

Terrarium
101

ENHANCING YOUR PROPERTY FOR OVER 35 YEARS

WOOD FENCING

269 Atlantic Hwy • Warren, ME
207-273-1000 • 800-360-4866
www.tomfence.com

Knox-Lincoln Soil & Water —

Fall Raffle and Pie Sale

Knox-Lincoln Soil and Water Conservation District is
holding a pie sale and fundraising raffle in conjunction with
its first virtual awards celebration on November 10. All are
invited to preorder a pie or purchase raffle tickets whether
or not they attend the awards celebration.
Raffle tickets are $1.50 each or five for $6 and must be
purchased by Sunday, November 8.
Nine varieties of freshly baked, homemade pie from
D-Zerts by Daphne of Westport Island may be ordered no
later than Tuesday, November 3, for pickup on Monday,
November 9, in either Rockport or Edgecomb.
For more information and to purchase raffle tickets, view
prizes and place pie orders, visit knox-lincoln.org. With
questions, call 596-2040 or email julie@knox-lincoln.org.

VISIT OUR HERD

WESKEAG FARMS

Alpaca Shop
Hats • Gloves • Scarves
Shawls • Socks • Blankets
Sweaters • Yarns & more!

Buttermilk Lane, Thomaston
• 594-7555 • 1⁄ 2 Mile from Rte. 1 •

The raffle prizes include
this gift basket selection
from Sasanoa Brewing of
Westport Island.

Attention
Snow Removal Contractors
Line Up Business for
This Winter with
The Free Press
4 weeks
of

RESIDENTS OF
ROCKPORT

▼

We
want to
know.

advertising
ONLY

$185*
*Business card size ad. 4x ~ $46.25 per run

Call 596-0055

STEVE DAVIS



SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
OPTIONS TO TAKE THE SURVEY:

The Rockport Conservation
Commission (RCC) requests
your participation in our
brief 2020 Survey.
The RCC is responsible for
conducting research, educating
the public and making
recommendations to appropriate
Rockport town bodies.
Harbor, rivers, lakes, wetlands,
forests, and conserved lands are
a major draw to our community.
We are interested in gathering
data and opinions about your
conservation and environmental
concerns.
The survey is anonymous.

■ https://bit.ly/RCCSurvey2020
■ Scan the code at the right with

your phone’s camera
■ Email us for a paper survey

conservation@rockportmaine.gov
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BOOK REVIEWS
WHAT ARE YOU GOING
THROUGH

B

BY SIGRID NUNEZ
Reviewed by Joan Frank
“
e kind, for everyone you meet is fighting a hard
battle.” That adage (variously attributed) shows up
online so often it’s become almost invisible. But it’s resurrected with punch in “What Are You Going Through.”
The title of Sigrid Nunez’s disconcerting new novel comes
from French philosopher Simone
Weil, who believed that asking that
very question was what love of
one’s neighbor truly meant.
“What Are You Going Through”
initially resembles Rachel Cusk’s fiction—narratedbyafiercelyintelligent
teacherandwriter,describingencounters with a series of individuals whose
difficult stories accrue like mosaic
pieces to form a painfully human
tableau. Nunez’s prose, too, seems to
echo Cusk’s cool, flat distance.
“I went to hear a man give a talk,” the narrator begins.
“The event was held on a college campus. The man was a
professor ... a well-known author ... I would not even have
been in that town, had it not been for a coincidence.”
Nunez — whose previous novel, “The Friend,” won the 2018
National Book Award — has long taught creative writing; thus,
these pages dish some authoritative dirt about that world. Here’s
the department head who’s invited the above speaker:
“She is a familiar type: the glam academic, the intellectual vamp. Someone at pains for it to be known that although
smart and well educated, although a feminist and a woman
in a position of power, the lady is no frump, no boring nerd,
no sexless harridan.”
But Nunez’s project has grander designs than mere liter-

TALES FROM THE ANT
WORLD

W

BY EDWARD O. WILSON
Reviewed by Barbara J. King,
hen biologist Edward O. Wilson heads into a forest
to study ants, he sometimes carries a portable cafeteria. The plaster-of-Paris device features two rooms, one that
lets in more light than the other. Wilson places ants inside,
then into the brighter room adds soil, leaf litter and wood
scooped up from near the insects’ colony. The ants gravitate toward the buffet of mites,
spiders, earthworms and beetles
hidden in the soil, make their cafeteria selections, and carry them
next door to the darker chamber
that they prefer.
This kind of experiment has kept
Wilson fascinated with ants for
eight decades. In “Tales From the
Ant World,” the latest of his more
than 30 books, Wilson writes,
“I have not until this book told the
amazing stories of myrmecology
as a physical and intellectual adventure — if you will, an
adventure story.” With its modest and sometimes amusing
tone, the book is a delight — and may coax readers to take
up ant-watching themselves.
“The love of Nature is a form of religion,” Wilson
observes, “and naturalists serve as its clergy.” If that’s so,
Wilson got religion early. A child whose parents divorced
when he was 8, Wilson was indifferent to his schoolwork,
a situation exacerbated by his attending 16 schools in 16
cities through 11 grades. He reserved his enthusiasm for
exploring the natural environment in places like Alabama
and Rock Creek Park in Washington.
In 1942, at age 13, Wilson created what is now called the
All Taxa Biodiversity Inventory (ATBI), a widely used census of all species of a chosen group of organisms in a single
place. For teenage Wilson, it was ants in a vacant lot in
Mobile, Ala. He found a variety of species familiar to him,
then one nest teeming with ants strange and unexpected. “It
turned out to be the imported fire ant Solenopsis invicta, the
first record in the northern hemisphere,” which he calls “the
find of a lifetime.” These South American ants — a mid-century example of an invasive species — had hitched a ride in
cargo bound for Mobile from Argentina and Uruguay.
Young Wilson felt an overwhelming drive “to become an
expert in some aspect of natural history, and to learn the
science supporting it.” To note that he achieved his goal
makes for vast understatement. He went on to a decorated
academic career at Harvard University and to fame as an
author, igniting furious scientific controversy with his 1975
book, “Sociobiology: The New Synthesis,” which attempted to explain the biological basis of social behavior in ani-

ary satire or clever portraiture (though streaks of these spice
the prose). It will meditate — at length, in earnest, often
graphically — upon whatever life, death and love can
presently mean.
The above speaker’s message cuts to the chase: We’re
doomed.
“Our world and our civilization [will] not endure,” he says,
and goes on to list the many signs of that imminent apocalypse, including our failure to control the spread of weapons
of mass destruction; the refugee crisis; cyberterrorism; bioterrorism and, yes, “the inevitable next great flu pandemic.”
No escape. Also, better not go on having children. What’s
left?
“The only moral, meaningful course for a civilization facing its own end,” the speaker says, is “to learn how to ask forgiveness and to atone in some tiny measure for the devastating harm we had done to our human family and to our fellow
creatures and to the beautiful earth. To love and forgive one
another as best we could. And to learn how to say goodbye.”
This overture, taken with the fact that the narrator’s about
to visit an old friend succumbing to cancer, may baffle readers for its impenetrable bleakness — apt as that may be for
our present straits. But because it’s Nunez, long admired
for her fearless, ruminative, sharply insightful work, we push
on. (The doomsday speaker later proves significant.) In the
story to follow, the narrator’s mortally ill friend, anticipating
the horrors of cancer treatment, confesses she means to end
matters early, with pills. “Cancer can’t get me if I get me first.”
She asks the narrator’s help in renting a pleasant retreat where
the two can dwell together until the friend chooses to exit.
There they settle in, and talk.
Over this structure, Nunez’s narrator layers a book’s
worth of memories and Reflections — told “Decameron”style as stories-within-the-story: struggles with children,
lovers, husbands, money, art. These accounts range with
great freedom, even as dwindling time tightens the frame:
cultural, sexual, and ethical ordeals; books, films, music,

mals, including humans. Wilson has twice won the Pulitzer
Prize in nonfiction, in 1979 for “On Human Nature” and in
1991 for “The Ants,” co-authored with Bert Hölldobler. The
popularizer of the biophilia concept (humans feel an urge to
connect with other creatures) and the conservation project
aiming to set aside half the Earth to protect biodiversity, Wilson is today considered the world’s top ant expert.
In “Tales From the Ant World,” his explanations of ant
“gender” (most scientists would grant to insects only “sex”)
and raiding behavior make for exciting reading. Because males
live inside the nest except for the one-time act of mating,
any ant we may notice is female, including the soldiers. Males
— Wilson describes them as “pathetic creatures” and “flying
sperm missiles” — contribute nothing except that single mating, and then they die. Females are tiny powerhouses that rule
and defend the nest and, of course, ensure the future. The
queen’s power is absolute: She makes a choice either to allow
a single sperm through a tube inside her body, resulting in a
female egg, or to close off the tube, resulting in a male egg.
In Mozambique, Wilson studied the Matabele ant, a
species that favors termites as food. Watching these ants
raid a termite nest, he declares, “is one of the most dramatic wildlife spectacles of Africa.” One ant heads off to
scout a termite mound. If she discovers a way to get inside,
she lays down a chemical trail on her way back home. This
trail recruits a large group of female raiders that rush into
the mound and may carry off up to 10 dead termites each
in their mandibles. Despite this level of Matabele aggres-

Audiobooks That Offer
a Few Hours’ Escape

D

Reviewed by Katherine A. Powers

avid Heska Wanbli Weiden’s debut novel stars Virgil
Wounded Horse, a recovering alcoholic who metes out
rough justice in South Dakota’s Lakota Rosebud reservation. His targets are rapists, domestic abusers and others with
whom the feds can’t be bothered. Virgil lives with his
orphaned 14-year-old nephew, Nathan, who, not far into the
book, nearly dies from an overdose of heroin laced with fentanyl and is later arrested for possession of drugs. The
novel’s ever-expanding plot brings Virgil and his former —
possibly regained — girlfriend, Marie Short Bear, to Denver
to track down the source of the drugs (a very nasty cartel)
and back again to South Dakota, where dark machinations
are uncovered and the action heats up. The story, rich in Lakota lore and traditions, is leavened by wry observations and
humor, not least in the person of Virgil’s friend, Tommy, a
loyal but aimless fellow. His good cheer is rendered with perfect timing by narrator Darrell Dennis, who has Indigenous
roots himself and is, as it happens, a comedian. He delivers
the entire narration wonderfully, but his Tommy takes the
gold. (HarperAudio, Unabridged, 8 and 1⁄4 hours)

“Winter Counts”

philosophy, gossip. The narrator despairs of keeping “a
record of my friend’s last days” as a likely betrayal, not of
her friend’s privacy “but of the experience itself. ... Language would end up falsifying everything.”
Yet language is what conveys this fraught inventory.
Nunez’s narrator folds incident, anecdote, history, rumor
— even fairy tales — into a plaintive litany. Toward the
novel’s end she describes a podcast of terminally ill people
(including her friend) mulling their lives aloud, their
suffering dignified by individuation. Replying to a social
worker’s query, “What do you think is the meaning of your
life?” the narrator’s friend snaps: “That it stops.”
One’s moved by the scope and pith of this novel’s ambition, as it addresses our biggest questions by naming the particular — the way the dying recited what mattered to them
in Wim Wenders’s iconic film “Wings of Desire.” But most
striking may be how Nunez’s narrator transfigures, through
deepening compassion, from a wry, circumspect observer into
someone raked raw with hapless love for her vanishing friend:
“Every now and then she would squeeze my hand . . . as if
she had squeezed my heart.” What’s more, the narrator already
foresees memory’s distancing of this extraordinary interval,
lending it “that taint of the surreal.” This infuriates her. “Life
is but a dream. ... Could there be a crueler notion?”
Still, it’s the here-and-now of “What Are You Going
Through” that spears us, its chorale-like testimonies, their preemptive requiem. There are those, muses the narrator, “who
upon seeing someone else suffering think, That could happen
to me, and those who think, That will never happen to me. The
first kind . . . help us to endure, the second kind make life hell.”
Frank’s recent books are “Where You’re All Going:
Four Novellas” and “Try to Get Lost: Essays on
Travel and Place.” Her new novel, “The Outlook for
Earthlings,” will be published October 2
by Regal House Publishing.
© 2020, Washington Post Book
World Service/Washington Post Writers Group

sion, Wilson anoints a garden ant of the Amazonian rainforest, Camponotus femoratus, with the “most ferocious”
status. Ant tales ensue from the Amazon, indeed from all
corners of the world, including the Australian outback and
Mount Washington in New Hampshire.
We humans may wish to see ourselves as the Earth’s dominant species, but this assumption overlooks the ecological
facts. “On arrival in a new land,” Wilson writes, “ants penetrate every available nest site, take control of most available
food sources, and in so doing create an arthropod hegemony
that controls every level of the land from the highest canopy
to the lowest root mass.” Ants sculpt our planet, a process that
began more than 100 million years ago. Take that, human ego!
At any one time, some 10,000 trillion ants of 15,000 species
roam the Earth. Wilson offers suggestions for how we can
better appreciate the ones that dwell near us. Find ants in your
kitchen? Remember that they carry no disease and are fun to
observe: Feed them, don’t smush them. These ants are “especially fond of honey, sugar water, chopped nuts, and canned
tuna.” For Wilson, these home visitors — like ants everywhere — are beautiful little animals to be cherished.
King is emerita professor at William & Mary.
Her seventh book, “Animals’ Best Friends: Putting
Compassion to Work for Animals in Captivity and
the Wild,” will be published in March.

© 2020, Washington Post Book
World Service/Washington Post Writers Group

B

“Agent Sonya: Moscow’s Most
Daring Wartime Spy”

en Macintyre, one of the finest writers on spies and
international espionage, presents Ursula Beurton,
nee Kuczynski, code name Agent Sonya. Born in 1907
to a wealthy, left-leaning German Jewish family, Kuczynski joined the Communist Party in her teens and became,
in time, “a mother, housewife, novelist, expert radio
technician, spymaster, courier, saboteur, bomb-maker,
Cold Warrior and secret agent.” She had three children
by three different men, all spies. She eluded the Chinese
and Japanese secret police, the Nazis, MI5, MI6 and the
FBI. Her work aided the Allies during World War II,
but her loyalty was to international communism and the
USSR. After the war and settled in England, she funneled
highly classified material to the Soviets, including essential details for making the atomic bomb. Her success in evading detection owed in great part to MI5’s ingrained sexism:
The sole woman among the analysts suspected her but was
routinely ignored. Macintyre delivers this immensely exciting, fast-moving account in the calm, engaging voice of a
connoisseur of spy craft. (Random House Audio,
Unabridged, 14 and 1⁄4 hours)
© 2020, Washington Post Book
World Service/Washington Post Writers Group
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Artist Toolbox Topics
from CMCA Online

The Center for Maine Contemporary Art is airing Artist
Toolbox Topics on Thursdays at 7 p.m. via Facebook Live
through November 19. No registration is necessary.
Kim Bernard offers 30 minutes of information on a different topic each week, followed by answers to questions
posted in the comment section.
Upcoming topics include: Pricing Your Art on October
29; Income and Expenses on November 5; Grant Writing
on November 12; and Social Media on November 19.
To view the talks, visit facebook.com/cmcanow.

Karen M. Rizkalla, Broker/Owner
stgeorge-realty.com or karenriz.com

26 Split Rock Cove
Hosting Open Studios

NEW LISTING - ST. GEORGE WATERFRONT

“Gently Through the
Underbrush” (detail) by
Sharon McCartney
Open Studios will be held at
26 Split Rock Cove in South
ThomastononSunday,November 1, from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Current resident artists Paul
Heffernan, Susan Lewis
Baines and Sandy Weisman
and past artists-in-residence
Elynn Kroger, Ingrid Ellison,
Olivia Joy St. Claire and
Sharon McCartney, will be
showing paintings, fiber art,
photography, artist books, collaged constructions and more.
The small, privately owned
artist community of studios
and artist living space is located on three acres overlooking
Mussel Ridge Channel. Refreshments will be served outdoors.
Attendees are asked to wear a mask and to phone or email to
reserve an hour to visit; 12 visitors will be admitted each hour.
To reserve a time, call Sandy Weisman at 596-7624 or
email sandy@26splitrockcove.com.

Knox County Art Society Exhibit
Benefits Camden Library —

Camden Public Library will host a virtual art show called
“Artists Connecting,” featuring the works of Knox
County Art Society
members working
in different mediums,
including watercolors, photography
and oils. The exhibitcan be viewed
online, beginning
on Sunday, November 1, by visiting
librarycamden.org.
The library has been
hosting virtual art
shows monthly since its Picker Room gallery became
unavailable during the pandemic. Exhibitors have
pledged to donate 20% of September sales proceeds from
the exhibition to the Camden Public Library. Shown here,
an untitled work by David Blanchard, top, and “Solitary”
by Anne Brown.

Volunteers Bring Live, Outdoor Music to Tall
Pines in Belfast

Browntail Moth
Treatments
Now Providing Fall Treatments

NEW LISTING - SPRUCE HEAD ISLAND

South Thomaston - Quintessential Maine cottage for
endless year-round vacations for you and your family
or a fabulous year-round, vacation-rental. New deck,
light flooded open floor plan & one-floor living. Detached garage. Rare, white sand beach & never-ending
ocean views. Walk to McLoons Lobster. $710,000.
NEW LISTING - TENANTS HARBOR VILLAGE

“Hospice fairy” Cher Jones dances during a performance by Willy and Clayton Clemetson.
Belfast Flying Shoes and Hospice Volunteers of Waldo County have teamed up to bring live music to residents and staff at
Tall Pines Retirement and Healthcare Community in Belfast.
In August, Hospice Volunteers Director Flic Shooter
sought help to realize her wish to provide “safe, physically distanced, outdoor concerts each week to provide a cheery
distraction” for residents. The program builds on Flying
Shoes’ previous music and movement programming at the
Residence at Tall Pines.
Performers have included Willy and Clayton Clemetson,
Jamie Oshima and Alisa Amador, John Pranio and Toki
Oshima, the Gawler Sisters, and Jennifer Armstrong. Musical selections have included traditional fiddle and banjo
tunes, early rock ’n’ roll, old-time country music and more.
Residents also make requests.
Throughout the pandemic, hospice volunteers have helped
in the Commons at Tall Pines by greeting residents through
closed windows, uploading music to digital music players, and distributing gift bags and appreciation notes. For
six weeks this spring, HVOWC coordinated with local
church groups to provide daily meals for Commons staff.
Belfast Flying Shoes produces public dance and music
events and offers community outreach programs. For more

Take your boat to the 120 acre Clark Island preserve
for a hike or to the Craignair Inn for dinner from this
one of a kind waterfront property with breathtaking
panoramic ocean & island views. Light & view-filled
Great Room w/ southern & eastern exposure, large
detached garage plus 2 bays on ground level of home
for ocean-view workshop & small boat or vehicle storage. Major renovation of dock in recent years offers an
incredible space for outdoor gatherings w/family and
friends. $1,085,000.

Exquisitely restored 1840’s cape built by Captain
George Gilchrest, ship-builder who traveled the Atlantic coast to South America in the 1800’s. Hardwood
floors & wide-pine wainscoting throughout. Two fireplaces, one with beehive oven, kitchen wood stove &
second beehive oven in dining room, cherry cabinets,
Butler’s pantry, 1st floor bedroom, attached barn plus
2-bay garage & beautifully landscaped lot. $768,000.
information, visit belfastflyingshoes.org.
Hospice Volunteers of Waldo County provides non-medical support for patients and families at the end of life, as well
as bereavement support services and a lending library. Visit
hospicevolunteersofwaldocounty.org for more information.

OWLS HEAD W/GREENHOUSE

Stunning 3 bedroom home built in 1851 & exceptionally updated. Fabulous, two-story barn/2 car garage in
2016. Greenhouse w/wonderful, updated home office
room at the front. Gorgeous landscaping! $569,000
ST. GEORGE

organic & synthetic treatments
for all tree & landscape pests

Fully Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates - Break the Cycle
www.hawkestreeservice.com

One floor living at its finest! 3 BR/2.5 BA waterfront
home in private setting with lovely, broad views of
Harrington Cove. Open floor plan with fabulous breezy
sun porch, great kitchen, master suite. Propane hot
water heating system & brand new heat pumps for cool
comfort in the summer. $514,000
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Checklist: 677 Spider
Species Live in Maine

O U T D O O R S

Three species at home in
Maine: fishing spider,
cave orb weaver, and the
long-jawed orb weaver
The Maine Forest Service
recently published “A Checklist of Maine Spiders: Arachnida araneae.” It offers the most
comprehensive biological cataloging yet and identifies 677
different kinds of spiders found in Maine.
The checklist is available online and contains detailed information about 71,000 specimens. Spiders were examined from
all 16 Maine counties and a diversity of habitats, including
forests, blueberry fields, potato fields, bogs, fens, gravel pits,
backyards, mountaintops, coastal beaches and rocky shores.
The spider checklist marks the culmination of a 14-year projectledbyresearcherandMainespiderexpertDanielT.Jennings,
whodiedinSeptemberasthefinaldetailsofthepublicationwere
being settled. The collaboration with Jennings and the Forest
Servicealsoincluded retiredForestEntomologistCharleneDonahueandtheMaineDepartmentofInlandFisheriesandWildlife.
In the fall of 2006, representatives of the MFS and MIFW
met with Dr. Jennings to devise a plan that would allow him
to continue his work on identifying Maine spiders. The goal
was to understand better what lives in Maine and publish a
checklist of Maine spiders so that others could then use this
baseline information. At the time of the meeting, Jennings
had identified 586 species from Maine. With the support of
the Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry
and MIFW, Jennings identified another 91 species, bringing the total to 677 different kinds of spiders found in Maine.
There is more work to be done on understanding Maine’s
spider fauna. Jennings’ work includes details not captured
in the checklist, and there are likely undiscovered species
to be documented. These could include spiders that extend
their ranges northward with a warming climate and those
that remain uncatalogued due to under-sampling of some
Maine areas and the varied natural features of the state.
To view the checklist, visit tinyurl.com/yx9rl6fq.

Two properties add to the Sherman Marsh Wildlife Management Area as shown on the map. Above, a view of
Sherman Marsh looking north from Lynch Road in Newcastle.

Sherman Marsh WMA Expansion Improves
Access, Links Habitat
According to Coastal Rivers Executive Director Steven

Coastal Rivers Conservation Trust, Maine Coast Heritage
Trust and the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife have added two properties to the state’s Sherman
Marsh Wildlife Management Area. The purchase increases the WMA by 48 acres, making it a total of 143 acres.
The Sherman Marsh WMA is located on a peninsula jutting
into the marsh. A dam built on Sherman Marsh in 1934 created an artificial lake that existed until 2008, when the dam washed
out during a heavy storm and the area reverted to salt marsh.
The original 95-acre property was once the site of a farm.
A foot trail through the woods provides access to the nowcollapsed farmstead. The WMA was established in 1996
through a partnership involving MDIFW and Damariscotta River Association, a predecessor of Coastal Rivers.
Excluded from the original management area was a threeacre parcel of land that carried a developable right-of-way
running through the middle of
the WMA. Any building on
the parcel would have had an
outsized influence on the rest
of the property.
Also missing was a 45-acre
parcel connecting the conserved land to the small parking area on Dodge Road in
Edgecomb — for most visitors, the only means of accessing the trail.
The new acquisitions tie
the properties together. They
also create better public
access opportunities and link
wildlife habitat to other forested lands to the south, such as
the River-Link corridor, so
that animals can move more
freely to find food and reproduce.

Hufnagel, Coastal Rivers worked with the conservationminded family that owned the land to purchase the two properties. The purchase was made possible by a grant, as well
as a loan, from MCHT. Coastal Rivers purchased and held
the property and, in turn, sold it about a year later at a greatly reduced price to MDIFW.
The Sherman Marsh WMA expansion is a small piece of
the River-Link partnership, the goal of which is to create
an extensive connected trail and wildlife corridor running
along the Boothbay peninsula.

15 Payne Ave., Rockland, Maine
G
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Comfortably located within a moment’s walk
of the Harbor and downtown shopping is this
carefully maintained 3 BR home featuring
space, hardwood floors and convenience to
what really matters! Oil FHW heat, garage
shop area, elevated deck off the kitchen-dining
area. Updated plumbing, wiring, furnace,
roof and more. Solidly constructed in 1952
are repurposed for today and your tomorrow.
Rockland $321,021

Modern, updated, one floor living with
expansive yard overlooking Owls Head
Harbor. 3 BR, 2.5 BA, living room, dining
and great room for entertaining with fireplace
and patio. Waterfront deck, exceptional
landscaping, new roof, siding, culinary center,
granite counters, hardwood flooring & direct
entry from vehicle storage. FHW oil heat,
multi-zoned, heated basement. Nearby public
access to beaches, lighthouse, kayaking, &
boat mooring, all within minutes of coastal
shopping & restaurants $883,300

Pet approved and family friendly this
3 BR home is located in an established
neighborhood and features a well landscaped,
corner lot; an attached garage; lower level
expansion possibilities and enjoys walkability
to downtown. Come and see this one in
Thomaston $201,019

3 unit apt. building, with one 1BR unit and
two 2 BR units. Located at scenic head of the
bay, just a short distance to all the beaches
and downtown Rockland and all it has to
offer. Fully rented and ready for a new owner/
investor! Owls Head $309,000

THE FREE
PRESS
readers
comment…
“The Free Press
is a weekly ‘must
read!’ I read
and re-read
each issue several times; I clip
and save some
editorials, letters
to editor and
articles. My wife
and I rely on the
Free Press.”

Take the First Step in
a Rewarding Career.
At Pen Bay Medical Center and Pen Bay Medical Center’s long term care
facilities, many of our entry-level employees have grown within our organization
and advanced in their careers - illustrating our commitment to professional
advancement and personal fulfillment. Join our Support Services team! The
following opportunities are available:
PEN BAY MEDICAL CENTER Rockport, ME
• Environmental Services (EVS)
Supervisor – Full Time
• Environmental Services Technician
II/Housekeeping – Full Time
• Enviro Services Tech
I-Environmental Services – Full Time
• Food Service Representative II –
Full Time
• Food Service Representative I –
Per Diem
• Laundry Driver – Per Diem
• Laundry Washer – Per Diem

KNOX CENTER - Rockland, ME
• Environmental Services
Technician/Housekeeping –
Part Time
• Tray Aide – Per Diem
QUARRY HILL - Camden, ME
• Cook – Full Time
• Dining Assistant – Per Diem
• Dining Room Supervisor –
Full Time
• Environmental Services
Technician/Housekeeping –
Full Time

We offer amazing benefits which include health and dental insurance, paid
parental leave, retirement program, generous paid time off, and much more.
Join our Support Services team today!

For more information and to apply, please visit:

www.careersatmainehealth.org

An Equal Opportunity
Affirmative Action
Employer.
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CDC Reports Likely
Case of West Nile Virus

Birding with Don Reimer

A

PHOTOS: DON REIMER

round this time each year, I write a column that forecasts winter finches. These forecast data come out of
Canada and are based on abundances of cone and seed crops
across reaches of northern forest. In years of relative food
scarcities in the far North, these straying flocks of finches
visit New England. Such periodic incursions are termed
“irruptions.” And, as is often the case, Maine can expect
some mixed outcomes during the 2020–’21 seasons.
With ample crops of mountain ash across the boreal forest, few pine grosbeaks are expected. Roving bands of common redpolls may also be absent this time around, due to
heavy birch crops available in Ontario. If redpolls do come,
they seek out stands of birch, weedy fields and, if we’re lucky
enough, our bird feeders. Scattered white-winged crossbills
may shift southward to feed on cone-laden spruces. Likewise, sizeable groups of red crossbills could filter our way
later in the season in pursuit of white pine seeds.
Three finch species are predicted to be seen in reasonably
good numbers. Due to spruce budworm outbreaks becoming widespread in eastern boreal forests, purple finch numbers have climbed in recent years. We had already observed
notable numbers on Monhegan Island in late September.
Now let’s focus on two others finches: pine siskin and
evening grosbeak. Feeder watchers are currently enjoying
squabbling contingents of siskins around their yards. A friend
reports daily swarms of 200-plus individuals at
his home feeders. These tiny, brown-streaked
birds flash their bright-yellow wing markings
as they chatter and nip at each other and flutter
acrobatically for seeds. In the wild, they typically cling to branch tips to feed. The siskins’
finely pointed bills are best suited for consuming small seeds. They specialize in grass and
weed seeds, especially wild thistle, and will hang
upside down on catkin clumps and tree cones.
At feeders, they prefer nyger thistle seed, but
will compete for bits of sunflower seed, as well.
You may hear their high-pitched wheezy twitters before you see these gregarious birds looping through the sky in wheeling masses. While
their broad regional movement patterns may
seem erratic to us, they may not be totally random. Banding data suggests that some birds may fly east-

Rockland Area Tides
October 27 to November 3
High AM High PM

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

Low AM

9:01
9:19 2:43
9:48 10:07 3:31
10:30 10:50 4:14
11:08 11:30 4:52
11:42
--5:27
12:07 11:12A 11:41
11:40
--5:33
12:13 12:09 6:06
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Mosquito-borne illness can be serious

Finches This Winter?—

Pine siskin

Tuesday, October 27, 2020

west across the continent, while others move north-south.
Pine siskins can temporarily store seeds totaling as much as
10% of their body mass in a part of their esophagus called
the crop. This ability helps them to survive the effects of
winter’s bitter-cold overnight periods.
The heavyset evening grosbeaks are at the other end of
the finch bill and body spectrum. The genus name, Coccothraustes, means “kernel-cracker,” reflecting their ability to crack large seeds with their powerful, thick bill. Whenever evening grosbeaks arrive at our feeders, it is cause for
celebration. Their presence and hearty appetites can elevate
your seed budget, though. As with the purple finch populations, grosbeaks have benefitted from outbreaks of spruce
budworm. The yellow-bodied, dusky-headed males are particularly striking as they speedily crack sunflower seeds.
Female markings are more subtle, with golden highlights on
soft-gray plumage. If you stand near a grosbeak feeding frenzy, the sounds of their snapping bills are audible. Grosbeaks
are also attracted to seeds, berries, and buds of maple trees.
In the last 20 years, evening grosbeak populations have
declined throughout their entire range. Long-term studies
have revealed, however, that much of the population had
shifted into regions of western Canada with its richer food
sources. There are good reasons to keep a watchful eye and
stock your feeders with sunflower seed.

Male grosbeak

SEA SMOKE v Proud Sponsor
of Tides & Weather Forecast

Low PM

3:06
3:53
4:36
5:15
5:52
5:00
6:01
6:37

• American Glass • Papers • Vaporizers
• IV:XX Gear • Vintage Items
95 Main Street
Mon - Sat, 11 - 5:30pm
(Rear Suite)
Closed Sunday
Damariscotta, ME
www.seasmokeshop.com

The Maine Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(Maine CDC) received confirmation October 21 that an
adult resident of Cumberland County recently contracted a
mosquito-borne illness, likely West Nile virus (WNV). The
individual is hospitalized. This is the first case of a locally
acquired mosquito-borne arboviral illness in a Maine resident since 2018.
West Nile virus is a potentially serious disease caused by
the bite of an infected mosquito that can infect humans,
birds, horses, and some other mammals. It is part of a group
of viruses that includes dengue, Saint Louis encephalitis,
yellow fever, and Zika. Maine has not detected WNV in
mosquito collections this year, but New Hampshire and
Massachusetts have reported positive WNV activity in mosquitoes this summer and fall.
Maine CDC reminds residents and visitors to avoid mosquito bites and remain vigilant throughout the rest of the
season. Mosquitoes may still be active when the temperature is above 50 degrees and until the second heavy frost.
The best protection against all mosquito-borne diseases
is to prevent mosquito bites. To protect yourself from mosquito bites:
• Wear long sleeves and long pants.
• Use an EPA-approved repellent on skin and clothes.
• Take extra precautions at dusk and dawn when mosquitoes are most active.
• Use screens on windows and doors.
• Drain artificial sources of standing water, where mosquitoes lay eggs.
• Vaccinate horses against Eastern Equine Encephalitis
(EEE) and WNV.

Steve McAllister Receives Lifetime
Achievement Award —

The Coastal Mountains Land Trust board of directors
recently awarded Steve McAllister a Lifetime
Achievement Award. For the past 30 years, McAllister
has served Coastal Mountains in a variety of roles
including board member, board president, stewardship
volunteer, committee member, advisor and chair for
the Ducktrap River Watershed campaign. As president,
he facilitated the transition from an all-volunteer
organization to one guided by a board of trustees and
managed by professional staff. Shown here, Steve
and Ursula McAllister.
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE

FORECAST for
Knox County

Tuesday Night Partly cloudy, with a low around 31. Northwest wind 5
to 10 mph.
Wednesday Mostly sunny, with a high near 47. North wind 5 to 10 mph
becoming south in the morning.
Wednesday Night Partly cloudy, with a low around 39.
Thursday Partly sunny, with a high near 51.
Thursday Night A chance of rain before 11pm, then a chance of rain
and snow between 11pm and 3am, then a chance of snow after 3am.
Mostly cloudy, with a low around 30. Chance of precipitation is 40%.
Friday A chance of rain and snow before 11am, then a chance of rain
between 11am and 2pm. Partly sunny, with a high near 40. Chance of
precipitation is 30%.
Friday Night Partly cloudy, with a low around 27.
Saturday Sunny, with a high near 44.
Saturday Night Mostly clear, with a low around 31.
Sunday Mostly sunny, with a high near 49.
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LITERARY
Camden Public Library —

Fundraising push for last $50,000 —

Rockport Library Gets
Matching Grant

Author Talks on Naval Architect Biography

The Rockport Library Foundation has received funds to
match donations dollar-for-dollar in the final phase of the
“Last Mile Challenge,” a drive to raise $225,000 for furniture and fixtures for the new town library. Fifty-thousand
dollars is still to be raised.
Construction is on schedule, said Capital Campaign Co-chair
Joan Welsh in a news release. “We need to make sure there are
enough stacks, desks, tables and chairs inside the building to
support all the exciting new services that will be offered.”
The library project is proceeding on budget; windows have
been installed and brickwork is complete. Finish work and
stocking the shelves continues and outside decking and roadwork are expected to be completed in the next few weeks.
Visit rockportlibraryfoundation.org to make a donation,
including buying an inscribed brick for the “Community
Walkway.”

Camden Public Library will host author and Camden resident Roger Allen Moody’s illustrated presentation about
his new book, “Of Watercraft Form and Function: A Biography of Naval Architect Geerd N. Hendel,” on Thursday,
November 5, at 6 p.m. The free program will be held online

Roger Moody and his book
via the Zoom platform. To request a link to attend, email
jpierce@librarycamden.org.
“This is the story of how a young and talented German
naval architect came to America during the Great Depression, became a citizen, and went on to design some exceptionally fine yachts and commercial vessels,” writes Maynard Bray, a watercraft preservation expert and technical
editor at Wooden Boat magazine.
Geerd Hendel worked at the Camden Shipbuilding and
Marine Railway Company during World War II, beginning
in 1942, and created his own independent design firm in
Camden in 1945. Moody’s book shows the evolution of his
work.
For more information on this and other library programs,
visit librarycamden.org.

Camden Public Library —

Muskets of the
American Revolution

The Camden Public Library will host an online presentation by local history reenactor Bill Payson, called “Muskets
of the American Revolution,” on Tuesday, October 27, at
6 p.m. The program is part of the library’s “Discover History” series and will be held on the Zoom platform. Email
jpierce@librarycamden.org
to request a link to attend.
In 1775, at the beginning
of the American War of Independence, those who stood
up to British soldiers were
farmers, laborers and artisans. Most procured their
own weapons and fought
without pay. Payson will
discuss the New England
fowler, the British first model long land pattern musket,
the French ’63 Charlieville
and other types of weapons
and related equipment.
Payson has been involved with history reenacting since
1990. He is a longtime member of Harmon’s Snowshoemen, a group of New England military reenactors who portray frontier soldiers of the period 1623–1783. Payson is a
board member of the Colonel Paul Wentworth House, an
educational and cultural center in Rollinsford, N.H., and
collaborated with Denis Hambucken on the book “Soldier
of the American Revolution: A Visual Reference.”
For more information, visit librarycamden.org.

Left, Geerd Hendel PHOTO FROM CAMDEN PUBLIC LIBRARY’S
WALSH HISTORY CENTER, STORMY BOK COLLECTION

Author Woodard Discusses ‘Union’
Maine author Colin Woodard will
discuss his book “Union: The Struggle
to Forge the Story of United States
Nationhood” in a free Zoom presentation
hosted by Brunswick’s Curtis Memorial
Library on Wednesday, October 28, at
7 p.m.
In his earlier book “American Nations”
Woodard contended that the U.S. has
always been a collection of rival regional cultures rather than a single nation. In
“Union” he examines how a myth of
national unity was created and fought
over in the 19th century — a myth that
persists today.
Woodard, state and national affairs
writer at The Portland Press Herald, is a New York Times
best-selling author and historian who has reported from more
than 50 countries and all seven continents. He was a finalist for a 2016 Pulitzer Prize.
Books will be on sale for this virtual event from Gulf of

Stories from the Sea
and Today’s Fisheries

The Senator George J. Mitchell Center for Sustainability Solutions at the University of Maine will host a free Zoom talk Monday, November 2, from 3 to 4 p.m. about stories from the sea
and what they reveal about Maine fishing communities today.
Marine Extension Associate Natalie Springuel has gathered recordings from historical societies, museums, libraries,
community radio stations and schools that reflect the history of Maine’s fishing communities and shed light on the
development of climate change and other factors driving
ecological shifts. The oral histories can aid decision-making, community development and cultural heritage today.
Springuel is coordinator of the Downeast Fisheries Trail,
a founder of the National Working Waterfront Network and
host of the award-winning public affairs radio show “Coastal
Conversations.”
To sign up, visit umaine.edu/mitchellcenter. Registration is
required. To request a reasonable accommodation, email
hallsworth@maine.edu or phone Ruth Hallsworth at 581-3196.

Check

2017 CHEVY TRAX LT
• All Wheel Drive
• 30,000 Miles
• Moonroof
• Remainder
of Warranty

$

16,985

Come Buy
From the Best
of the Best!

Maine Books. Attendees can purchase the book by emailing the store, gulfofmainebooks@gmail.com, or by calling
729-5083.
To attend, visit tinyurl.com/y5u9tsr8; the talk will also
stream live on the library’s Facebook page.

Art and climate change in Iceland —

Photographer to Speak on Redirection Toward
Activism Through Art
Nickelson was in residence at the Baer Art
Jim Nickelson

The Camden Conference and Rockland
Public Library will present Camden photographer Jim Nickelson in a Zoom presentation
on Thursday, November 5, at 6:30 p.m. He
will discuss his artist residency in Iceland
and how to use art to help combat climate
change. To request a link to attend, email
pking@rocklandmaine.gov.

with

2018 CHEVY
MALIBU LT

Chuck

HYUNDAI SANTA FE
SPORT
• All Wheel Drive
• 65,000 Miles

• 36,000 Miles
• Remainder of
Warranty

This Week

EVENTS

$

This Week

15,985

$

This Week

14,985

70 Rockville St., Rockport
236-8006
herricksgarage.com

Center on the northern coast of Iceland in
2018. The photos he took during his two
weeks on the island depict the country’s varied landscapes. Seeing impacts of climate
change already evident there resulted in a
redirection of Nickelson’s artistic work
toward activism. He will also discuss his
newest body of work, The Anthropocene Surveys, for which the Iceland trip is both the
centerpiece and inspiration.
Nickelson is a fine art photographer, custom digital printer (as Nickelson Editions) and teacher and is also the author
of “Fine Art Inkjet Printing.” He has received numerous awards
and exhibited widely. His work resides in museum, public,
corporate and private collections in the U.S. and Canada.
The event is presented in anticipation of the 34th annual
Camden Conference, “The Geopolitics of the Arctic: A
Region in Peril,” to be filmed live at the Camden Opera
House and around the world, and presented via Livestream
February 20–21, 2021.
For more information, visit camdenconference.org or call
236-1034.
From the archives,
March 1, 2011
WWW.DANKIRCHOFF.COM
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UMaine at Augusta —

Hip-Hop Culture and Consciousness Online
Idris Goodwin
PHOTO COURTESY UMA

The University of Maine at
Augusta will host a series of
Zoom presentations called “‘An
Invitation from a Tribe Called
Tomorrow’: A Celebration of
Hip-Hop Culture and Consciousness” on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, November 2, 3 and 4.
BreakBeat poets Felicia Rose
Chavez, Kevin Coval, Idris
Goodwin, Penelope Alegria and
DJ Ca$h Era will be featured
in programs called “Decolonizing the Creative Writing Classroom”; “BreakBeat Poets Creative Writing Workshop”;
“BreakBeat Poets Live Performance”; and “Diversity and
Inclusion in (and Beyond) Hip
Hop: A Conversation with the
BreakBeat Poets.”
Hip-Hop is characterized in a news release as “a culture, a movement, and a diverse art form that has given voice
and space to marginalized individuals and communities for
almost half a century.”

For program details and Zoom links, visit uma.edu/news.
Those who need a reasonable accommodation to participate may email Sarah Hentges at sarah.hentges@maine.edu
by October 28 to make necessary arrangements.

New Waldoborough Historical Publication

The Waldoborough Historical Society
recently released its latest publication, “You
Know You Grew Up in Waldoboro When
… : A Collection of Stories,” edited by
Peter Robbins, an associate trustee and
webmaster of the Society’s Facebook page.
Over the years, many locals have posted pictures and memories of their lives in
Waldoboro. Robbins offered them an
opportunity to share their memories and
photos in a publication to support the Soci-

ety’s Project Fund. Fifty-two responses
were gathered along with some photos
from the writers and the museum’s
archives. The book’s cover photo was
contributed by Don Day, a member of the
Waldoboro High School Class of 1953.
The book is available for purchase at
the Waldoboro Public Library, the Community Pharmacy, by contacting Peter
Robbins at peter@bohemiancoffeehouse.
com or by calling Bill at 790-1307 or
Jean at 832-4421.The cost is $15; those
who wish to receive copies by mail
should add $5 for postage.
Peter Robbins

New Book Features Photos of the
Rockland Breakwater — Local author and

photographer Bob Trapani Jr. has published a new book called
“Rockland Breakwater: A Journey Through the Seasons.” From the
sight of majestic windjammers and marine life to winter storms and
ice, the book is a journey through the collection of many fleeting
moments over more than a decade visiting the breakwater. Trapani
has authored a number of books and hundreds of articles; his
photography has appeared in magazines, specialty publications and
books by other authors. The volume features 108 color photographs
and is available for purchase by visiting shop.momentsinmaine.com
or calling 691-8400.
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Maine author Tim Caverly —

‘An Allagash Haunting’
on Zoom with Vose

Vose Library will launch its “Zoom with Vose Wednesday Nights at 6 p.m.” series on October 28 with Maine
author Tim Caverly. Caverly will kick off this virtual weekly program series with a “Classic Radio Show: An Allagash
Haunting,” featuring suspenseful tales and scenic photos
with a radio program direct from Maine’s dark woods. This
program is suitable for ages 6 and older.
Caverly will also join Vose the following Wednesday,
November 4, to host “So You Think You Know Maine!”
He has spent a lifetime living in the “four corners of Maine”
and will share his firsthand experiences and expansive
knowledge of this state, through historic pictures, unusual
facts and classic tales.
Both virtual programs are free and open to all; they will
be hosted by Vose Library on Zoom; event links for
each program can be found on the library website at voselibrary.org or on Facebook.
Vose Library is located at 392 Common Road in Union
and is currently operating under curbside pickup guidelines.
For more information, call 785-4733.

Maine Coastal Islands Ranger in
Online Lincolnville Library Talk —

Lincolnville Community Library will host an online talk
by Kate Owen, National Park Service ranger at Maine
Coastal Islands National
Wildlife Refuge, headquartered in Rockland,
on Wednesday, October 28, at 7 p.m. Owen
will share photos and
describe the diverse
wildlife and habitats
of the refuge, which
spans 250 miles of
Maine coast. Many
species of seabirds,
including Atlantic
puffins, terns and razorbills, inhabit the refuge’s islands, and Owen will discuss
the research biologists are doing on them. She previously
worked for the National Park Service in the Outer Banks
of North Carolina and in Yellowstone National Park.
Email questions@lincolnvillelibrary.org to receive the
Zoom link or call the library at 706-3896.

Medicare Questions?

816 Atlantic Hwy. (Rte. 1)
Waldoboro, ME 04572

832-6950

www.unitedcornerstone.com

We Have Answers!
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What can you do for
FUN this weekend?
How about
HOW ABOUT • Corn Maze
•
Corn
Maze
•
Hay
Rides
•
Hay
Pyramid
Hay Pyramid • Kids Play Area
• Wagon Rides • Kids Play Area • and more . . .

and more…

y
Photo b

n

de
Alex Og

Beth’s Farm Market

“Quality Produce Direct From The Farm”
“QualityWestern
Produce
Direct
From
The
Farm”
Road, Warren • 273-3695

Western
Road, Warren • 273-3695
www.bethsfarmmarket.com
Farmwww.bethsfarmmarket.com
Market Hours: 8 a.m. – 6 p.m., 7 days a week

FarmMaze,
Market
Corn
Hay Hours:
Rides, etc.
Fri. 12-5,
Saturday
& Sunday
9-5
8 a.m.
– 6 p.m.,
7 days
a week
$5.00 per person, Seniors $3.00,
6 &Hay
under FREE
CornChildren
Maze,
Pyramid,

Open 7 Days A Week - 9:00 to 5:00
$5.00/Person, Children 5 & Under Free

etc.
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E N T E RTA I N M E N T

The Rogues in Free Facebook Livestream
The Rogues show is sold out but will
stream live from the Camden Opera House.
The Camden Opera House’s SoundCheck
series of safely distanced, 45-seats-only concerts in the auditorium will present The Rogues
at 7:30 p.m. on Friday, October 30. The show
has sold out, but the concert will stream free of
charge on the Camden Opera House Facebook
page. No tickets or RSVPs are needed.
The Rogues features Lincolnville’s Rosey
Gerry on guitar, kazoo and vocals; Martinsville’s Lise Becu playing fiddle and mandolin and providing vocals; Liberty native Cami
Jewett on fiddle and piano; Jim Ostergard, a
retired seafarer and standup bass player; and
Port Clyde native Stevie Davis, a lifelong banjo player who has toured with numerous bands.
All SoundCheck concerts are streamed live
and soon after posted to YouTube. Donations
to the Community Arts Fund are appreciated.
Tickets are selling quickly for the remainder of 2020:
November 6, the Gawler Sisters; November 13, the Mark

February 20-21, 2021, via Livestream

The Geopolitics of the Arctic:
A Region in Peril
Community Events Series

Events listed here are free, open to the public, and offered
via Zoom. Please contact the hosting library to request
the link to attend

Tipton Trio; November 20, Joe E. Walsh and Celia Windsmith; and December 11, Castlebay’s Julia Lane and Fred
Gosbee presenting a Christmas in New England program.

Short, comic play —

‘Biffing Mussels’ Outdoors in Rockland
Forty Hour Club Productions will present “Biffing Mussels,”
a short comic play, outdoors at Steel House South, located at
639 Main Street in Rockland, on Saturday, October 31, at 1 p.m.
In the play by Michael Gorman, a scientist recounts his
approach to counting all the grains of sand in the world,
only to be upstaged by a person in a wetsuit, carrying a tennis racket, who gives a lesson on how best to hit mussels in
order to make the sound “biff.”
Directed by Tara Elliott, the production features Garrett
Solomon, Liz McLeod, Todd Weeks, Tyler Weeks and Dag-

ney Ernest. Stage and production design are by Luke Olson.
Attendees will be socially distanced and are asked to wear
a mask and dress for the weather during the 20-minute performance. Seating is limited.
Tickets are sold on a pay-what-you-can basis and can
be reserved by visiting fortyhourclub.com/events. Proceeds
will benefit the Forty Hour Club and its project Chasing the
New White Whale — Harpooning Addiction, which
explores the current national opioid crisis through the lens
of the commercial fishing industry.

Penobscot Bay Singers Virtual Performance

The Penobscot Bay Singers have produced a virtual concert to mark their 48th season performing choral music.
“Poems, Prayers, and Delights: Virtual POPs” will be shown
on Wednesday, October 28, at 7 p.m. on Belfast Community
Television, BCTV Channels 2 and 1301. The concert can also
be viewed and heard online by visiting vimeo.com/469900534.

The audio version will be featured on Belfast Community Radio, WBFY 100.9, on the Live & Local program,
which airs Sundays from 6 to 8 p.m. Segments of the performance will be shared throughout the next few weeks.
Pen Bay Singers present a collection of music of different styles and eras, as well as an original parody.

• Wednesday, October 28: Hosted on Zoom by
the Camden Conference, 6:30-8 p.m., “Maine
and the Arctic: Building Bridges to the Future,”
a panel discussion co-sponsored by the Portland
Press Herald.
• Thursday, November 5: Hosted on Zoom
by the Rockland Public Library, 6:30-8 p.m.,
“Artist Residency in Iceland,” a talk by
Jim Nickelson.
• Tuesday, November 10: Hosted on Zoom by
the Belfast Free Library, 6:30-8 p.m., “China’s
Interest in the Arctic,” a talk by retired Foreign
Service officer Matt Ward. Register at
https://belfastlibrary.org/virtual-programs.
• Tuesday, November 17: Hosted on Zoom by
the Camden Public Library, 6:30-8 p.m., “Arctic
Observations,” a talk by photographer and
Island Institute co-founder Peter Ralston.
• Tuesday, December 8: Hosted on Zoom by
the Belfast Free Library, 6:30-8 p.m., “Russia’s
Interest in the Arctic,” a talk by Dick Topping,
retired CIA analyst in Soviet Russia. Register
at https://belfastlibrary.org/virtual-programs.
• Tuesday, December 15: Hosted on Zoom by
the Camden Public Library, 6:30-8 p.m.,
“The Nansen Passport,” a talk by Anneli Skaar,
Norwegian-American artist and designer.
For more information on the Camden Conference
and detailed descriptions of the Community Events,
visit www.camdenconference.org.

Science, Facts & Credibility matters
Today, science and facts matter more than ever. Nordic Aquafarms´ project in Belfast has been
independently vetted and endorsed by many leading scientific and conservation institutions in
Maine (with no compensation):
•
Department of Marine Resources
•
Department of Environmental Protection
•
University of New England
•
Conservation Law Foundation
•
Gulf of Maine Research Institute
•
Atlantic Salmon Federation
•
Multiple senior staff at UMaine
On the other hand, Upstream Watch in Belfast has continuously accused Nordic and others on the
above list of being corrupt and environmentally irresponsible. The one scientist opponents
presented from a respectable Maine institution evaluating marine impacts admitted he had not
read our applications, never worked with the relevant models he was addressing, nor studied the
Belfast Bay.
Which credible scientific institutions have endorsed Upstream Watch´s constant
accusations against Nordic? We can tell you – none.
Nordic has invested in creating the highest sustainability standards in aquaculture right here in
Belfast.
Whose “science” do you believe?
A local activist group disguised as an environmental group or Maine´s most credible scientific
institutions?

Salmon Produced at Nordic´s
facility in Norway

s r
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Wine, food,
and friends.
The fundamentals
that guide us.

Belfast Free Library —

Creative Journaling Workshop
Online
Swidrowski will focus on bullet journal-

The Belfast Free Library will offer a free,
online workshop called “Creative Journaling:
The Organizational Planner Meets the Expressive Journal” on Thursday, November 5, from
1 to 3 p.m., led by art teacher Rita Swidrowski.
Participants will learn about bullet or dot
journals, travelers’ notebooks, daily pages
and expressive art journaling to help them
design their own journal.

Theater at Monmouth Streams Plays

Wednesday – Thursday | 4:30 pm - 8:00 pm
Friday and Saturday | 4:30 pm - 9:00 pm

Theater at Monmouth is offering a virtual
series, “Plays of Futures Passed,” streaming
filmed productions from previous seasons.
Novemberplayswillincludethe2020Shakespeare in Maine Communities production
of “Measure for Measure,” which will be

Take-out orders accepted | 3:00 pm - 7:30 pm
Reservations suggested | Masks required

207-593-9110

BRIAR PATCH
RESTAURANT

“At Gushees Corner”
48 PEABODY RD.
APPLETON, ME

Now serving takeout
or Dine in with Reservation
Wed. - Sat. • 4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
See our menu online
briarpatchllc.com

785-2151

415 Main St | Rockland, ME | InGoodCompanyMaine.com

www.briarpatchllc.com

Free Press
5'' x 7.375''
October 22
Karp Graphic Design, 207-763-2999
Barbara Karp
In Good Company
415 Main Street, Rockland, ME
Melody Wolfertz, In Good Company
207-593-9110

HAPPY
HALLOWEEN

Contact:

CURBSIDE SERVICE
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

wedding cakes • celebration cakes • French pastries • fresh baked goods

Still Here After 24 Years!
NEW LOCATION- 315 Commercial St., (Rte. 1), Rockport

STOP IN AND SAY HELLO!
Holidays are just around the corner...

ROCKLAND

CAFE

315 Commercial St., (Rte. 1), Rockport | Open Tues-Sat 9-4:30

207-230-0955

Ham & Eggs w/Homefries & Toast ............................................ $10.99
English Sandwich Sausage, Egg & Cheese w/Homefries................. $4.99
2 Eggs w/Toast & Coffee............................................................... $4.99

Pumpkin Pie.......................................................................... $3.99
Pudding.................................................................................. $1.99

Hours thru November

JUST LIKE A BUFFET, BUT WE SERVE YOU
r

TM

s r

r

TM

441 Main Street • Rockland, Maine • 596-7556
www.rocklandcafe.com

2 Gould St., Camden

www.megunticookmarket.com

TM

r

TM

372-6479 • Main St., Port Clyde
portclydebakery.com

CATERING

The Little Dipper Gift Shop

~ Let Us Do the Cooking
~ Full Catering Menu Available
For Pickup or Delivery

Open Saturdays & Sundays 2-5
Until November 29th or by Appointment
557-0058
Shop local, shop safe.

FOR THE HOLIDAYS

Open Daily: Sun 8-6, Mon to Sat 7-7, Fri 7-8 • Tel. 207 .236.3537
s r s rr

Noon - 7PM

Open through Thanksgiving

Visit us at megunticookmarket.com or call.

All-You-Can-Eat Seafood 7 Days A Week

Stop in for Cider & Hot Cocoa.
Join Us for Full Moon Halloween
Trick or Treating

Thursday - Sunday

DINNER

DESSERT

MIDCOAST

Order your holiday pies and goodies with us,
shipping and local delivery available

BREAKFAST

Lobster Dinner w/French Fries & .Coleslaw.....................Market Price
Lobster Alfredo w/Side Salad .....................................Market Price
Shrimp Scampi w/Side Salad ................................................. $16.99
Beef Tenderloin Tip Dinner
Plain or Teriyaki w/Mushrooms & Onions. ..................................... $14.99
Homemade Chicken Pot Pies............................................. $8.99
w/Side Salad........................................................................... $10.99
Teriyaki Grilled Chicken on a Caesar Salad ................. $9.99

ON THE

Serving Chowder
Weekly Soups and
Doughnuts!

See Us On

Open
7 Days
A Week

University of Maine at Augusta and the University of
New England’s Maine Women Writers Collection will present a webinar called “Maine’s Mid-Century Moment” on
Friday, November 6, at 5 p.m.
The webinar will feature a panel of professors who will
discuss three mid-20th-century Maine women writers and
the significance of their work. The event is free and open
to the public; registration is required.
Authors Elizabeth Coatsworth, Ruth Moore, and Mary Ellen
Chase are all represented in the archives of the Maine Women
Writers Collection at UNE’s Josephine S. Abplanalp Library.
Participating in the panel will be Ellen Taylor, professor of
English (UMA); Susan Tomlinson, associate professor of
English (UMass Boston); and Joseph Conforti, distinguished
professor emeritus (USM). Jennifer S. Tuttle, professor of
English at UNE and the director of the Maine Women Writers
Collection, will facilitate the discussion.
The event, originally scheduled for March but postponed
due to COVID-19, is part of UMA’s bicentennial events
exploring the artists, writers and innovators who shaped and
chronicled Maine’s mid-century cultural evolution.
To RSVP, visit uma.edu/news.

Sweet Sensations Pastry Shop

NO MEMBERSHIP
CARD REQUIRED
195 Park St., Rockland • 594-5443

available Friday through Thursday, November 13–19, and Daniel Elihu Kramer’s
“Pride@Prejudice,” a modern retelling of the
Jane Austen novel, available December 18–24.
Visit theateratmonmouth.org for tickets,
or phone 933-9999 for more information.

Webinar: Mid-Century
Maine Women Writers

Limited indoor and outdoor dining available

Publication:
Size:
Date:
Agency:
Contact:
Client:

ing, a system for creating, recording and
tracking goals, ideas, thoughts and experiences. She will share resources and offer suggestions, examples and demonstrations.
A starter kit of materials will be provided and can be picked up at the library. Class
size is limited to 12.
Preregistration is required; email Brenda
Harrington at bharrington@belfastlibrary.org.

follow us on facebook and instagram

Local, Handmade Gifts
Custom Made Knitted items
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Journey to Health —

Free Nutrition Classes and Guided
Hikes
attendees will receive a cookbook featuring 24
MaineHealth’s Journey to Health program
is offering an online class and two guided hikes
in the coming weeks. All are free; preregistration is required. To sign up, call 301-3950 or
visit journeytohealth.coursestorm.com.
Eating Better on a Budget will be held on
Mondays, November 2–23, from 3 to 4 p.m.
Nutrition educators from Knox and Waldo
counties will introduce skills to help participants shop for, cook and eat healthy foods while
stretching funds and staying within a grocery
budget. Recipe demonstrations will be included during each interactive virtual session. All

healthy, low-cost recipes and nutrition tips.
Guided hikes will be offered at Head of Tide
Preserve on Doak Road in Belfast on Monday, November 2, from noon to 12:45 p.m.
and at Beech Hill Preserve in Rockport
on Tuesday, November 10, from noon to
12:45. Members of the Community Health
and Wellness team will lead the socially distanced, easy hikes along Coastal Mountains
Land Trust trails. Participants are encouraged
to wear appropriate footwear and bring drinking water. For more information about the
trails, visit coastalmountains.org.

Five Town Adult Education fall classes,
both in person and online, continue through
the end of February. All in-person classes
follow state guidelines for COVID-19 protocols including social distancing, required
mask-wearing and health checks for all participants and instructors before class.
Upcoming classes include: Creating an
Online Presence to Grow Your Business;
Quilting for Beginners II; Standard CPR,
First Aid, AED Recertification; Pickleball;

Birding by Sight, Song and Habitat; Natural
Sleep and Relaxation with Essential Oils;
Open Studio Painting; Beginner Tai Chi;
Mushrooms, Edible and Medicinal; Spanish;
Fly Tying 101; and more.
Workforce classes, HiSET tutoring and
College Transitions tutoring and advising are
also offered.
A full class listing and schedule can be found
by visiting fivetowns.maineadulted.org. For
more information, call 236-7800, option 5.

INDOOR PRODUCERS MARKET, MAINE MADE PRODUCTS
OPEN EVERY SATURDAY 9AM-1PM
UP TO 70 CUSTOMERS
NEW OUTSIDE DINING

Five Town Adult Education Classes

Gardening Books Half-Price at
Skidompha
the shop’s middle room as well as in the regSkidompha Secondhand Book Shop,
located behind the Elm Street Plaza at
17 Backstreet Landing in Damariscotta, is
selling all books in its large gardening collection at half price through Wednesday,
November 11.
Sale books are displayed on the island in

ular gardening section.
All items are donated, all staff members
are volunteers, and all proceeds support the
library’s collections and programs. For more
information, phone Rosie Bensen at 563-5842,
email grbensen@tidewater.net or visit skidomphabookshop.org.

Up to 12 credits per year tuition-free

UMaine Creates New Early College
Pathways
up to 12 credits per year tuition-free.

The University of Maine is offering four
new Early College Pathways that will enable
students interested in the fields of education,
human development, health and wellness,
and outdoor leadership to pursue a UMaine
degree while still in high school.
Each pathway includes a set of core courses related to a UMaine degree program and
courses that fulfill general education requirements, comprising 15 college credits that
equate to a full semester’s worth of courses.
Students will earn dual credit for high
school and college when they participate in
the tuition-free program. Currently, Maine
public high school students are eligible for

The UMaine College of Education and
Human Development will offer three fully
online Early College Pathways: Child Development and Family Relations, Teaching K–12,
and Health and Wellness. A fourth pathway,
Outdoor Leadership, is offered in a hybrid format with live and online courses.
More pathways will be announced as they
become available. Preference will be given to
high school juniors and seniors; sophomores
will be considered on a case-by-case basis.
Those interested in UMaine Early College
Pathways may email um.earlycollege@
maine.edu, phone Kari Suderley at 581-8024,
or visit umaine.edu/earlycollege.

SafetyWorks! Trainings from
Maine DOL
sonnel. Participants will learn OSHA rules

Maine Department of Labor will offer
SafetyWorks! sessions to help prevent workrelated injuries, illnesses and deaths and reduce
related costs. Safety and health consultations
and trainings are available at no charge and are
confidential — personnel do not issue fines or
citations. All courses are given at SafetyWorks!
Training Institute, 45 Commerce Drive,
Augusta. Classes have an 18-participant limit to allow for social distancing; face masks are
required. Scheduled trainings include:
Fire Service Respiratory Protection and
SCBA. Thursday, November 5, 8:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. Attendees will be introduced
to the OSHA respiratory protection standard,
state statutes and agency rules relating to the
fire service’s use of SCBA and written programs, medical clearances, fit testing, annual training requirements, flow and hydrostatic testing requirements, OSHA and DHHS
rules for breathing air compressors, licensing,
maintenance and recordkeeping and more.
Establishing an Effective Safety Committee — Safety Officer. Tuesday, November 10, 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. This class will
train new safety officers and help them establish an effective safety committee.
OSHA Recordkeeping. Friday, November 13, 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. A thorough,
comprehensive training for both new and
experienced safety and human resources per-

regarding recording and reporting workrelated injuries and illnesses and how to correctly fill out required injury reporting forms.
Forklift Operator Safety. Monday, November 16, 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Designed
for new operators. Training will include performing a forklift inspection and using a forklift simulator. Does not meet requirements
for becoming a “qualified operator” — only
employers can provide such certification.
Impairment Detection Training for
Employers Tuesday, November 17, 8:30 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. Designed to help owners, managers and supervisors recognize and respond
appropriately to employee impairment (regardless of substance or cause) in order to reduce
accidents and injuries. Fulfills federal DOT
requirements for reasonable-suspicion training of supervisors. Participants will also learn
how to develop and implement policies that
address workplace impairment and comply
with Maine’s substance use testing law.
Ten-Hour Construction Standards. Thursday, November 19, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and
Friday, November 20, from 8:30 a.m. to
1 p.m. Basic information on several OSHA
construction standards. Attendees who complete the course will receive an OSHA 10hour course completion certificate.
To register, phone (877) 723-3345 or visit
safetyworksmaine.gov.

HEAVENLY
THREADS

ANTIQUES
ETCETERA
MUST WEAR
MASK
OPEN EVERY DAY
10:00-5:00

207-466-9284

AT 607 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

THRIFT
SHOP
Stay
Healthy
156 Main Street
Rockland, Maine 04841
Telephone: 207-596-7476
Fax: 207-594-7244

Games
Books
CDs

57 Elm Street, Camden, ME
236-3203
OPEN Wed.-Sat. 12-3 pm
We are an Outreach Mission
of the First Congregational Church

Delano Seafood Market &
Delano Seafood Shack Fundraiser for

In Memory of Michelle Winkley Creamer
Saturday Oct. 31, Sunday Nov. 1
9-5 both days

• Donation Jars Available
• 50/50 Raffle
• Silent Auction under the tent
• Delano’s will donate $5.00 for each
transaction at the shack or market these 2 days

Delano’s welcomes any new items or
gift certificates for the silent auction.
Call Kendall at (207) 691-6656 or via Facebook.

2090 Atlantic Hwy (Rte. 1)
Waldoboro, ME
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Delano Seafood in Waldoboro —

Maine Cancer
Foundation Benefit

Delano Seafood and Delano Seafood Shack, located at
2090 Atlantic Highway in Waldoboro, will hold a fundraiser for the Maine Cancer Foundation in memory of Michelle
Winkley Creamer on Saturday, October 31, and Sunday,
November 1, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. both days.
There will be donation jars available, a 50/50 raffle and
a silent auction under the tent. Delano’s will donate $5 for
every transaction at the Shack and in the market.
Those with items or gift certificates to donate for the silent
auction may phone Kendall Delano at 691-6656 or message
her via Facebook.

Supporting Small
Business: COVID’s
Impact and the Future

Maine Small Businss Development Centers and the University of Southern Maine will offer a webinar called “Supporting Small Business: COVID’s Impact and What the
Future Looks Like” on Friday, October 30, at 10 a.m.
Richard Arend of the University of Southern Maine’s
School of Business will present “COVID’s Impact on
Maine Small Businesses.” He co-facilitated the Small
Business COVID Crisis Survey in which hundreds of
Maine business owners provided feedback on the impact
the pandemic has had on their business and steps they have
taken to move forward. Arend will report on the survey’s
findings.
Ryan Wallace of USM’s Center for Business and
Economic Research will offer “Recovery and Economic
Outlook,” outlining economic trends and detailing ways
to support and help entrepreneurs recover and relaunch their
businesses.
To register, visit tinyurl.com/y5nr5282.

Free College Financial
Aid Counseling

The Maine Educational Opportunity Center will host
free individualized sessions about college financial aid
online. Sessions will be offered on the following dates
and times: Tuesday, November 17, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
Thursday, November 19, from 9 a.m. to noon, and Friday,
November 20, from noon to 2 p.m. Preregistration is
recommended.
MEOC, funded by the U.S. Department of Education,
assists qualified adults in making the transition to a new
career and in obtaining relevant educational credentials.
College planning, GED/SAT preparation, referrals, advocacy, career advising, financial aid advising and admissions
assistance are all provided at no cost.
To register or for more information, including the full
schedule of appointment times, visit meoc.maine.edu or
phone (800) 281-3703.

Holiday Masks Benefit District Nursing

McLoons Lobster Shack in South
Thomaston is selling face masks to
benefit the Rockland District Nursing
Association. This summer, McLoons
donated more than $3,000 to RDNA
from the sale of masks.
Locally handmade masks are available in multiple sizes with adjustable
elastics to create a custom fit. To
order, visit mcloonslobster.com/merchandise. Orders received by Thanksgiving will be delivered by mid-December. A pickup option is also available.
Mask sales support non-acute, essential, in-home nursing services for predominantly elderly residents living
independently. With the necessary
safety protocols, RDNA nursing visits
have continued through the pandemic.
Visit rocklanddistrictnursing.org or
call 594-4522 for more information
about RDNA.

Waldo County Bounty Delivers Hunger Relief
Across the Area
continue to operate through the end of the growing season.
Waldo County Bounty, a campaign to address food insecurity in Waldo County during the coronavirus pandemic,
launched in May and has since raised more than $60,000.
The organization’s impact in Waldo County is reflected in
the results of the following programs July through September:
Food-to-Pantry Program: Waldo County Bounty purchased approximately $10,000 of produce from 13 local
farms and distributed the food through 16 hunger-relief
organizations, including food banks, reaching about 3,600
individuals. Spending in the Farm-to-Pantry initiative will
increase this fall.
Gleaning Program: Waldo County Bounty gathered 21,073
pounds of food from 15 farms and producers, as well as
homesteaders and gardeners through Veggies for All, and
distributed it to hunger relief agencies. The program will

Gardening Program: Give and Take produce-exchange
tables were established at 10 sites in Waldo County to coordinate donations from home gardeners. In total, the sites
distributed approximately 1,350 pounds of food. Select
tables will continue to operate through the end of October.
Waldo County Bounty also took the lead on the distribution of 52,000 pounds of local food though the USDA’s
Farms to Families commodity box program.
The group will continue to collaborate with Waldo County hunger relief agencies, farms and gardeners. It is currently coordinating a group discussion by Zoom and telephone
to identify the areas of Waldo County that most need hunger
assistance and to develop new partnerships.
The need for nutritious food for local families in Waldo
County is increasing as a result of the coronavirus pandemic. To donate, visit waldocountybounty.org.

Working Communities Grant Competition
The Federal Reserve Bank of Boston and the State of
Maine will launch the Working Communities Challenge in
Maine, a multi-year grant competition that aims to strengthen rural towns and smaller cities and is backed in part by
$2.7 million in donations.
The challenge supports local teams that work together to
improve economic outcomes in towns, cities and rural communities. Successful teams will address economic growth
and reduce inequity of opportunity tied to race, ethnicity
and other aspects of identity and background.
Maine communities can apply for funds to address local
economic issues that affect residents with lower incomes.
Applicants are encouraged to focus on increasing economic opportunities, poverty reduction and better social outcomes for residents.

The initiative is built on research that examined why many
of New England’s small cities have struggled economically over the past half-century. Boston Fed economists discovered that successful communities had something in common: leaders from private business, public, and nonprofit
sectors who collaborated on a shared, long-term vision for
their community.
The competition began in smaller cities in Massachusetts,
then moved to Rhode Island and Connecticut. Last year, it
was adapted to fit the needs of rural towns, regions, and
smaller cities in northern New England and launched in
Vermont.
Eligibility criteria for communities, as well as information about the grant application process, can be found by
visiting bostonfed.org/workingplaces.

Lincoln County community organizations have collaborated with the U.S.D.A. and the Farmers to Families Food
Initiative to offer drive-through farm stands in Lincoln
County through Saturday, October 31. Anyone may pick
up a free box of food that will include fruits, vegetables,
dairy products and meats.
Locations and dates are:
Tuesday, October 27, from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the
Wiscasset Community Center, 242 Gardiner Road;
Wednesday, October 28, from 1:30 to 5:30 p.m. at the
Whitefield Calvary Baptist Church, 150 Grand Army Road;
Thursday, October 29, from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the
Boothbay Town Commons, on Common Drive;
Friday, October 30, from 2:30 to 6 p.m. at The Hub at
Coastal Rivers Conservation Trust, 5 Round Top Lane in

Damariscotta; and
Saturday, October 31, from 9 a.m. to noon, at Sherman
Lake Rest Stop, 980 Atlantic Highway in Newcastle.
Fresh fruits and vegetables, including potatoes, onions,
carrots and apples, will be included in large boxes that will
be available to anyone who attends. To maintain social distancing and observe pandemic safety guidelines, workers
will be wearing masks and will place food boxes in waiting vehicles.
The number of people who are food insecure nationwide
has increased during the pandemic, including an estimated 18% of people in Lincoln County. This is a 44% increase
from 2018; 4,250 individuals in Lincoln County are considered food insecure, meaning they do not have reliable
access to enough affordable, nutritious food.

Community Broadband
Grants Awarded Locally In Lincoln County —
The Maine Community Foundation’s Community BroadDrive-Through Stands Offer Free Food

band Grant Program has awarded $117,793 in grants to 13
Maine communities. The program aims to increase the number of people, communities and businesses with access to
high-speed internet service and improve skills, knowledge
and opportunities to effectively use the technology.
Local grantees include St. George Community Development Corporation; the town of Searsport; and the town of
Vinalhaven.
The Community Broadband Grant Program will continue in 2021. Details will be available at mainecf.org. The
deadline for applications will be October 15, 2021.
For a complete list of 2020 grants, visit mainecf.org.

ATTENTION:

MAINE STATE EMPLOYEES

OPEN ENROLLMENT

(ACTIVE & RETIRED)

Don’t lose your valuable
hearing aid benefit Your insurance plan may cover
the cost of hearing aids!
Call us today to
schedule your free
hearing evaluation!

ROCKPORT NEWCASTLE
625 ROCKLAND ST.

71 MAIN ST.

(207) 389-5187 (833) 473-5922
OTHER CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:

PROMO CODE:

RFP1028

AUGUSTA BANGOR BRUNSWICK FARMINGTON LEWISTON
NORWAY PRESQUE ISLE SCARBOROUGH WATERVILLE

MEDICARE & ACA (OBAMACARE)
I NQU I R E – SIG N U P – M A K E C H A NG E S

74 Main St. • Damariscotta • 563-5003

Wednesday–Saturday 11-4
Pre-Election Jitters?
74 MainTime
St. • For
Damariscotta
• 563-5003
All Knitters

20% Off All Yarns

20% off Most Yarns
Call Emily (207) 563-5003
For Friday or Saturday Appointment

CALL or WALK IN
No Charge ~

207-230-8186 ~ No Fees

Medicare: Advantage, Supplement, PDP 10/15/20 to 12/7/20
ACA Obamacare: All plans on or off exchange 11/1/20 to 12/15/20

GENE PIKEN, INS. BROKER
27 WASHINGTON ST., CAMDEN
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2
0
2
20
Tues. thru Sat.
3pm to Close
Sundays 12 noon to 7pm
Best Wings in Town!
Great Food!
Daily Specials
Homemade Chowders
& Soups
12 Myrtle St. • Rockland

New
Food Menu

New
Ownership

Open

FOOTBALL
CONTEST
ENTRY FORM

Agency Liquor Store
Coldest Beer In Town
Route 1 on the Warren/Waldoboro Line

Mon-Fri 6am-8pm, Sat 7am-8pm, Sun 9am-8pm

CHECK OFF ONE WINNER OF EACH GAME

WINNER: Person with most correct answers.• TIES: In the
event of a tie, winner will be chosen by closest score of
Monday Night Game.
ONLY ONE ENTRY PER HOUSEHOLD,
PER WEEK, WILL BE ENTERED IN THE DRAWING.

Thursday, Nov. 5

Belfast

Rockland

338-2930

Bucksport

469-4903

596-6554

Ellsworth

667-5322

Owned and Operated by a Maine Family that Cares

MAKING SENSE OF INVESTING

Doug Curtis, Jr.,
AAMS®
Financial Advisor

315 Main Street
Suite 201
Rockland, ME 04841
207-594-9323 Fax 888-264-5812
Toll Free 888-594-9340
doug.curtis@edwardjones.com
www.edwardjones.com

Hot & Cold
Sandwiches
Deli Items
Cold Beer
ATM
& Soda
Phone: 596-7321
Collectables
Bottle
Large Assortment of Sports Cards
Redemption
67 Main St.

NOW WITH AG – NEW LOW PRICES ON MEAT, PRODUCE & GROCERIES!

SPECIAL PIZZA OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
$9.99

UP TO 3 TOPPINGS

AND EVERY HOLIDAY

With our knowledgeable staff and
one-stop shopping, you can get
2620-20
your household
projects done
2630-20
fast so you can
$299.99
2797-22
watch
the
Regular $399.99
2680-20
game. Promotion ends 5/31/14 or while supplies last
DAMARISCOTTA
Damariscotta
Hardware
Damariscotta
Hardware
AH
Tradition
ofR
Helpful
Service
and
Honest
Value
A
D
Wand
A
RValue
E
A Tradition
of Helpful
Service
Honest
Helpful
Service
and
Honest
Value
563-3428
• Damariscottahardware.com
• Open
7 Days
563-3428
• DamariscottaHardware.com
•• Open
77Days
DamariscottaHardware.com
Open
Days

Enjoy the Game
with a La-Z-Boy
Recliner from

Time (ET)

❑ Green Bay at San Francisco ❑ 8:20 pm
Sunday, Nov. 8

❑ Denver at Atlanta ❑
❑ Seattle at Buffalo ❑
❑ Chicago at Tennessee ❑
❑ Baltimore at Indianapolis ❑
❑ Carolina at Kansas City ❑
❑ Detroit at Minnesota ❑
❑ New York at Washington ❑
❑ Houston at Jacksonville ❑
❑ Las Vegas at Los Angeles ❑
❑ Pittsburgh at Dallas ❑
❑ Miami at Arizona ❑
❑ New Orleans at Tampa Bay ❑

1:00 pm
1:00 pm
1:00 pm

Route 1, Waldoboro • 832-6363
www.DowFurniture.com

1:00 pm
1:00 pm
1:00 pm
1:00 pm
1:00 pm
4:05 pm
4:25 pm
4:25 pm
8:20 pm

EARTHWORK EXPERTS

Established 1949
190 Pleasant Street, Rockland • 594-4630

GEORGE C. HALL & SONS INC.

Monday, Nov. 9

❑ New England at New York ❑

8:15 pm

Total Points Scored Monday Night Game:____________
Name:______________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________
____________________________________________________

Safe Sale
15% off
All in stock safes,

Phone:______________________________________________

cash &
carry.
New
Shipment
Just In!

If I Win, Make My Gift Certificate Good At:
____________________________________________________
(select any business on this page)
Mail Entries to:

THE FREE PRESS,
c/o Football Contest
PO Box 1076,
Camden, ME 04843-1076
OR bring to:
6 Virginia Ave., 2nd floor,
Camden
OR FAX: 596-6698
Entries Must Be Received By
5 pm Thursday, Nov. 5.

Each week’s winner
will receive a
$25.00 GIFT
CERTIFICATE
at any one of
the participating
businesses on
this page.
Week 6 winner was
Thomas Winslow. Due
to FP deadline, week 7
winner will be
mentioned next week.

*All Gift Certificates will be mailed out at the end of each month*

738 MAIN

STREET • ROCKLAND
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Truth and reconciliation —

Film on Wabanaki
Child Removals to Air
on Maine Public, PBS

WORLD Channel on PBS and Upstander Project will
present the broadcast premiere of “Dawnland,” a Mainebased documentary film about cultural survival and stolen
children. Going inside the first government-sanctioned truth
and reconciliation commission in United States history,
“Dawnland” reveals centuries of injustice, which the filmmakers hope creates space for healing.
The Emmy award-winning film proposes truth-telling as
the next step to imagining a better future in the United States.
These “Dawnland” screenings will coincide with the U.S.
election, a time when many may welcome a story about this
landmark attempt to heal a profound societal divide.
The feature-length documentary, directed by Bostonbased filmmakers Adam Mazo and Ben Pender-Cudlip, will
air on WORLD Channel on PBS stations Tuesday, November 3, at 7 p.m., Wednesday, November 4, at 10 a.m., Saturday, November 7, at 11 p.m., and Sunday, November 8,
at 10 p.m. It will air on Maine Public Television and online
Thursday, November 12, at 9 p.m. and Saturday, November 14, at 2 p.m.
While the U.S. government’s track record with Native
Americans is well-known, many remain unaware of the horrors documented in “Dawnland.” For much of the 20th century, child welfare workers took Native American children
from their homes and placed them with white families. The
reasons for their removal were often unfounded and rooted
in cultural differences. These practices of removal fit into
a systematic pattern of denying Native children their heritage and erasing their culture. Once removed from their
homes, families, and tribes, Native children were given new
names and forced to act, dress, and talk like White Americans. These methods were a modern effort to wipe Native
Americans from history.
“Dawnland” focuses on the recent formation of an historic Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) by the
Wabanaki tribes and the state of Maine that aims to help
those affected by these atrocities. TRC commissioner and
co-chair gkisedtanamoogk (Mashpee Wampanoag), says in
the film, “I never would have thought the State of Maine
would ever engage with the Wabanaki on this level. They
might see it as a superficial gesture. But we see it as something very deep. A necessary transition from being an occupier to being a neighbor with legitimacy.”
In the documentary, Wabanaki people’s heartbreaking
stories are finally told. Though many of the victims are now
adults, testifying reopens wounds. The TRC’s journey is
offered as a timely and relevant model, as current legislation is proposed for a national truth commission.
The filmmakers work with the Upstander Project, a
documentary and educational collaborative that creates
film and learning resources to help bystanders become

Colburn
Shoe Store
79 Main Street Belfast

207-338-1934
Colburnshoe.com

Georgina Sappier’s report card from Mars Hill Elementary in Mars Hill, Maine, for the years 1947–1953
PHOTO: BEN PENDER-CUDLIP, UPSTANDER PROJECT

upstanders.
Co-director Ben Pender-Cudlip wrote in an Upstander
Project news release that “I was inspired to make this film
because I find it shocking that child welfare workers would
deliberately deny any child their cultural and spiritual heritage, let alone defend it as in the child’s ‘best interests.’
Even more extraordinary is the fact that Indigenous child
removal is not consigned to history; it is an urgent and ongoing concern in Native communities.”
Co-director Adam Mazo said, “We are deeply indebted to
Wabanaki communities for entrusting us to make ‘Dawnland.’ As non-Native settlers, our approach was to work in
collaboration with Native co-producers and advisers as well
as community members. We spent two years in and around

Wabanaki communities filming more than 450 hours of
footage. With ‘Dawnland,’ we aspired to develop the kinds
of relationships that I believe ought to strengthen a filmmaker’s commitment to staying true to community needs, particularly where power imbalances are present.”
“Dawnland” won the National News & Documentary
Emmy Award for Outstanding Research and was nominated for Outstanding Score in 2019. It also won the Jury
Award for Best Documentary at the Woods Hole and Buffalo International film festivals and the 2019 Media for a
Just Society Award for Best Film.
For more information, including the trailer for the film,
visit dawnland.org. For more information on Upstander
Project, visit upstanderproject.org.

Poet Pilkington Will Read in Gathering
at Poets Corner
By,” winner of the Ledge Chapbook Award; “In the Eyes

Kevin Pilkington, author of nine collections of poetry,
will read and moderate the conversation at The Poets Corner on Sunday, November 8. Register for this Zoom event
at thepoetscorner.org/events.
Pilkington is a New York City poet, a member of the writing faculty at Sarah Lawrence College, and the author of
collections of poetry including “Spare Change,” winner of
the La Jolla Poets Press National Book Award; “Getting

of a Dog,” which received the New York Book Festival
Award; and “The Unemployed Man Who Became a Tree,”
a Milt Kessler Poetry Book Award finalist.
Pilkington will be joined for this reading by four poets
who have taken his workshops at Maine Media Workshops
+ College:
• Lucinda Watson, from California and Camden, Maine,
author of the recently released poetry collection “The
Favorite”
• Bonnie Larson Staiger, from North Dakota, author of
the chapbook “Destiny Manifest,” which received the Independent Press Distinguished Favorite award
• Alexandra Beers, from New York state, whose work
has appeared in MER VOX and The Hampden-Sydney
Poetry Review
• David Jewell, who lives in Austin, Texas, and has performed his poetry for about 30 years
The Poets Corner is based in the midcoast and hosts
virtual readings on the second Sunday of each month. It is
a platform created to foster community among writers and
readers of poetry and short prose, founded by former Maine
Media Workshops + College president Meg Weston and
author/writing coach Kathrin Seitz.
For more information: thepoetscorner.org.

current “events”
30% off all
extended to oct. 31st
mon - sat 10 - 5

Handcrafted from
100% Natural Wool

Relax & Recover.

*new
* nov.
* * hours:
* * * thur,
* * *fri,
* *sat*10* - *5
40% off all 3-day
“early bird” sale
nov. 5th, 6th, 7th 10 - 5
free hangers & gift bags
cash preferred
508 Main St., Damariscotta
www.womenofsubstance.us
207.563.6809

www.womenofsubstance.us for ideas
e-mail: womenofsubstanceme@gmail.com
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HALLOWEEN

PLAY IT SAFE!

BEWARE! TRICK-OR-TREAT

NIGHT IS SATURDAY, OCT. 31st
BASIC GUIDELINES FOR
A SAFE & HAPPY HALLOWEEN ATTENTION
1. Flashlights & adult supervision mandatory.
PARENTS:

2. Obey ALL traffic signs and do not cut through neighbors’ yards.

In addition to these rules,
here are some others to help make
Halloween a fun and enjoyable time.

3. Prevent falling with well-fitting shoes & no running.
4. Tell your parents the route and keep contact numbers with you.

1. Give children a time limit.
2. Children should go as a group — never go to a house alone.
3. A small flashlight would be a good idea for each child.
4. Drive slowly — yours are not the only ones out there.
5. Hand out healthy alternatives like raisins or sealed trail mix.
6. Review all these rules with children before they go out.
7. Remind children not to run — they could easily trip.

5. Costumes should be light, bright colors & flame resistant.
6. Accessories should be cardboard - no sharp points.
7. Beards, wigs & hats should not block your vision.
8. Only go to houses of people you know.
9. Never approach a dark house.
10. Eat early before going out.
11. Only accept wrapped treats.

Thanks to the following businesses for their support of this Halloween safety message.
Clark Auto Parts Co.
Business Rte. 1 • Damariscotta
563-8128 • 1-800-427-8128

THE FREE PRESS
www.freepressonline.com

596-0055

Linscott’s Inc.

Farm • Garden • Pet Supplies
Rte. 17 • Washington • 845-2480
Ma k i ng H i st o r y S i nce 1 9 55

midcoastfcu.me

877.964.3262

Bath Brunswick Edgecomb
Freeport Thomaston
Let’s get Started!

Federally Insured by NCUA

280 Atlantic Highway
in Waldoboro
1-800-244-6950 • 207-832-6363
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9am-5:30pm
www.dowfurniture.com

Full Service for the Mid-Coast Area
Auto • Residential • Commercial
www.penbayglass.com

Route 1, Thomaston Line • Rockland, ME 04841
594-0766
PARTS
& SERVICE

P.O. Box 308/Crockett Point
Rockland, Maine 04841
www.new.dupont.com

Rte. 90, Rockland

Visit us through
princesfurniture.com

Like Us
On Facebook

We make homes beautiful

Tues.-Sat.
9 a.m.-4 p.m.

24-Hour Service • Free Estimates • Cleanings

338-4265

12 Mechanic Street
Camden, Maine

www.camdenmainepizza.com

One Main Street, Belfast
“Home Heating Since 1911”

338-2000

A Family Business Featuring Quality & Service
Home Heating Oils ~ Bulk Propane ~ Diesel Fuels
Heating Equipment Installations & Replacement
~ 24 Hour Emergency Service ~
207-236-3256
24 Bay View
Street, Camden www.pgwilley.com
www.northeasttransport.com

354-0200
www.thomastonboatandengineworks.com

125 Front St.
Bath ME
207-442-8711

41 Townsend Ave.
Boothbay Harbor ME
207-633-2660

55 Congress Ave.
Bath ME
207-442-8717

Luck
GROCERIES • DELI!
to
All!
MONDAY - FRIDAY 6:30 AM - 7:00 PM

354-2583

PRODUCE • FRESH COFFEE! “Famous for Fine Meats”
SUNDAY 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
SATURDAY 7:00 AM - 6:00 PM

a week
www.brookstrapmill.com

596-7321

SHEPARD

Pen-Bay Glass, Inc.
Full Service for the Mid-Coast Area
Auto • Residential • Commercial
www.penbayglass.com

FAMILY DEALERSHIPS
Route 1, Thomaston Line
Rockland, ME 04841 • 594-0766

“Always on the right side of Route 1 Thomaston”
www.shepardcars.com

HAMMOND TRACTOR CO.

Handy Portable Toilets

COASTAL

“Committed people ... exceptional value.”

Unio n, A ub urn, Fa ir fie ld
For Parts, Service or Sales
www.hammondtractor.com
TOLL FREE

877-483-2473

212 Park St., Rockland •596-6554
201 Northport Ave., Belfast • 338-2930

Union Farm Equipment
“The Friendly Folks”

1893 Heald Hwy. (Rte. 17), Union
1-800-935-7999 • 785-4451
Open All Day Saturday

Unive
Sierra enjoys h
and pursuing b
plans are to ow
back on th
S
Spruce Mou

BROOKS TRAP MILL

Belfast,
MaineWaldoboro
1530 Atlantic
Highway
832-7885
338-4328
www.lashrealtygroup.com

877-488-6466

Sierra P
2015 graduate

695 Bath Rd.
Wiscasset ME
207-882-6266

67 South Main St. Rockland

Best of
Thomaston Grocery

SEAFOOD

283 Main St.
Damariscotta ME
207-563-3111

67 FRONT STREET, ROCKLAND, ME 04841
TEL. 207-594-9565 FAX 207-594-9566

ENJOY THE FAIR!

800.333.4489

wm
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193 MAIN ST., THOMASTON

GENERAL & MARINE
CONTRACTOR
DREDGING & DOCKS

211 Beechwood Street, Thomaston ME 04861
Open 7 days
Toll-Free: 1-800-426-4526

2 ATLANTIC HIGHWAY, THOMASTON

Community Fuels, Inc.

Consumers Fuel Co.
(207) 230-2464

DIESEL ENGINES|GENERATORS
RE-POWER SPECIALISTS

594-3000
1-800-281-3796

Lakeside Burner Service

W

207-832-7300 FAX 207-832-5834

Pen-Bay Glass, Inc.
Crockett Point, Rockland
594-3200

P.G. WILLEY &
COMPANY ~ FUELS ~

594-8424
Route 1
Warren

594-2154

273-3003

Go

Girls!

131 Camden St., Rockland 594-8094

Whitney
2017 graduate
She attends
Biddeford. Wh
Maine Health s
company of c
medical sch
W
Carl C
Shelley’s F
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New on DVD & Blu-ray
Released October 27 —

FATIMA PG-13/Drama/Dir: Marco Pontecorvo (Harvey
Keitel, Goran Visnjic, Sônia Braga) In 1917, as World War
I rages across Europe, three young shepherds report multiple visions of the Virgin Mary near Fátima, Portugal. Their
prophecy that only prayer and suffering will bring peace
inspires believers to flock to the site but angers officials of
both the secularist government and the Church, who try to
coerce the children into recanting their story.

Recent Releases —

Strand Theatre Streams ‘Belly of
the Beast’ Prison Documentary —

The Strand Theatre continues to offer films for streaming
from its website. Those who buy virtual tickets will have
several days to watch the films. Tickets are $12. A new
documentary, “Belly of the Beast,” directed by Erika
Cohn, is available through Thursday, November 5. When
a courageous young woman and a radical lawyer discover
a pattern of illegal sterilizations in California’s women’s
prisons, they wage a near-impossible battle against the
Department of Corrections. With a growing team of
investigators inside prison working with colleagues on
the outside, they uncover a series of statewide crimes —
from inadequate health care to sexual assault to coercive
sterilizations — primarily targeting women of color.
Tickets are available at rocklandstrand.com. For more
information, email info@rocklandstrand.com or call
594-0070.

More Portland Museum
of Art Films to Stream

EL CAMINO: A BREAKING BAD MOVIE TVMA/Action/Dir: Vince Gilligan (Aaron Paul, Jonathan
Banks, Bryan Cranston) The neo-Western crime thriller
serves as a sequel to the television series “Breaking Bad,”
which followed chemistry teacher Walter White and his
former student Jesse Pinkman as they became drug kingpins. On the run in New Mexico after a deadly fight
between drug traffickers and White supremacists, Jesse
must find a way to escape.

ICELAND IS BEST Not Rated/Drama/Dir: Max Newsom
(Judd Nelson, Helena Mattsson, Tom Prior) Sigga, 17, tells
her parents she is leaving her beautiful Icelandic fishing
village to become a poet in California. Her parents and
friends, including a handsome new one, want her to remain
in Iceland. Will she stay, or will she go?

THE KING OF STATEN ISLAND R/Dramedy/Dir: Judd
Apatow (Pete Davidson, Bel Powley, Ricky Velez) Scott
has had a case of arrested development ever since his firefighter father died when he was 7. He’s now reached his
mid-20s chasing a dream of becoming a tattoo artist and still
living with his mother. Events arise that force Scott to grapple with his grief and take some steps forward in life.
LITTLE WOMEN PG/Drama, Romance/Dir: Greta Gerwig (Saoirse Ronan, Timothée Chalamet, Meryl Streep)
Drawing on Louisa May Alcott’s classic novel, this tale of
four sisters in New England during the Civil War feels
fresh. Alcott’s alter ego, Jo March, reflects on her life in a
series of flashbacks.

The Portland Museum of Art’s PMA Films at Home has
added several selections to its roster of films for streaming.
Partnering with exhibitors and distributors, PMA is renting
first-run content to the public; a portion of proceeds benefits the museum. Newly available are:
“Coming Home Again,” directed by Wayne Wang (“The
Joy Luck Club,” “Chan Is Missing”), based on a personal
essay by award-winning Korean-American writer Changrae Lee that was published in The New Yorker. Chang-rae,
a first-generation Korean-American, returns to his family
home in San Francisco to care for his ailing mother. Wanting nothing more than to fulfill his role as the supportive
son, he must come to terms with his own conflicted emotions. Not rated.
“This Is Not a Movie,” directed by Yung Chang. For more
than 40 years, journalist Robert Fisk has reported on some
of the most violent and divisive conflicts in the world. The
film captures Fisk in action as he travels into landscapes
devastated by war, searching out facts and reporting them.
Fisk has attracted controversy, but in spite of danger, he has
continued to cover stories as they unfold. Not rated.
“The Donut King,” directed by Alice Gu, is a true story
of fate, love, survival, hard knocks and redemption.
The rags-to-riches saga depicts a refugee escaping from
Cambodia, arriving in the U.S. in 1975 and building a
multimillion-dollar empire selling donuts. Not rated.
To view the films, or to subscribe to a monthly film series
email, visit portlandmuseum.org/films.

Week of October 28 – November 4
Short descriptions of new movies

THE ARTIST’S WIFE R/Drama/Dir: Tom Dolby
(Lena Olin, Juliet Rylance, Bruce Dern) Claire is the wife
of a celebrated artist. Once a promising painter herself,
she now lives in the shadow of her husband’s career. As he
prepares for his final show, the artist is diagnosed with
dementia. As his memory and behavior deteriorate, Claire
shields his condition from the art community while trying
to reconnect him with his estranged daughter and grandson
from a previous marriage. She must now decide whether to
stand on the sidelines with her husband or step into the
spotlight herself.
DESERT ONE Not Rated/Documentary/Dir: Barbara
Kopple (Jimmy Carter, Walter Mondale, Ted Koppel)
Using new archival sources and unprecedented access to
key players on both sides, Barbara Kopple (“Harlan
County, USA”) reveals the true story behind one of the
most daring rescues in modern U.S. history: a secret
mission to free hostages captured during the 1979
Iranian revolution.

HAM ON RYE Not Rated/Comedy/Dir: Tyler Taormina
(Haley Bodell, Audrey Boos, Gabriella Herrera) A comingof-age comedy centered on the nervous excitement of youth
and the strange horror of entering adulthood. The film
begins with the crowd-pleasing spirit of a John Hughes
movie and fades slowly into an off-kilter dystopia with
the energy of “Dazed and Confused.”
HUBIE HALLOWEEN PG-13/Comedy/Dir: Steve
Brill (Adam Sandler, Kevin James, Julie Bowen) Despite
his devotion to his hometown of Salem, Mass., and its
renowned Halloween celebration, Hubie, a good-hearted
scaredy-cat, is unpopular with his neighbors. He’s an
odd duck and a bit of a tattletale, but when the holiday
turns truly spooky this year, it’s up to Hubie to
save Halloween.

MARRIAGE STORY R/Drama/Dir: Noah Baumbach
(Adam Driver, Scarlett Johansson, Julia Greer) A stage
director and his actor wife struggle through a coast-to-coast
divorce that pushes them to their personal and creative
extremes.

MAJOR ARCANA Not Rated/Drama/Dir: Josh Melrod
(Lane Bradbury, Rachel Donahue, Collen Doyle) A carpenter struggles to move beyond his troubled past when he
returns to his hometown to mend relationships and finds
solace in building a log cabin by hand. His plans are complicated when he reunites with a woman with whom he
shares a difficult past and he is forced to reconcile his
old life with his new one.

PALM SPRINGS R/Comedy/Dir: Max Barbakow (Andy
Samberg, Cristin Milioti, J.K. Simmons) When carefree
Nyles and reluctant maid of honor Sarah have a chance
encounter at a Palm Springs wedding, things get complicated when they find themselves unable to escape the venue,
themselves or each other.

ON THE ROCKS R/Comedy/Dir: Sofia Coppola (Bill
Murray, Rashida Jones, Marlon Wayans) A young New
York mother faced with sudden doubts about her marriage
teams up with her larger-than-life playboy father to tail her
husband. What follows is a comic adventure across the
city that draws father and daughter closer together despite
one detour after another.

ON A MAGICAL NIGHT Not Rated/Comedy/Dir:
Christophe Honoré (Chiara Mastroianni, Benjamin Biolay,
Vincent Lacoste) Richard and Catherine married when they
were 20 years old. Years later, Catherine takes a lover, and
when Richard discovers the affair he is driven to despair.
Catherine moves to a hotel across the street where she can
look through the window at her apartment, her husband,
and back at her life.

Still images from “Coming Home Again” (top) and
“This Is Not a Movie”

New Movies

THE SECRET GARDEN PG/Drama/Dir: Marc Munden
(Dixie Egerickx, Richard Hansell, David Verrey) Another
iteration of Frances Hodgson Burnett’s classic 1911 novel,
which has proved irresistible to filmmakers. The story of a
lonely, imaginative orphan is, in this version, “as lovely as
you remember,” according to The New York Times.
THE SECRETS WE KEEP R/Drama/Dir: Yuval Adler
(Noomi Rapace, Joel Kinnaman, Chris Messina) In smalltown America in the early 1960s, a married Romanian
woman who is struggling to rebuild her life kidnaps her
neighbor. She believes she recognizes him as a man who
committed heinous crimes against her and a group of
women during the war, and seeks vengeance.

TOMMASO R/Drama/Dir: Abel Ferrara (Cristina Chiriac,
Willem Dafoe, Anna Ferrara) A middle-aged American
actor and filmmaker is living in Rome with his younger
European wife and their 3-year-old daughter. A recovering
drug addict and alcoholic, he begins to go downhill when
he sees his wife in a park with another man.

WEATHERING WITH YOU PG-13/Adventure/Dir:
Makoto Shinkai (Kotaro Daigo, Nana Mori, Shun Oguri)
A high school boy runs away from home and moves to Tokyo
at a time when Japan is facing an overabundance of rain.
He meets an orphan girl who appears to be able to control the
weather; as the abnormal weather continues to rage, their
relationship is tested by her supernatural ties to the weather.

OLIVER SACKS: HIS OWN LIFE Not Rated/ Documentary/Dir: Ric Burns (Oliver Sacks, Roberto Calasso,
Kate Edgar) A look at the life and work of the legendary
neurologist and storyteller Oliver Sacks as he shares intimate details of his battles with drug addiction, homophobia
and a medical establishment that accepted his work only
decades after the fact.

OUR TIME MACHINE Not Rated/Documentary/Dir:
S. Leo Chiang, Yang Sun (Ma Duo, Tianyi Huang, Ma Ke)
Shaken by the news of his father’s dementia, Shanghai
artist Maleonn creates “Papa’s Time Machine,” a wondrous
time-travel adventure performed on stage with life-size
mechanical puppets. Through the play’s production, he
confronts his own mortality. Maleonn finds grace and unexpected joy in this moving meditation on art, the agonies
of love and loss, and the circle of life.
SOFTIE Not Rated/Documentary/Dir: Sam Soko (Boniface Mwangi) After years of fighting injustice in Kenya,
daring political activist Boniface “Softie” Mwangi decides
to run for political office. But running a clean campaign
against corrupt opponents with idealism as his only
weapon proves challenging.

SONG WITHOUT A NAME Not Rated/Drama/Dir: Melina León (Pamela Mendoza, Tommy Párraga, Lucio Rojas)
Based on true events, the film tells the story of an Indigenous Andean woman whose newborn baby is whisked away
moments after its birth in a Lima clinic and never returned.
Stonewalled by a Byzantine and indifferent legal system,
she approaches a journalist, who uncovers a web of fake
clinics and abductions in a Peru wracked by political
violence and turmoil.
WE ARE MANY Not Rated/Documentary/Dir: Amir
Amirani (Susan Sarandon, Mark Rylance, Danny Glover)
The story behind the largest global protest in human history. In February 2003, 30 million people protested against
U.S. and U.K. plans to invade Iraq. Demonstrations spread
across 789 cities in 72 countries, covering every continent.
The protests inspired a new generation of activists.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Submissions
to the Calendar of Events must be
made by noon Wednesday before the
Tuesday publication day. Send them, along
with your contact information, to
calendar@freepressonline.com or
The Free Press, P.O. Box 1076,
Camden, ME 04843-1076.

NOTEWORTHY
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27:
➤ “Muskets of the American Revolution,”
at 6 p.m. on Zoom. Camden Public Library
hosts historic reenactor Bill Payson in its
Discover History series. Payson will discuss
muskets used in 1775, at the beginning of the
American War of Independence, by the men
who stood up to the British Regulars. They
were farmers, laborers, and artisans, who
often procured their own weapons and fought
without pay against overwhelming odds.
For a link to attend, email jpierce@
librarycamden.org .
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28:
➤ Program by Park Ranger at Maine
Coastal Islands National Wildlife Refuge,
at 7 p.m. on Zoom. Lincolnville Community
Library hosts Kate Owen, who will share photos
and describe the diverse wildlife and habitats of
the refuge, which spans 250 miles of the Maine
coast. Seabirds, including Atlantic puffins, terns
and razorbills, inhabit the refuge’s islands, and
Owen will talk about work research biologists
are carrying out and why it is important. For a
link, call 706-3896 or email questions@
lincolnvillelibrary.org.
➤ “Union: The Struggle to Forge the
Story of United States Nationhood,”
at 7 p.m. on Zoom and Facebook Live. Curtis
Memorial Library of Brunswick hosts Colin
Woodard, the author of “American Nations,”
in which he contended that we have never
been one America, but a collection of rival
regional cultures. In his new book, “Union,”
Woodard asks: When and how did we come to
convince ourselves that we were “one nation”
with a shared past, purpose and future? His
talk will stream live on Curtis Library’s Facebook page. To join on Zoom: us02web.zoom.
us/j/82282673877.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29:
➤ “Tales from the Muck,” five playlets
that pay homage to “The Twilight Zone”
and other creepy compendiums, are performed
outdoors, with 45 spots available for each
show. Bring a chair and dress warmly. Shows
are performed this Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday at 7 p.m. With an extra show on
Saturday, Halloween, at 5 p.m., toned down
for younger audiences (parental discretion
is still advised). Tickets are on sale only at
BelfastMaskers.com.
➤ Apple Expert John Bunker in Chats with
Champions, 10 a.m. on Zoom. Skidompha
Library of Damariscotta puts its popular series
online with Bunker’s talk, “The Maine Heritage Orchard – What Is It and Why Should We
Care?” Learn how hundreds of apple varieties
once flourished in Maine, how they’ve been outgrown by large commercial orchards of Macs
and Cortlands, and why preservationists are
racing against time to save rare varieties before
they disappear forever. For details on how to
attend: skidompha.org.
➤ Rebecca Traister on Women, Anger, and
Political Change, at 5 p.m. on Zoom in the
Stephen E. King Chair lecture series of University of Maine. Traister has written three books,
including best-sellers “Good and Mad: The

Revolutionary Power of Women’s Anger” and
“All the Single Ladies: Unmarried Women and
the Rise of an Independent Nation.” She has
been called “the most brilliant voice on feminism in this country” by American writer
Anne Lamott. Registration: our.umaine.edu/
king-chair-lecture-series.
➤ Patrisha McLean’s Evolving Work for
“Finding Our Voices,” at 6 p.m. on Zoom.
Camden Public Library welcomes back
McLean, who launched “Finding Our Voices”
as an exhibit of portraits and audio of survivors
of domestic abuse. Learn what the organization
is up to these days and meet Christine Buckley,
Sarah McLean, Mia Montello, and Jess Bowen,
who will discuss what has changed in their
lives since they broke their silence about
domestic abuse. For a link to attend, visit
librarycamden.org.
➤ “Virtual Presentation: Central Maine
Ghost Hunters,” at 6:30 p.m. on Zoom.
Join the Central Maine Ghost Hunters,
eight paranormal enthusiasts who find, study,
and research “beings that exist in the shadows
of our world.” Their talk will cover their
ghostly findings, their personal experiences
with spirits, explanations of their equipment
and gear, and their process when conducting a
full-scale investigation. For a link to
attend, email pking@rocklandmaine.gov
by 4 p.m.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30:
➤ “Trail of Terror” at Union Fairgrounds,
the outdoor scarefest of things that go bump
in the night, is offered for the last time this
year, Friday and Saturday, from 6:30 to
8:30 p.m. Entrance is $10. Children 12 and
under must be accompanied by an adult.
This is a no-touching event. Masks and social
distancing are required. Guest costumes are
not permitted. Food and non-alcoholic drinks
will be for sale.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31:
➤ Halloween, observed in many countries
on October 31. It started off as a pagan festival
but morphed into a celebration held the night
before All Hallows Day, also known as All
Saints Day. For some fun Halloween facts,
head to history.com.
➤ “Biffing Mussels —A Scientific Inquiry
of Infinitesimal Significance,” an oudoor
play on the waterfront, behind Steel House
South, 639 Main Street, Rockland, at 1 p.m.
The Forty Hour Club produces the short absurd
comedy directed by Tara Elliott and starring
Garrett Solomon, Liz McLeod, Todd Weeks,
Tyler Weeks, and Dagney Ernest. Wear a
mask to the 20-minute, socially distanced
show. Pay-what-you-can tickets are at
fortyhourclub.com.
➤ Strand on the Air Halloween Special
Broadcast, at 3 p.m. on WRFR (93.3 Rockland
and 99.3 Camden) and streamed on wrfr.org.
Tune in for Halloween laughs and tunes with
Liz McLeod and the Strand Family Players, plus
musical guests. Don’t miss the visit to Abysmal
Point, where Mrs. Grunden confronts the terrifying “Curse of Wilton Waldrop!” All Things
Rescinded returns with an in-depth look at hightech, socially distant trick-or-treating. More
info: RocklandStrand.com.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1:
➤ Daylight Saving Time Ends, at 2 a.m. Pro

Chili Luncheon
Oct. 31st, 2020
12:00 – 2:00 pm
Warren Masonic Hall
Rt. 90/105 Camden Rd.
$10 ea.
Chili, cornbread,
& apple crisp
Curbside only first come first served
Free goodie bag for all children
present with meal purchase
Sponsored by Warren Square & Compass Club
FMI call Linda @ 236-4585

tip: Set your clock back by an hour before you
go to sleep on Saturday night, October 31.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2:
➤ “Stories from the Sea and Their Impact
on Fisheries Today,” at 3 p.m. on Zoom. The
Senator George J. Mitchell Center for Sustainability Solutions at University of Maine hosts
Natalie Springuel on bringing life to old stories
so they can be useful for decision-making,
community development and cultural heritage
in communities with working waterfronts.
Springuel has been a marine Extension associate
with Maine Sea Grant since 2000. Her Extension programs address working waterfronts and
coastal access, fisheries heritage and sustainable
tourism planning. She is host of the award-winning public affairs radio show “Coastal Conversations.” The talk is free. Register for a link on
UMaine’s event webpage.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3:
➤ Election Day, with information on voting in
Maine available at maine.gov.
COMING UP:
➤ “Of Watercraft Form and Function:
A Biography of Naval Architect Geerd N.
Hendel,” Thursday, November 5, at 6 p.m. on
Zoom. Camden Public Library hosts author
Roger Allen Moody for an illustrated presentation on his book about the young German
naval architect who came to America during the
Great Depression, became a citizen, and went
on to design yachts and commercial vessels. For
information on this and other library programs,
visit librarycamden.org.

MUSIC
➤ Quodlibet Ensemble with Countertenor
Reginald Mobley, a 60-minute digital
performance available through Election Day
on the Bay Chamber Concerts and Music
School Facebook page. With virtuoso string
players and Mobley performing Frederic
Rzewski’s score based on words written by
Samuel Melville while he was doing time in
Attica Prison.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28:
➤ “Poems, Prayers, and Delights” Virtual
POPs – Fall 2020, 7 p.m. The Penobscot
Bay Singers offer the opening show of their
48th season of singing choral music along
the midcoast on Belfast Community
Television Channel 2 and 1301. You can
also catch “Poems, Prayers, and Delights”
at vimeo.com/469900534.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30:
➤ In Camden Opera House’s SoundCheck
Series: The Rogues, at 7:30 p.m. in a socially
distanced, 45-seats-only show. At press time,
the show was sold out, but you can stream
it live on the opera house’s Facebook page
(and shortly after that on its YouTube channel).
The five-piece band play bluegrass, old
country and blues. Members are Rosey Gerry,
Lise Becu, Cami Jewett, Jim Ostergard and
Stevie Davis. Masks required. SoundCheck
tickets are going fast for the remainder of
2020: November 6, The Gawler Sisters;
November 13, the Mark Tipton Trio (a Jazz
in June-inspired offering);
November 20, Joe E. Walsh
and Celia Windsmith; and

The American Legion
War Memorial Post 30

PHONE: 207-236-3310		

207-691-2270

Veterans, why wait
another day?
Join the American Legion today and
support your community and other
veterans. You’ll find:
Great Camaraderie
Community Involvement
Free Insurance
VA Assistance
A Voice In Congress

December 11, Castlebay’s Julia Lane and Fred
Gosbee in “Tis Winter Now – Christmas in New
England.” Tickets are $10 and sold only at CamdenOperaHouse.org.

FILM
COMING UP:
➤ Wild & Scenic Film Festival Goes
Online, starting Sunday, November 8, at
3:30 p.m. See 16 short documentaries from
indie filmmakers telling stories about heroes
around the world. Meet a 13-year-old fighting
a coal-fired power plant in Connecticut, fly in
an activist’s homemade plane as he documents
the changing bayous of Louisiana, and see how
the owners of a pizza parlor in Colorado build
community. $20 tix are at midcoastconservancy.
org. Admission includes access to films through
Friday, November 13.
➤ Lincoln Theater in Damariscotta set to
reopen January 1 with upgraded ventilation and
other safety measures.

ARTS
➤ Sandi Cirillo Solo Show “Diversity” at
River Arts, Damariscotta. Her mixed-media
pieces with felt making, silk paper fusion and
solar plate etchings will be displayed in the
River Room to November 4.
➤ The Feminine Divine: Works by Mj
Viano Crowe, in the Kramer Gallery of
Belfast Free Library throughout October.
Her mixed-media paintings and complex
paper-cuts explore the female experience
with goddesses.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28:
➤ Creative Art & Journaling, 4 p.m. Get
project ideas through email and then meet on
Zoom. Join the group for a different project
every Wednesday. For ideas and a Zoom link,
email alhand@libarycamden.org.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29:
➤ CMCA Artist Toolbox Topics, Thursdays
at 7 p.m. on Facebook Live. Center for
Maine Contemporary Art of Rockland offers
deep dives into art-related topics. Join Kim
Bernard on Facebook Live for 30 minutes
of info, followed by a Q&A. No registration
required. October 29, Pricing Your Art. Learn
practical approaches to determining the value
of your own work without even leaving your
studio. November 5, Income & Expenses.
Even if you’re not making much money
(yet) from your art, learn what’s considered
income, what you can write off and why you
should be keeping track now. November 12,
Grant Writing. Where to look for a grant,
what to write it for, why the process is valuable
and how it gets easier. November 19, Social
Media. How much time should an artist spend
on social media? Which platforms, what kind
of content and how not to get sucked down the
rabbit hole.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30:
➤ Online Poetry Group with Skidompha
Library, Damariscotta, 10 to 11 a.m.
Fridays. Share a favorite poem or one of
your own, or listen to the words of others.
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Since 1898,
we’ve always
been here
for you.
A lot has happened in the world since we opened our
doors in 1898. We’ve always been here for you and we
continue to be ready to serve your insurance needs as we
all navigate through this unprecedented time in our lives.
We have taken all the necessary steps to keep our
employees safe while having the technology in place to
serve our customers. Please contact us directly if you
have any questions on claims, coverage or billing.
It’s now easier than ever to connect with us at
www.jedwardknight.com.
We are here to help and are open for business!

800-898-4423 | www.jedwardknight.com

Boothbay Bath New Harbor Rockland Vinalhaven Wiscasset

2 Gould St., Camden

www.megunticookmarket.com

ORDER PIZZA

for Halloween Night Today.
Call 236-3537
• Curbside Pickup
• Delivery — Craft Delivery
Open Daily: Sun 8-6, Mon to Sat 7-7, Fri 7-8 • Tel. 207 .236.3537
follow us on facebook and instagram
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To register, email jeaton@skidompha.org.
➤ Explorations: Read-Aloud Group
for Adults, 11 a.m. to noon on Camden
Public Library’s Facebook page. Recordings of the readings are available
afterward, too.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1:
➤ Camden Library Hosts Virtual Art
Show by Knox County Art Society,
all November. “Artists Connecting”
features works by Knox County Art
Society members. The show is a mix
of watercolors, photography, and abstract
oils. The gallery can be viewed online at
librarycamden.org. When the Art Loft
of Rockland, a nonprofit art organization
established in 2016, was planning to
close its doors in late 2019, the Knox
County Art Society, a brand new association based in Camden, stepped in to continue the Art Loft’s education programming. Members of KCAS have offered
to donate 20% of art sales from the show
in November to benefit the Camden
Public Library.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2:
➤ “An Invitation from a Tribe Called
Tomorrow”: A Celebration of HipHop Culture and Consciousness,
four online events offered by the
University of Maine at Augusta to promote the diverse voices and experiences
that hip-hop has to offer. The event title
is derived from Idris Goodwin’s poem
“An Invitation from a Tribe Called Tomorrow to Those Broken by Today (2019
Remix).” On Monday, November 2, at
4:15 p.m., Decolonizing the Creative
Writing Classroom. On Tuesday,
November 3, at 4:15 p.m., BreakBeat
Poets Creative Writing Workshop, aimed
toward college and high school writers.
On Wednesday, November 4, at 4 p.m.,
BreakBeat Poets Live Performance, featuring Chicago’s DJ Ca$h Era, along with
Kevin Coval, Idris Goodwin, and Chicago
Youth Poet Laureate Penelope Alegria.
And later that Wednesday, at 5:15 p.m.,
Diversity and Inclusion in (and Beyond)
Hip-Hop: A Conversation with the BreakBeat Poets. For details and Zoom links:
uma.edu.
COMING UP:
➤ Belfast Free Library Offers Online
Creative Journaling Workshop, on
Zoom on Thursday, November 5, from
1 to 3 p.m. “Creative Journaling: The
Organizational Planner Meets The
Expressive Journal” will be led by Rita
Swidrowski, art teacher, sketch artist,
and avid journaler. Participants will learn
about bullet or dot journals, travelers’
notebooks, daily pages, and expressive
art journaling in order to design their own
unique journal. The workshop is free. A
starter kit of materials to be picked up at
the library will be provided. To register,

email bharrington@belfastlibrary.org.
➤ Mid-Century Maine Women Writers
Panel, Friday, November 6, at 5 p.m.,
offered as a webinar by the University of
Maine at Augusta. A panel of professors
will discuss mid-20th-century Maine
women writers Elizabeth Coatsworth,
Ruth Moore, and Mary Ellen Chase.
This forum is open to the public; an
RSVP is required. For details, go
to uma.edu.

HOME & GARDEN
➤ Half-Price Sale on Gardening Books
at Skidompha Book Shop, 17 Backstreet
Landing, Damariscotta, now through
November 11. The store is open Monday
through Saturday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with
safety protocols in place. The shop is a
major fundraiser for Skidompha Public
Library and staffed entirely by volunteers.
All items are donated.
➤ Common Ground Country Fair
Online Marketplace, open through
January 8 with vendors who would
normally have been at the fair in Unity,
including farmers, crafters, and nonprofit
educational groups: fair.mofga.org.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27:
➤ Outdoor Program on “ReTreesUs”
at Merryspring Nature Center, in Camden, at noon. Founder Richard Hodges on
the nonprofit program that plants educational orchards in schools. Learn how the
orchards have spread across Maine and
how they are empowering students. Talks
in Merryspring’s Summer Talk Series are
$5, free for members. Wear a mask and
bring exact change.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2:
➤ MOFGA’s Farmer to Farmer
Conference Is November 2, 4 and 6,
registration is open. With in-depth
treatment of topics and farmer-led discussions. Pre-recorded farm tours will allow
attendees to experience farms in Vermont
and Aroostook County. A keynote
address focused on “Climate Change,
Resilience, and the Future of Food”
will be given by Laura Lengnick, an
award-winning soil scientist. MOFGA.org
has the details.

FOOD & DRINK
➤ Thomaston Community Thanksgiving Dinner Cancelled for 2020, due to
restrictions around COVID-19. The dinner
has traditionally been held at the Federated Church.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27:
➤ Free Food in Wiscasset, Whitefield,
Boothbay, Damariscotta and Newcastle
This Week, for anyone who wishes to
visit one of the drive-throughs to pick

up a free box of food including fruits,
vegetables, dairy, and meats. Tuesday,
October 27, 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at
Wiscasset Community Center, 242 Gardiner Road. Wednesday, October 28,
from 1:30 to 5:30 p.m. at Whitefield
Calvary Baptist Church, 150 Grand Army
Road. Thursday, October 29, 9 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. at Boothbay Town Common.
Friday, October 30, from 2:30 to 6 p.m.
at The Hub at Coastal Rivers Conservation
Trust, 5 Round Top Lane, Damariscotta.
Saturday, October 31, from 9 a.m.
to noon at Sherman Lake Rest Stop,
980 Atlantic Highway, Newcastle.
Workers will be wearing masks and will
place the food box in your vehicle.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31:
➤ Maine Cancer Foundation Fundraiser at Delano Seafood Market and
Seafood Shack, 2090 Atlantic Highway,
Waldoboro, in memory of Michelle
Winkley Creamer on Saturday and
Sunday, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. both
days. There will be donation jars available, a 50/50 raffle and a silent auction
under the tent. Delano’s will donate $5 of
every transaction. To donate items or gift
certificates for the silent auction, contact
Kendall Delano at 691-6656 or on
Facebook.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2:
➤ “Eating Better on a Budget,” online
on Mondays, November 2 to 23, from 3 to
4 p.m. Join SNAP-Ed Nutrition Educators
from Knox and Waldo counties for the
free four-week class that will give you the
skills to shop, cook and eat healthy foods
while stretching your SNAP dollars and
staying within your grocery budget. There
will be recipe demonstrations at each fun
and interactive virtual session. All participants will receive a colorful cookbook
with 24 healthy, low-cost recipes and
nutrition tips. Free. Visit journeytohealth.
coursestorm.com or call 301-3950
to register.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3:
➤ “Souper To Go Supper” in Washington, at Evening Star Grange, 31 Old
Union Road, from 4 to 6 p.m. $10 for
soup (choose from nine), a biscuit and
pie. Masks required.

KIDS & PARENTS
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27:
➤ Chat with Miss Amy of Camden
Public Library on Zoom, 10 to 11 a.m.
Tuesdays. For a link, email alhand@
librarycamden.org.
➤ Facebook Live Story Time with
Skidompha Library, Damariscotta, from
10 to 10:30 a.m. Tuesdays. Librarian
Jessie will read books and sing songs
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on the library’s Facebook page.
➤ Rockin’ Storytime with Miss Katie
of Rockland Public Library, on its
YouTube channel, Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m.
Toddlers and early elementary school kids
are invited to the themed storytimes with
songs, rhymes, books.
➤ Halloween Program for Kids &
Teens at the Belfast Free Library,
a safely distanced outdoor Halloween
program for families, kids, and teens, who
can decorate fabric Halloween bags, with
designs for both young kids and teens,
from 1 to 4 p.m. Library patrons can pick
up a bag in the lobby to decorate at home
or sitting on the library plaza with fabric
markers. The rain date is Thursday,
October 29. Following the program, bags
will be available on the children’s floor
while supplies last.
➤ Watershed School in Camden
Holds Virtual Open House, 7 to 8 p.m.
via Zoom. Prospective families and
students are invited to learn about Watershed’s academic program, student life,
and how the school is situated to be successful during this unprecedented time.
Faculty, students, and current parents will
be on-hand to answer questions.The faculty will also share information about the
CALL (Climate Action & Leadership Lab)
program, Watershed’s new interdisciplinary semester program focusing on climate
change. Register at watershed-school.org/
VirtualOpenHouse.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28:
➤ Outdoor Story Time with Miss
Amy, 10 a.m. Camden Public Library
reintroduces in-person story times and
crafts with masks and social distancing.
Bring a blanket to sit on to help your
children remain in their spaces. For

all ages. Weather permitting. Email
to register: alhand@librarycamden.org.
➤ Read-Alouds with Miss Katie of
Rockland Public Library, 10:30 a.m. on
the library’s YouTube channel.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29:
➤ Baby Time with Miss Katie of Rockland Public Library, 10:30 a.m. on the
library’s YouTube channel.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3:
➤ Chat with Miss Amy of Camden
Public Library on Zoom, 10 to 11 a.m.
Tuesdays. For a link, email alhand@
librarycamden.org.
➤ Facebook Live Story Time with
Skidompha Library, Damariscotta, from
10 to 10:30 a.m. Tuesdays. Librarian
Jessie will read books and sing songs on
the library’s Facebook page.
➤ Rockin’ Storytime with Miss Katie
of Rockland Public Library, on its
YouTube channel, Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m.
Toddlers and early elementary school
kids are invited to the themed storytimes
with songs, rhymes, books.

MISCELLANEOUS
➤ Win a Marketing Mini-Grant,
of up to $1,000, from New Ventures
Maine. Open to businesses with five or
fewer employees and gross sales under
$250,000. Apply by November 6: bit.ly/
NVMEminigrants.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27:
➤ Drive-Up, No-Appointment-Needed
Flu Clinic at Pen Bay Medical Center,
4 Glen Cove Drive, Rockport, 8 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Drive up, fill out the paperwork,
and get the shot while you sit in your

car. Bring your insurance card or pay a
small fee. Open to individuals 7 years old
and older.
➤ Weekly Mindfulness Meditation
Group, hosted by Skidompha Public
Library of Damariscotta, from 10 to
11 a.m. Longtime practitioners and interested newbies are invited to join the online
weekly guided meditation. Email jeaton@
skidompha.org for a link.
➤ Online Business Success Series,
offered by New Ventures Maine to people
who want to get a business idea off the
ground or try a new strategy for their business. Classes start at noon and registration
is required by 11 a.m. at newventuresmaine.org. Take any. They are: Bookkeeping Solutions on October 27; Projecting
Cash Flow on November 3; Quickbooks:
Is It Right for Me? on November 10; and
Tax Readiness for the Self-Employed on
November 17.
➤ Free Flu Shots for Belfast Residents,
3 to 6 p.m. at Belfast Boat House, 34
Commercial Street. Belfast Public Health
Nursing Associaton gives them to adult
Belfast residents only. No appointment
needed.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28:
➤ Drive-Up, No-Appointment-Needed
Flu Clinic at Pen Bay Medical Center,
4 Glen Cove Drive, Rockport, noon to
5 p.m. Drive up, fill out the paperwork,
and get the shot while you sit in your car.
Bring your insurance card or pay a small
fee. Open to individuals 7 years old
and older.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29:
➤ No-Appointment-Needed Flu Clinic
at Waldo County General Hospital,
Belfast, in the testing tent from 8 a.m.

www.jaretcohn.com
Local experts, globally connected

OWLS HEAD - 2 BR |1.5 BA - This lovely
home is well situated on a quiet dead road with
breathtaking views of the Rockland Breakwater.

ST. GEORGE - 3 BR |2 BA - Exceptional
oceanfront home located on prestigious
Rackliff Island.

SOUTH THOMASTON - 2 BR |1 BA Comfortable and cozy home on .75 acre
plot, with a spacious private back yard.

WESKEAG FARMS
594-7555 • Buttermilk Lane, Thomaston
1/2 Mile from Rte. 1

No Tricks
Just
Treats!

BELFAST
338-4220



Stock Up
On Our Farm Raised
Meat, Eggs and
Fresh Vegetables!

CAMDEN
236-9626

 ROCKLAND
596-0352

WALDOBORO
832-5219

GROUP
 ISLAND
863-2554

FRIENDSHIP - 3 BR | 2 BA - Brand new,
one floor living Ranch in the Bradford Point
neighborhood.
MLS 1469725 | $319,000

MLS 1460226 | $349,000
Marlene Cohn: 207.593.3282

MLS 1456327 | $725,000
Gregg Imus: 207.230.9264

WALDOBORO - 8.7 acres of multiuse, waterfront property.
MLS 1462516 | $375,000
Stephen Merriam: 207.701.8397

MATINICUS - 4 BR |1.5 BA - Quintessential
Island New Englander with lovely, original
features. MLS 1445414 | $199,500
Ellen Bunker: 207.691.1996

BRISTOL - 3 BR |2.5 BA - Vintage cottage on
almost 6 acres of pastures, all sloping down to
Pemaquid Harbor.

MLS 1449313 | $489,000
Bob Bird: 207.542.9596

WARREN - 4 BR | 3 BA - 1841 Cape
sitting high on the knoll with 700’ of
waterfront on White Oak Pond.
MLS 1472583 | $495,000
Pam Gushee: 207.542.3737

LIBERTY - 4.3 acres - Build on this nicely
elevated parcel with views of beautiful
Lake St. George and deeded right of way.

MONROE - 1 BR |1 BA - Enjoy minimal
living in a tiny Victorian home with gorgeous
gardens and additional living quarters.

BRISTOL - 4 BR | 1.5 BA - This beautiful
Cape sits in a private neighborhood, with
gorgeous views of Pemaquid.

MATINICUS - 3 BR | 1 BA - Private
waterfront lot with unobstructed sunsets
that that can’t be beat.

MLS 1471658 | $57,000
Beverly Doherty: 207.691.1029

MLS 1469206 | $397,000
Keirsten Wyman: 207.249.8385

MLS 1465901 | $192,500
Carleton Johnson: 207.592.1175

MLS 1462565 | $319,000
Tabitha Benner: 207.975.6449

Jessica Pooley: 207.504.6173

MLS 1468649 | $639,500
Ellen Bunker: 207.691.1996
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to noon. Bring your insurance card or
pay a small fee. Open to those 7 years old and older.
➤ Free Flu Shots for Belfast Residents, 7 to 9 a.m. and 3 to
6 p.m. at Belfast Boat House, 34 Commercial Street. Belfast
Public Health Nursing Associaton gives them to adult Belfast
residents only. No appointment needed.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30:
➤ Online Small Businesses Forum: Covid’s Impact &
What the Future Looks Like, 10 to 11 a.m. Join the Maine
Small Business Development Centers and the University
of Southern Maine to learn what impact the pandemic has had
on Maine’s small businesses and what to expect moving forward. Register at maine.zoom.us/webinar/register/
WN_sQWKnoklTnuvU4WKsxop3w.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2:
➤ Five Town CSD Adult & Community Education,
of Rockport, is offering online and in-person classes this
November on everything from “Creating an Online Presence to
Grow Your Business” to art, quilting, pickleball, birding, tai chi
and lots more. Information is available at fivetowns.maineadulted.org. For more information, call 236-7800, option 5.
➤ Favorite Fall Hike: Head of Tide Preserve, starts at noon
at the preserve off Doak Road in Belfast. Join members of
the Community Health & Wellness team for the guided, socially
distant hike in the Favorite Fall Hike series at their favorite
Coastal Mountains Land Trust trails. Selected hikes are about
one mile and considered easy, with some rough terrain and
inclines. Wear appropriate footwear and bring drinking water.
The guided hikes are free but space is limited so registration is
required; visit journeytohealth.coursestorm.com or
call 301-3950 to register.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3:
➤ Online Business Success Series, offered by New
Ventures Maine to people who want to get a business idea
off the ground or try a new strategy for their business. Classes
start at noon and registration is required by 11 a.m. at
newventuresmaine.org. Take any. They are: Projecting
Cash Flow on November 3; Quickbooks: Is It Right for
Me? on November 10; and Tax Readiness for the SelfEmployed on November 17.
➤ Alzheimer’s Disease Support Group, 6 p.m. The Alzheimer’s Support Group provides information and support to area
residents who have loved ones coping with Alzheimer’s disease
or related dementias.Currently the group is meeting via Zoom.
Free. Those interested in participating should contact Cheri R.
Blouin, LSW, at 301-6237 or cblouin@pbmc.org.
COMING UP:
➤ Waldo County Homeless Coalition to Hold Informational
Meeting, Thursday, November 5, at 4 p.m. The meeting is
being held online. The WCHC will be sharing a brief explanation of who they are, how they hope to serve the community,
and updates on their work over the past year, as well as a
look into the future, and information on how to become
involved. There will also be some time for an open discussion
and information sharing.This is a public meeting and all
interested community members are invited to attend. To RSVP
and receive the meeting link, contact waldohomeless@
gmail.com .

Maskers Bring ‘Tales from the Muck’ to Outdoor Performances —

The four masked and distant directors of the Belfast Maskers’ anthology of short horror plays, “Tales from the Muck,”
stand ready for the outdoor performances coming in the next two weeks. From left, directors Erik Perkins, Autumn
Stupca, Tucker Atwood and Tyler Johnstone. The shows will be performed outside the Basil Burwell Community Theater, 17 Court Street, Belfast, with distanced seating in the street. Performances will be at 7 p.m. on October 23, 24,
29 and 30. There will be two shows on Halloween, October 31, with a 5 p.m. show that will be toned down a bit for
younger audiences (though parental discretion is still advised), and a final show at 7 p.m. “Tales from the Muck” will
present five short plays introduced by the Muck Witch and featuring a cast of Maskers favorites who will take theatergoers on a journey through the haunted past, the frozen Arctic, outer space, and beyond the grave. All recommended
distancing and sanitation precautions will be followed; just 45 seats will be available for each evening’s performance
and can only be purchased online for $10 at belfastmaskers.com. The audience should bring their own chairs, dress
warmly and wear face masks for entry; shows will be cancelled if there is rain. PHOTO: KATIE GLESSNER

‘I voted!’ —

Youth Create and Distribute Buttons
Youth from the Game Loft’s sister program, I Know
ME, have launched “Campaign for Civic Engagement.”
Program participants are creating “I voted!” buttons and
will send them to those who make donations of any size to
the program through Election Day.
The Game Loft/I Know ME does not support any political candidate, issue or party but encourages participation
in the political process. The initiative aims to inspire youth

Universalist Churches Offer Youth Programs
First Universalist Church in Rockland and Midcoast Unitarian Universalist Fellowship in Damariscotta are offering
online programs and videos for children and youth with the
theme “The World Outside My Window.” All families are
invited to participate.
Books & Cooks Cultural Cooking is for all ages and
gives children a “taste” of different world cultures. Stories
incorporate lessons about being helpful, adventurous, independent, being part of a community, sharing, and the impor-

★
★ASTROlogically
★
★ ★
WITH ANANUR
OCTOBER 28 TO NOVEMBER 3
Wednesday, October 28 — The Sun is in an awkward
aspect with Chiron, which will be challenging for anyone
with a mental-emotional imbalance. The Moon in Aries is
conjunct Chiron from 2:40 until 4:40 p.m., increasing confusion. The Sun in Scorpio is opposite Uranus in Taurus
until Saturday. Change is occurring rapidly.
Thursday, October 29 — The Sun remains aspecting
Uranus, which signifies divisiveness. You’ll have an exceptional amount of energy from 2:30 until 4:30 p.m. while
the Moon is conjunct (close to) Mars in Aries. The Moon
will be aspecting Jupiter between 8:30 and 10:30 p.m. This
aspect can spur overreactions.
Friday, October 30 — The Sun in Scorpio remains
opposite Uranus in Taurus. Those born between October 29 and December 20 and April 26 and 28 of any year
will experience this energy most personally. It is chaotic.
The Moon in Aries will be in a challenging aspect with
Saturn from 7:30 until 9:30 a.m., sparking negativity.
The Moon will be opposite Mercury retrograde in Libra
between 10:15 a.m. and 12:15 p.m. This is known to be a
phase of disagreements. Tomorrow, the Full Moon occurs
before noon.
Saturday, October 31 — Those born on this day will
have chaotic energy to deal with all year, until their next
birthday. The Full Moon is exact at 10:49 a.m. with the
Sun in Scorpio directly opposite the Moon and Uranus in
Taurus. These are tough times in which to hold on to the
bigger picture. Mercury (retrograde) is in a challenging
aspect with Saturn until tomorrow, bringing delays.
Sunday, November 1 — Daylight Saving ends at 2 a.m.

engagement in the civic process.
Visit charity.gofundme.com/ikme-civic-campaign to
donate and receive a button. Donations under $10 are welcome and can be made by visiting thegameloft.org/donate
or by mailing a check to The Game Loft, 78A Main Street,
Belfast, 04915. Those who wish to receive buttons should
include their name, address and the number of buttons
requested.

Today is known as All Saints’ Day. The Moon in Taurus is
making very positive aspects to Jupiter and Neptune from
3:30 to 11 a.m. Divine Presence has heard our call for help.
Mercury in a challenging aspect with Saturn will end at
4 p.m. Don’t let worrisome thoughts take hold. The Moon in
Taurus will make a positive aspect with Pluto in Capricorn
from 12:15 until 2:15 p.m., bringing important information.
You’re feeling much calmer between 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
while the Moon is favorably aspecting Saturn.
Monday, November 2 — The Moon enters Gemini at
5 a.m. Conversations are lively. While the Moon in
Gemini is nicely aspecting Venus in Libra from 5:30 until
7:30 p.m. it will be a highly sociable phase. Venus is in an
awkward aspect with Uranus until Wednesday, indicating
upsets in relationships that can be resolved with effort.
Tuesday, November 3 — Have you voted? Mercury
is still retrograde until 12:50 p.m., causing all kinds of
mixups. We have a bunch of planets retrograde right now.
The Moon in Gemini will be aspecting retrograde Mars
in Aries from 11 a.m. until 1 p.m. Unkind words could
be spoken. Confusion sets in between 3:45 and 5:45 p.m.
while the Moon is harshly aspecting Neptune. There are
no clear answers from 10 p.m. until midnight while the
Moon is in an awkward aspect with Jupiter. My prayer
right now is for “all Beings to be well and happy.”
NOTE: Due to space constraints, this column has been
edited. Read the full version at freepressonline.com.
Ananur Forma lives in Rockland and can be reached for
a personal astrological reading in person or by phone at
207-594-2565. Visit www.AstrologyWithAnanur.com.

tance of family. Once a month through August 2021, those
registered will receive a video reading of a children’s book,
along with a recipe and cultural activity.
Children in grades four through eight are invited to
participate in a study of world religions using the application Minecraft. The group meets via Zoom on the second
and fourth Saturdays of each month from 4 to 5 p.m. Participants will be introduced to different religious faiths and
have an opportunity to ask questions of guest speakers.
They will then work on their own and with other youth in
the Minecraft Realm to create rooms representing different
religions.
Youth in grades seven through 12 meet on Zoom the
second and fourth Sundays of the month to discuss social
justice, guided by facilitators and their own learning. Later
in the year, they might plan a social justice action project.
For a copy of the program guide, email Carney McRae
at dre@uurockland.org. To register for programs, visit
bit.ly/RE-Explore.

!
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Post-election cleanup —

Extension/MOFGA Backyard Composting
Webinar November 4

Home composting will be the focus of a webinar from
University of Maine Cooperative Extension and the Maine
Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association from noon to
1 p.m., Wednesday, November 4.
Home composting is one way to reduce the amount of
organic material entering the waste stream and harvest a
safe soil amendment. “Backyard Composting” topics include
the basic principles of composting, what can safely be composted, and when and how to use home compost. UMaine
Extension professor Mark Hutchinson leads the workshop.
Registration is required; a $5 donation is optional. Register at extension.umaine.edu/register/shop to attend live or
receive a link to the recording. This is the third in a six-part

O B I T U A R I E S
Paid print obituaries may be submitted to the
advertising department of The Free Press.
Contact admanager@freepressonline.com
for more information.

N O T I C E S
Leslie and Faith Ames

Graveside Serv. — Sat., Oct. 24
Condolences and memories
may be shared at
longfuneralhomecamden.com.

Frederick O. Heald

Died Sun., Oct. 18, 2020
Age 93; Condolences and
memories may be shared at
longfuneralhomecamden.com.

Kathleen B. Lindahl

Died Sun., Oct. 18, 2020
Age 64; To share a memory
or story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.

Roberta M. Frye

Died Fri., Oct. 16, 2020
Age 87; Condolences and
memories may be shared at
longfuneralhomecamden.com.

fall gardening webinar series offered every other Wednesday through mid-December.
For more information or to request a reasonable accommodation, contact Pamela Hargest, 781-6099 or pamela.hargest@
maine.edu.

Free to Worship
Shalom

We welcome all to
Adas Yoshuron Synagogue
50 Willow St., Rockland

Frances Gustin Kirk
Drinkwater

Two Faux Fur Coats by Dennis Basso, silver color, size
large, $50 each. 691-1102.
Dynaglo Portable Kerosene
Heater, brand new, assembled
but unused, 23,000 BTU, retails
$139, first $100. 230-1195.

aldersgaterockland@gmail.com

John Street
United Methodist Church

The Episcopal Church welcomes you!
Sunday Services
Holy Communion

98 John Street, Camden, ME 04843
(207)236-3829 jsumc@midcoast.com
Sunday Worship 11:00 – Childcare Available

7:30
am
7:30and
and10:00*
9:30* am
*Nursery and Sunday School available

3333Chestnut
www.stthomascamdenme.org
ChestnutStreet
Street•●236-3680
236-3680 ●• www.stthomascamdenme.org

We Welcome All Persons

Join us for worship and
fellowship Saturday,
Sabbath – 10:45 to Noon
followed by a
vegetarian meal.

Died Fri., Oct. 9, 2020
Age 95; To share a memory
or story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.

All are welcome.
132 Camden Street, Rockport.

WELCOME

First Congregational
Church of Camden
An open and affirming
congregation of the
United Church of Christ

Join Us for Worship Sunday at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School starts at 8:45 a.m. Nursery Care Available

55 Elm St., Camden 236-4821 camdenucc.org

to the

ROCKLAND
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH

Sunday Worship: See our
website for online worship.

Worship 10 a.m., Sundays.
In person and online.

Contact us for current Bible & book studies.

find us at: rocklandcongregationalchurch.org

A weekly feature in The Free Press Contact Glenn Billington: glenn@freepressonline.com

Deadline is WEDNESDAY at NOON for the following
TUESDAY issue.

FOR SALE

Rte. 17 Across from Chickawaukie Lake

For schedule: Call 594-4523 or
visit www.AdasYoshuron.org

MARKET BASKET
Please read: As long as the total
price of all your items is $100
or less, its FREE (ads must
include prices for all items or
we cannot run the ad).
Market Basket ads run for two
weeks. Only one per household
per week will be printed. We can
only accept ads that are 20 words or
less. We cannot accept ads over the
phone  we do accept faxes (5966698). Market Basket ads must be
received by noon Wednesday for
inclusion in the next weeks issue.
NO BUSINESS, SERVICE or
YARD SALE ADS qualify for the
Market Basket. Ads that do not
follow these guidelines cannot
be printed.

ALDERSGATE

United Methodist Church

Unaffiliated ~All-inclusive

Charles W. Lash

Died Wed., Oct. 14, 2020
Age 71; To share a memory
or story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.

Open Hearts, Open Minds, Open Doors
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

Old Hunting Decoy, single Combo Floor Lamp, 72" with
duck, $50. 563-7544.
reading lamp, silver color, $15.
Houseplants, shefferra, asstd Verilux floor lamp, gooseneck,
dracena, begonias, arrowhead, $5 adjustable height, $15. 594each, too much for me. 563-5663. 4293.
Single Duck Decoy, $50. 563- Huffy Bike, mens, 24", $70.
Toaster oven, never used, $30.
7544.
Both in good condition. 542-6835.
Seven HP Printer Ink Cartridges, 932XL (2), high-yield black 12-Volt Side Mount Battery,
+ 933 (5), color (some full, most came out of a 2002 Pontiac,
half-full), $25. Printer broken, I bought new in 2018, used only
one month, $25. 845-2786.
can no longer use. 338-1951.
Costume Jewelry, one large, Rubber Pull-On Boots, mens,
2-tier jewelry box full of all black, steel toed, size 10, like
kinds of costume jewelry, $50 new, $25. Solid wood twin
headboard, $15. 563-7100.
   
Wall Shelves, heavy, dark wood, Mittens, hand-knit, all colors,
two 4x2', $30, one 2x2', $15, 2" all sizes, $5/pair. 832-5278,
take-out on porch.
thick, OBRO. 563-5663.
Sewing Machine Cabinet, Twin Bed Mattress, all in good
Book, included, dress maker, condition, $45. Bureau, $40.
354-6744.
$50. 722-6033.
Avanti Small Fridge, 34 high Rally Wheel Centers, decent,
x 20x20, approx. 6 cubic not show, 67-77 Camaro, Corfeet, works, $40. 542-9905, St. vette, Chevelle, Monte, $65 set.
230-1195.
George..

MARKET BASKET RULES
Maximum number of Words per Ad = 20 2 Total of all items added together must be $100 or less!
Ads must be priced or they cannot be run. 4 Wanted ads seeking items costing over $100 cannot be run.
5 Only one ad per week per person/phone number. 6 No business, service or yard sale ads accepted.
                      
          
1
3

7 Market Basket Ads Automatically Run For Two Weeks. 8 Mail To: The Free Press MB, P.O. Box 1076,
Camden, ME 04843-1076. 9 Sorry, we cannot take Market Basket ads by phone or e-mail, but you can fax
your ad to 596-6698. 10                
                    ber. 11        
  

Market Basket Ad deadline WEDNESDAY at NOON
for the following TUESDAY issue.
Rolling Wood Kitchen Cart
with stainless steel bowl and
two drying racks on side, $45.
542-4292.
Large Size Stones for a walkway, 10 for $100. 845-2617.

Womens Dress Boots, one
black, one brown, knee-high,
heeled, 7M, $20 ea. Womens furtrimmed, ankle-length, black winter coat, size 5, $25. Mens suede
jacket, size 42, $10. 338-1951.

Island Tile Top Only, wooden
frame, 73"x42", $50. Kitchen
tile table with chairs, 61"x35",
$50. Got pics, 542-4476.

Blue Glass Collection, two
totes of bottles, jars, wine
glasses, napkin holder, vases,
candlesticks and lamp, all for
$25. 594-4704.
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FREE PRESS CLASSIFIEDS
FREE PRESS HELP WANTED ADS WORK

SEE ALL OUR LISTINGS AT WWW.FREEPRESSONLINE.COM (CLICK ON THE CLASSIFIEDS LINK)
FREE ONLINE ADS AVAILABLE. MORE THAN JUST HELP WANTED TOO!
CALL STEVE DAVIS AT 207-596-0055 FOR MORE INFO.

EQUIPMENT
RENTAL
U N I O N FA R M E Q U I P MENT RENTALS: Tractor/
loader/back-hoe, excavator,
wood splitter, wood chipper.
Delivery available, reasonable
rates.
1-800-935-7999. (kr)


FARM & HOME
NOW OPEN, 7-Tree Farm
& Home, the former Union
Agway, Heald Highway, Route
17,
 in Union. 785-4385. (kr)

FIREWOOD
FIREWOOD — Cut and split
and
 delivered. 691-6758. (kr)
FIREWOOD — cut, split,
delivered.
CFMI, 975-1147. (kr)


WANTED

HELP WANTED

SERVICES

RENTAL

STORAGE

HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS

HIRING CARING PEOPLE
— Do you have a loving heart?
Cared for elderly? Raised children? Volunteer? Train to be a
home care worker and make
a valuable contribution to the
senior population. Call 3547077. Full and part time, flexible hours. Stop by for free coffee
at 641 St. George Road, South
Thomaston, Monday through
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Or … email reception@askforhomecare for consideration. A
rewarding
opportunity. (kr)

ARBORIST/TREE CLIMBER — Established midcoast
company dedicated to quality
tree care and preservation seeks
experienced tree climber skilled
in aesthetic pruning, cabling,
bracing, removals to join our
talented team. Must be conscientious, responsible, committed
to quality and safety. Current
Maine arborist license, clean
driver’s license. Smoke-free
workplace, Equal opportunity
employer. TREEKEEPERS
LLC
at 207-236-6855. (kr)


BCB PROPERTY
SERVICES
- Small Lot Clearing, Chipping - Tree Removal & Pruning - Bush Hogging, Field Mowing - Tractor Services • MAINTAINING ALL YOUR
OUTDOOR SPACES •
BETTER CALL BEN
207-542-3299
(kr)

SOULE’S CARPENTRY
Siding, roofing, garages,
window replacement,
decks and more.
Free estimates.
Fully insured.
Call 691-6758.
Ask for David.
(kr)


One-Bedroom Apartment in
Rockland. $900/month, utilities
included. No smoking, no pets.
594-0132. (kr)

WATERMAN BEACH
STORAGE
10 x 15 unit, $80
10 x 20 unit, $100
10 x 25 unit, $120.
South Thomaston, 975-1326.
EVERGREEN SELF STORAGE — 6x10 to 10x40 sizes, all
paved, Rte. 17, Washington, 7854464, or Exit 132, W. Fairfield,
453-7131, 50% off 1st month
with
3-month minimum. (kr)


Circulation/Subscription
Assistant Manager

LUCKY LADY — I want to
buy your junk cars and trucks,
pay up to $300. Roll my dice
because I pay the best price.
993-2629
or 441-7929. (kr)

LUCKY LADY — wants your TREE SERVICES
woodlot. Turn those trees into
cash. Roll those dice and give GREEN’S TREE SERVICE
me a call, 441-7929 or 993• Tree, brush removal
2629.
(kr)

• Pruning
• Aerial truck or climber
HELP WANTED
• Chipping, stump-grinding
• Lots Cleared
LANDSCAPER — EstabFree Estimates
lished midcoast company Licensed & Insured Arborist
dedicated to quality tree care
Matt Green, 322-0320.
seeks person to assist arborists/
— Reasonable Rates —
climbers with tree preserva(kr)
tion, pruning, planting. Must 
be conscientious, responsible,
SERVICES
committed to quality and safety.
Work is physically demanding,
JR’S PAINTING
environmentally rewarding.
Fine Interiors/Exteriors
Clean driver’s license, reliable
Painting & Staining,
transportation. Prefer experience, but will train. Smoke-free Sheetrocking, Pressure Washing,
Plaster Repair.
workplace. Equal opportunity
Free estimates. References.
employer. TREEKEEPERS
Fully Insured.
LLC
at 207-236-6855. (kr)

273-6116.
(kr)

GUTTER CLEANING
Call or text 207-701-1519.
FREE PRESS
Seniors or referrals get a
10% discount.
ADS WORK!
(11/10)



FREE PRESS
ADS WORK!

SENIOR HOUSING — The
Homesteads in Cushing and
Owls Head have vacancies
for seniors who wish to live
in a home-like environment
but need homemaking and/or
personal/nursing services. The
Homesteads provide a small,
intimate setting where frail
elderly can age in place and
SELF HELP
pay for services as needed at
significantly lower rates than AND SUPPORT
traditional medical facilities.
AA HOTLINE
We have enjoyed a reputation
for high-quality meals and serFor meeting information
vices for more than 25 years. 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Information and pictures of
1-800-737-6237
available rooms/suites can be 
www.maineaa.org
accessed by calling 354-7077 or
NA HOTLINE
at www.homeshareinc.com. (kr)
For meeting information

1-800-974-0062

www.namaine.org



HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS

Please e-mail resume and three professional
references to:
jclough@ashwoodwaldorf.org.

Food Service
School
Year
Opening
Food Service
School Year
Opening
Part-Bme
Part-time
(20 hours per week)
(20 hours per week)

Camden Hills Regional High School Food Service Department is looking for a part-;me
Food Service Worker. This is a School Year posi;on. Par;al beneﬁts are provided.
Preference
will be given
to candidates
with High
kitchen/restaurant
and a
Camden
Hills
Regional
Schoolexperience
Food SerServSafe cer;ﬁcate.

vice Department is looking for a part-time Food

Candidates
will need
to be ﬁngerprinted
undergo aYear
background
check.
Service
Worker.
This isandawill
School
position.

Partial beneﬁts are provided. Preference will

Please apply on-line at www.applitrack.com/ﬁvetowns/onlineapp or contact the
be given
to candidates
with kitchen/restaurant
Superintendent’s
Oﬃce at (207)236-3358
for a paper applicaBon.

experience and a ServSafe certiﬁcate.
ApplicaBon deadline: Open unBl Filled

Candidates will need to be ﬁngerprinted and will
of Schools
undergoSuperintendent
a background
check.
Five Town CSD
7 Lions Lane
Please Camden,
apply
on-line at
ME 04843
www.applitrack.com/ﬁvetowns/onlineapp
or
(207) 236-3358
contact the Superintendent’s Office at
(207)236-3358 for aEOE
paper application.

Application deadline: Open until Filled
Superintendent of Schools
Five Town CSD
7 Lions Lane
Camden, ME 04843
(207) 236-3358
EOE

Knowledge of Excel, Word and Google Drive
helpful. Will train successful candidate
on in-house software.

Send resume to:
The Free Press/Courier Publications,
P.O Box 1076 Camden, ME 04843
or via e-mail: freepress@freepressonline.com.
FREE PRESS ADS WORK!

The Town of Union is seeking a qualified individual for the position of Deputy Town Clerk.
The Deputy works under the supervision of the Town Clerk and Tax Collector and assists
with the local and state elections, dog licensing, and vital records. Other duties include motor vehicle registrations, sale of hunting and fishing licenses, inland fisheries registrations,
tax collections, along with other various municipal reports and duties.
The successful candidate will be a highly motivated professional who enjoys working with
the public and who has excellent computer, writing, presentation, and communication skills.
Prior municipal experience and knowledge of TRIO is preferred but we are willing to train
an excellent candidate. This is a permanent full-time position of approximately 35-40 hours
per week and the candidate needs to be available Monday-Thursday 7:45 a.m.-4:30 p.m. and
Friday 7:45 a.m.-12:30 p.m. On the 1st and 3rd Tuesday the office is open until 6:30 p.m. so
the candidate would need to be available.
This position includes a comprehensive compensation package that includes paid time off,
health insurance, and retirement. An application and job description can be found on our
website at www.union.maine.gov. An application, resume, cover letter and a minimum of
five work-related references to: Town Manager, Jay Feyler, 567 Common Road, PO Box 186,
Union, Maine 04862 or email to: townmanager@union.maine.gov. Resumes will be accepted until the position is filled. The Town of Union is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS

FIVE TOWN CSD
FIVE TOWN CSD
CamdenCamden
Hills Hills
Regional
High
School
Regional High
School

Position would cover mailings,
compiling postal reports and sales reports,
managing delivery drivers and their routes,
handling collection of revenue from sales points
and assisting with subscriptions.

TOWN OF UNION, MAINE
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK

Ashwood Waldorf School
in Rockport, Maine is seeking a custodian
15 hours per week. This position holds
responsibility for cleaning the school, some
grounds keeping, and for performing
journey-level maintenance.
Reliability, some tools, good organizational
and communication skills are a must.

The Free Press and Courier Publications are looking for someone to help manage the distribution
and circulation of their publications.

Help Wanted
We’re seeking an outside sales/
marketing representative for our
Camden office.
This is a full-time position,
8am - 5pm, Monday - Friday and
includes a benefit package

Great team!

Competitive salary plus
commission
for a bright, motivated person.
We will train the right person,
so experience is not necessarily
required.
Please send resume and cover
letter to: hbrown@villagesoup.com
No calls or walk-ins please.
END HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS
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FREE PRESS CLASSIFIEDS
Applications are now being taken for the

KNOX HOTEL APARTMENTS
192 Main St. Thomaston

One bedroom apartments that are conveniently
located right downtown, rent is 30% of income and
includes: wall to wall carpeting, laundry facilities,
community living room, parking and professional
Service Coordination on site.
Maximum Income Limits are
$28,680 for 1 Person
$32,760 for 2 Persons

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

If interested, please call
Sherry at 594-2743
TDD/TTY 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 702

SELF HELP AND SUPPORT
Food Addicts in Recovery
Anonymous
Are You Having Trouble
Controlling The Way
You Eat?
Do you struggle with food
obsession, overeating,
undereating or bulimia?
There is a Solution, Free
Information Session online
and by phone
Tuesday, October 27,
6:30–8 p.m.
For Phone and Online Access
Information, Call Kate V. at
207-529-5550.


NATIONAL SUICIDE
PREVENTION HOTLINE
1-800-273-8255.
24 hours/day;
7 days/week.

Domestic Abuse Helpline
for Men and Women
Support Group.
FMI: 1-866-786-0758.


NEW HOPE FOR WOMEN —
offers an ongoing support group
for women affected by domestic
or dating violence. Receive emotional support in a safe environment, learn about the patterns
and impacts of abuse, and move
AL-ANON HOTLINE
towards personal growth and
For meeting information
24 hours a day, 7 days a week empowerment. FMI: New Hope
for Women, 1-800-522-3304.
1-800-498-1844



Run your ad one week for only $6.65/week for 20 words – 20¢ each additional word.
Run your ad for two weeks for only $6.13/week for 20 words – 15¢ each additional word.
Run your ad for three or more weeks for only $5.55/week for 20 words – 10¢ each additional word.
(Please print clearly & include your phone number!)
DEADLINE IS NOON ON WEDNESDAY FOR THE FOLLOWING TUESDAY ISSUE
I would like my ad to read

Please run my classified ad ___ times and list it under:
___ Vehicles ___ Boating ___ For Rent ___ For Sale
___ Help Wanted ___ Real Estate ___ Services ___ Wanted
___ Yard Sale ___ Other
Name
Adress
Town
Phone

Cost for 1st 20/words/week = $
Additional words
=$
Subtotal = $
Times # of weeks ad to run
x
TOTAL Due = $
If Paying by Credit Card Just Call in Your Ad
Copy at 596-6696 Or, enclose payment and:
Mail to: P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076
or Bring to: 6 Virginia Avenue, 2nd floor, Camden

SELF HELP AND SUPPORT
PROSTATE CANCER
SUPPORT GROUP
New Prostate Cancer Networking/
Support Group, second Monday monthly, 5:30-7:30 p.m.,
Rockland Room, Knox Center, 6 White Street, Rockland. FMI: charhuschle@
gmail.com
or 617-756-4703.







Is Food a Problem for You?
CELEBRATE RECOVERY
OVEREATERS
Freedom Fellowship Church,
ANONYMOUS MEETS:
721 Bath Rd., Wiscasset. Fri.,
6 p.m. Free meal following Rockport:
meeting. Christ-centered recov- Sat., 11 a.m.-noon, PARC Social
ery and support program for all. Work Conf. Rm.,
Pen Bay Medical Center
FMI: Matt, 344-8660.
Belfast:
Fri., noon-1 p.m. First Baptist
FREE PRESS
Church, 95 High St., Belfast.
ADS WORK!
FMI, Belfast: 382-6446

SMART RECOVERY — Nonreligious, no steps, scientifically proven program for recovery
from substance use disorders.
Fri., 6 p.m., Coastal Recovery
Community Center (CRCC), 24
Lincoln St. (old Lincoln School),
Suite 103, Rockland. FMI: 6913697,
Bruce.


F R I E N D S & F A M I LY
TOGETHER — Support group
for family & friends of people with
substance use disorders. Thurs.,
4 p.m., Coastal Recovery Community Center (CRCC), 24 Lincoln St. (old Lincoln School),
Suite 103, Rockland. FMI: 6913697,
Bruce.


FREE PRESS ADS WORK!

BUSINESS SERVICE DIRECTORY
Allen_Chrissy_FP_2.375x2.75_070118.qxp_Layout
1Elderly
7
Business
Insurance
Housing

Natural Organic Market

Chair Caning

Anne’s Old Chairs to Mend
Chair
Caning
& Cane
Supplies

Melanie
Lea-Daigle
Owner

Since 1998

Insurance for
your business.

(207) 354-7077 or (800) 876-8418
www.homeshareinc.com

Elderly Services

Call Krissy Campbell today

236-4311

Furniture Restoration

Tree Service

RESTORE THE HIDDEN BEAUTY

A-1 WATERMAN’S TREE SERVICE

• Stripping
• Finishing

AllenIF.com

• Repair
• Total Restoration

Coronavirus Disinfecting
KEEP THE CORONA VIRUS AT BAY!
• Your Facility – Our Expertise!
• State of Maine Licensed Master Applicators!
• Keep Your Employees & Customers Safe!
• We Sterilize!
• Professional, Effective & Affordable!
Free Estimates: CALL US TODAY!

25 Warrenton St. Rockport • 594-2015

Please call or come visit
our wood shop today.

Fine Furniture

Love Your Home!
Amish
Dining Sets

596-5555

Route 90, Rockport

207-236-4673

Mon.-Fri. 9am- 5pm • Sat. 9am-noon

Medical Dispensaries

New World
Organics

147 Waldo Ave.
Belfast, ME
207-272-8336
Check Us Out on Weedmaps

Travel Agency
233 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME 04841

THE FREE PRESS
readers comment…

“Keep up the great work — really enjoy the
Home and Garden and Just Sayin’… columns.”

2485 Camden Rd
(Rt. 90) Warren
273-1270
frantzfurniture.com

Your One-Stop Natural & Organic Market Shop Since 1987
495 Commercial St, Rockport, ME 04856
fotf87@gmail.com • www.freshoffthefarmrockport.com

Village Travel
Ruth Etheridge

Full Service Travel Agency

Damariscotta

563-TRIP (8747)

Free Estimates
Reasonable Prices
Landscaping
Licensed Arborist
Tree Removal
Fully Insured
Aerial Lift Service
Friendly, Reliable Service

Home
Cell
763-2988 Sterling Waterman 592-5504

Miscellaneous
Preserve your memories,
movies, and music!

WE TRANSFER
TO DVD OR CD:

Videotapes, Home Movie Reels,
Slides & Photos, LP Records,
Blu-ray & Cassettes

AFFORDABLE COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTION &
EVENT VIDEOGRAPHY

MATHIESON DIGITAL
Call Craig at 226-7419

Visit: freepressonline.com
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Carpentry & Painting

Auto

Home Improvements
& Renovations

J.H. KILTON

POWER WASH
YOUR
UNDERCOATING
!

INC.

FLUID
F
ILM
&
RUST FREE

CARPENTRY
& PAINTING
JAMIE KILTON
jhkilton@hotmail.com

SIMONE CAUTELA

INSURED /
FREE ESTIMATES

What’s Your Reason to Call All Season?
Vinyl Siding & Windows
Standing Seam Metal Roofing
Garages & Additions – And Much More!

ROCKPORT, ME
701-8824

1-800-464-3039

www.all-season.com

• Duct Work Cleaning • Pressure Washing
• Emergency Services: water extraction, structure
drying, and securing of property
• Floor Scrubbing, Waxing & Buffing
• Upholstery & Fine Fabrics • Carpet Shampooing
• Mold Treatment Disinfection

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
1-800-870-4181 • 207-236-8888

207-596-0423
Rockland, ME
51 Glen St.

Dave Landry, Owner - info@superiorrestoration.net
– 4 Colorado Ave., Camden

Our 29th Year In Business!

HONEYDEW
HANDYMAN SERVICE
For all your “Honey-Do” Projects

All Aspects of Home Repair & Light Construction
Care Taking Services
Guaranteed Services or Job is FREE • Call 596-3563

Roofing

Auto Repair Service

Painting

Beckett’s Auto
Service, Inc.

SUTHERLAND
PAINTING

Serving the Mid Coast
Over 36 Years

Power Wash Siding

SHAWN BECKETT - OWNER

INTERIORS • EXTERIORS
Skim Coating • Crack & Plaster Repair

1181 River Rd.
Saint George, ME 04860
(207) 372-0560

Power Equip. Sales/Service

CARPET • CERAMIC
WOOD • VINYL
Sales & Installation

Antique & Modern
Clock Repair
Thomas R. John, Sr.

By Appointment Only
“House Calls”

Lawn & Garden Service
Repairs on all brands.
Snowblowers, Push Mowers, Garden Tractors,
Tillers, Chainsaws, Grass Trimmers.
Sharpens Chains, Blades and Knives.
Offering Pickup & Delivery

210 Park Street, Rockland, ME

207-594-2413

A Family Trade for Over 100 Years
Established in the Midcoast 1970

Member

The Flooring Network

207-594-9341 or Cell 207-882-4144
P.O. Box 35, South Thomaston, ME 04858

BERT’S MACHINE SHOP
594-7013

“A New Era in Customer Satisfaction”

Clock & Watch Repair

Renovation Specialist
Call Arthur at 320-0450

Lawn & Garden

HARLEY
COMPANY INC.
THE

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE

X SNOW PLOWING

X BRUSH/TREE WORK X LANDSCAPING X RAKING X MOWING
WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU? 594-2471

Field Mowing

York
Raking

Free
Estimates
Jon Faria
207.975.5850

Cayouette
Flooring Inc.

Specializing in the repair of
weight & spring driven clocks

VETERANS
CONSTRUCTION

Fully Insured • Call 338-2682 / Cell 907-9296

Flooring

Clock Repair

Basement
Waterproofing

358 Turnpike Drive • Camden, Maine • 04843

CALL US WHEN YOU NEED
DISASTER RESTORATION SPECIALISTS

Auto Body Repair

236-0541 • 542-7327

SITE WORK • SEPTIC
LANDSCAPING • EXCAVATION
DRAINAGE PROBLEMS

Cleaning Services

UNDERCOATING
21 Merrill Drive, Rockland • 594-2442
www.bestratestowing.com

- WE DO IT ALL -

Heating

11 Bay View Square, Rockland
Hours: M-F 8-4 / Sat 8-12

Storage

BUSINESS

S ER V I C E
D IR E C T O R Y

ON TIME CLOCK REPAIRLOCALLOCAL
FAMILY
& OPERATED
FAMILYOWNED
OWNED & OPERATED

All Repairs Done On Site
OVER A DECADE OF QUALITY SERVICE

• We Buy Old & Unwanted Gold - Also Silver Coins
• Watch Batteries Installed While You Wait

Charlie Swift,
110 Union Street, Rockland
593-7765

including #2#2Heating
Oil, Bioheat,
HeatingHeating
FuelsFuels
including
Heating
Oil, Bioheat,
Propane,
K-1,
and
Diesel.
Propane, K-1, and Diesel.

Computers

Equipment including heating systems, hot water

TOM FORD

COMPUTER SERVICES

Troubleshoot Issues & Training
Computers, Cellphones & Tablets
Backup/Manage Pictures & Music
Consult on Purchase - Setup

Equipment including heating systems, hot water
systems, LP stoves, Rinnais and more.
systems, LP stoves, Rinnais and more.
Fuel and Service Plans & Gasoline Discounts

Fuel and Service Plans & Gasoline Discounts
www.MaritimeEnergy.com

www. Ma ritimeEnergy.com

594-4487 • 234 Park St. Rockland

594-4487 • 234 Park St. Rockland

tomford21@gmail.com

542-9120

Security Cameras
Key Pad Easy Access

www.freepressonline.com
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Not all channels available in all parts of The Free Press circulation area.

For the latest on
TV – either live or
streaming – go to:
https://ontvtoday.com/

CHANNEL LINE-UP
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Knox County

CKSH – French
UPN – WPME
FOX – WFPO
CBS – WABI
NBC – WCSH
PEG – Public
ABC – WMTW

WEDNESDAY EVENING OCTOBER 28, 2020
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TWCTV
MPBS – WCBB
PEG – Education
WB – WPXT
CBS – WGME
QVC
HSN
CHLT
Shop NBC

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Blue Bloods “Ripple Blue Bloods “My
Blue Bloods “Grave Blue Bloods “Bones Blue Bloods (In
Blue Bloods “Erasing
Effect”
Brothers Keeper”
Errors” Å (DVS)
to Pick”
Stereo) Å (DVS)
History”
Big Bang Big Bang The Masked Singer I Can See Your
FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
(N) Å (DVS)
Voice (N)
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Å
Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang The Amazing Race Big Brother Houseguests vie for the power of News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
(N) (In Stereo) Å
veto. (N) (In Stereo) Å
Corden
207
Inside
The Wall “Denise and American Ninja Warrior “Finals 1” The 28
NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
Tisha” (N) Å
ninjas face 10 obstacles. (N)
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! U.S. Senate Debate The Con- black-ish The Con “The Varsity WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune (N)
Collins vs. Gideon.
ners (N) (N)
Blues Con” (N)
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Nature “Australian
NOVA Solutions to
The Age of Nature
PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
Bushfire Rescue”
cool the planet. (N) “Changing” (N)
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Modern Modern Devils “Episode 4” (N) Coroner “Unburied” WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
(In Stereo)
(N) (In Stereo)
News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
The Amazing Race Big Brother Houseguests vie for the power of CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight (N) (In Stereo) Å
veto. (N) (In Stereo) Å
News
Corden
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
MLS Soccer: Revolution at Red Bulls
Post
Patriots Boston Tonight
Boston Tonight
Boston Tonight
Baseball Tonight
Documentaries
30 for 30
MLS Soccer: Galaxy at Timbers
SportsCenter (N)
NBA: The Jump
UFC Unleashed
UFC Unleashed
NFL Live Å
SportsCenter
UFC Unleashed
My Story McCourt Bruins: On This Day (N)
NESN After Hours
NESN After Hours
Red Sox Classics
Married- Married- Married at First Sight The couples must
Married at First Sight Married at First
Married at First
Sight
Sight
make their decision. (N) Å
(N) Å
Sight Å
Sight Å
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
(6:00) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ›››‡ “The Best Man” (1964)
Movie: ›››‡ “The Last Hurrah” (1958) Movie: ›››‡ “The
“Desire Me” (1947) Henry Fonda, Cliff Robertson. Å
Spencer Tracy, Jeffrey Hunter. Å
Great McGinty”
(5:30) Movie: ››‡ All Elite Wrestling: Dynamite (N) Å
Movie: ›› “Star Wars: The Phantom Menace” (1999, Science
“The A-Team”
Fiction) Liam Neeson, Ewan McGregor. Å (DVS)
South Pk South Park Å
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk The Daily Show
South Pk South Pk
(6:00) Movie: ››› Movie: ›› “Goosebumps 2: Haunted
Movie: ››› “Goosebumps” (2015) Jack “Goosebumps 2:
“Goosebumps”
Halloween” (2018) Madison Iseman. Å
Black, Dylan Minnette. (In Stereo) Å
Haunted”
NCIS Å (DVS)
WWE NXT (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Movie: ›› “The Purge: Anarchy” (2014) Premiere. Mod Fam
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Full
Conan (N) Full
Seinfeld Conan Å
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Frontal
Å
Frontal
Dateline: Secrets
Kemper on Kemper: Inside The Mind
Golden State Killer: Main Suspect Å
Snapped Å
“Jack Reacher”
Movie: ›››‡ “American Sniper” (2014) Bradley Cooper. Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
(6:00) Movie: ›‡
Movie: ›‡ “Ghost Ship” (2002, Horror)
Movie: › “The Final Destination” (2009) Fear the Walking
“Seed of Chucky” Julianna Margulies, Ron Eldard. Å
Bobby Campo, Shantel VanSanten. Å
Dead “Alaska”
Housewives/OC
Housewives/OC
Housewives/OC
Housewives/OC
Below Deck Å
Below
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
(6:00) “Christmas
Movie: “Christmas Town” (2019) Candace Movie: “Christmas in Rome” (2019, RoMovie: “Christmas
Scavenger Hunt”
Cameron Bure, Tim Rozon. Å
mance) Lacey Chabert, Sam Page. Å
Connection” (2017)
Steven
Potters
David
Gaither
Stage
Worship Gospel
Elevation S. Fur
Rubin
Prince
Access
Forged in Fire
Forged in Fire: Judges’ Cut “Best of Ben Abbott” Attila the Hun’s Sword of Mars.
Judges’ Cut
Secretly Pregnant
Secretly Pregnant
Secretly Pregnant
Secretly Pregnant
Secretly Pregnant
Secretly Pregnant
Moonshiners Å
Gold Rush “The Perfect Storm” Å
Gold Rush (N) Å
Gold Rush Å
Gold Rush Å
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Love-Raymond
Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King of Queens
(6:30) Movie: “Monsters, Inc.” Movie: ››› “Monsters University” (2013) Å
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Loud
Loud
Sponge. Sponge. Un
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
(6:00) Movie: “DeBig City Amphibia Mickey
Bizaard- Bizaard- Bizaard- GoodGoodGoodGoodscendants 3” (2019) Greens
Å
Mouse
vark
vark
vark
Charlie
Charlie
Charlie
Charlie
Lone Star Law
North Woods Law: Uncuffed (N)
North Wo. Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
“Night
Movie: ›› “Insidious: The Last Key”
Movie: ›››‡ “It Follows” (2014, Horror) Maika
“A Nightmare on
Before” (2018) Lin Shaye, Leigh Whannell. Å
Monroe, Keir Gilchrist, Daniel Zovatto. Å
Elm Street” (1984)

THURSDAY EVENING OCTOBER 29, 2020
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Chicago P.D. “An
Chicago P.D. “Prison Chicago P.D. “Infor- Chicago P.D. “No
Chicago P.D. “Abso- Chicago P.D. (In
Honest Woman”
Ball” Å
mant” (In Stereo)
Regrets” (In Stereo) lution” (In Stereo)
Stereo) Å
Big Bang NFL
NFL Football: Atlanta Falcons at Carolina Panthers. NFC South rivals meet for FOX23 News at Ten Two and
Theory
Pregame a Thursday night tilt as the Panthers host the Falcons. (N)
(N) (Live) Å
Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang Young
Mom Å Every Vote Counts: A Star Trek: Discovery News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
Sheldon
Celebration
(N) Å
Corden
207
Inside
SuperCONDateline NBC (N) (In Stereo) Å
NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
store (N) NECT
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Celebrity Family
Press Your Luck
Match Game (N) Å WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune (N)
Feud (N)
“Let’s Get It!” (N)
(DVS)
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Your Vote 2020
Your Vote 2020
Your Vote 2020
PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Modern Modern Supernatural “Unity” The Outpost Zed’s
WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
(N) Å
loyalty is tested. (N) News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
Young
Mom Å Every Vote Counts: A Star Trek: Discovery CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Sheldon
Celebration
(N) Å
News
Corden
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D. Å
Early
Early Edition Å
Felger & Mazz
Patriots Boston Tonight
Boston Tonight
Boston Tonight
Football College Football: South Alabama at Georgia Southern. (N)
SportsCenter (N) (Live) Å
SportsCenter
To Be Announced
Fantasy Football
Bruins: On This Day (N)
NESN After Hours
NESN After Hours
Red Sox Classics
Married at First
Married at First Sight “The Grand Finale” A Married at First
Married at First
Married at First
Sight Å
reunion, and emotional updates.
Sight Å
Sight Å
Sight Å
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Videos
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
(6:30) ›‡ “Death
Movie: ›››‡ “Winchester ’73” (1950)
Movie: ›››‡ “She Wore a Yellow Rib- Movie: ››› “PriCurse of Tartu”
James Stewart, Shelley Winters. Å
bon” (1949) John Wayne. Å (DVS)
mary” (1960)
Bones Uniquely
Movie: ››‡ “Man of Steel” (2013) Henry Cavill. Young Clark
Movie: ›› “Batman v Superman: Dawn
disfigured remains. Kent must protect those he loves from a dire threat.
of Justice” (2016, Action) Ben Affleck.
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
The Daily Show
South Pk South Pk
Movie: ››‡ “Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom” (2018, Adven- Movie: ››‡ “Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom” (2018, Adventure) Chris Pratt, Bryce Dallas Howard. (In Stereo) Å
ture) Chris Pratt, Bryce Dallas Howard. (In Stereo) Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Conan (N) The Mis- The Mis- Conan Å
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Å
ery Index ery Index
Snapped Å
The Backyard
Nancy Grace
A Killer in Costume Snapped Å
Killer Couples Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
Movie: ›› “Friday the 13th” (1980, Hor- Movie: ›‡ “Friday the 13th, Part 2” (1981) Movie: ›‡ “Friday the 13th - Part III”
ror) Betsy Palmer, Adrienne King. Å
Amy Steel, John Furey. Å
(1982) Dana Kimmell, Paul Kratka. Å
Southern Charm
Southern Charm (N) Southern Charm (N) Watch
Southern Charm
Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
(6:00) Movie: “A
Movie: “Jingle Bell Bride” (2020) Julie
Movie: “Write Before Christmas” (2019,
“It’s Beginning to
Christmas Duet”
Gonzalo, Ronnie Rowe Jr. Å
Romance) Torrey DeVitto. Å
Look a L”
Rubin
Potters
Praise Å
Watch
End/
P. Stone Drive
Praise Å
Prince
Osteen
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pim My Feet Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pim My Feet Stories of the ER
Dr. Pim My Feet
Alaskan Bush
Alaskan Alaska: The Last Frontier Å
Last Frontier
Loca
Alaskan Alaska
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King of Queens
(6:30) Movie: ››› “Sleepy Hollow” Å Movie: ››› “Beetlejuice” (1988) Å
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Un
Loud
Movie: ››› “Kung Fu Panda” (2008)
Friends Å
Friends Friends Friends Friends
(6:15) Movie: “Zom- Hall of
Disney
Just Roll ToyAustin & Austin & Austin & Wizards- Jessie Å Jessie Å
bies” (2018) Å
Villains
Fam Jam With It
Terror!
Ally Å
Ally Å
Ally Å
Place
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
“Nightmare on Elm Movie: ›››‡ “A Nightmare on Elm
Movie: ››‡ “A Nightmare on Elm Street “Nightmare-Elm
Street 2: Freddy”
Street” (1984, Horror) John Saxon. Å
2: Freddy’s Revenge” (1985) Å
Street 4”

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

TV Guide
C-SPAN
C-SPAN2
ION
PEG – Government
GAC
Comcast Sports Net
ESPN
ESPN2
NESN
MTV
VH-1
Lifetime
Spike TV
CMT
Weather Channel
NECN
FOX News
CNN

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54
55
56

37

TVListings
Headline News
TOON
CNBC
MSNBC
truTV
TCM
INSP
TNT
Comedy
FX
USA
TBS
Oxygen
A&E
AMC
Bravo
E!
HGTV
Food Network

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
85

Travel Channel
EWTN
Hallmark Channel
TBN
History Channel
TLC
Discovery
TV Land
BET
ABC Family
Nickelodeon
Disney Channel
Animal Planet
SCI-FI
TV5
ONTV4
Local Access

Rent a Truck
Tundra or Tacoma
SHEPARD

207-594-8424

Route 1, at the Rockland Thomaston Town Line
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10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Criminal Minds “Mag- Criminal Minds “The Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds “Zugz- Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds “All
nificent Light”
Lesson”
“Perennials”
wang”
“Magnum Opus”
That Remains”
Big Bang Big Bang WWE Friday Night SmackDown (N) (In
FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
Stereo Live)
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Å
Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang The Greatest AtHome The Deciders: A CBS Blue Bloods “Guilt by News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
Videos (N)
News Special
Association”
Corden
207
Inside
American Ninja Warrior “Finals 1” The 28
Dateline NBC (N) (In NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
ninjas face 10 obstacles. Å (DVS)
Stereo) Å
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Shark Tank (N) (In
20/20 (N) (In Stereo) Å
WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune (N)
Stereo) Å (DVS)
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Washing- Election Jazz at Lincoln
EXHUMED: A History PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
ton Wk
2020
Center Presents
of Zombies (N)
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Modern Modern The 13 Scariest Mov- Funniest Funniest WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
ies of All Time
Animals Animals News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
The Greatest AtHome The Deciders: A CBS Blue Bloods “Guilt by CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Videos (N)
News Special
Association”
News
Corden
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Early
Early Edition Å
Curran’s Patriots Curran’s Boston Tonight
Boston Tonight
Boston Tonight
Football College Football: Minnesota at Maryland. (N) (Live)
To Be Announced
(5:30) UFC Live
College Football: East Carolina at Tulsa. (N) (Live)
NFL Live Å
Huskies BC
Bruins: On This Day (N)
NESN After Hours
NESN After Hours
Red Sox Classics
(6:00) “Grounded for Movie: “A Crafty Christmas Romance”
Movie: “Christmas Unwrapped” (2020,
“A Crafty Christmas
Christmas” Å
(2020) Nicola Posener. Premiere. Å
Drama) Amber Stevens West. Å
Romance”
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
American Greed
American Greed
American Greed (N) American Greed
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Impractical Jokers
(6:45) Movie: “The “The Four Skulls of Movie: ›› “Eye of the Devil” (1967, Hor- Movie: ››› “The Devil Rides “Wicker
Return of Doctor X” Jonathan Drake”
ror) Deborah Kerr, David Niven. Å
Out” (1968) Christopher Lee.
Man”
The West Wing
Movie: ›››› “Star Wars: A New Hope” (1977)
Movie: ››› “Star Wars: Revenge of the Sith”
“Process Stories”
Mark Hamill, Harrison Ford. Å (DVS)
(2005) Ewan McGregor, Natalie Portman. Å (DVS)
Office
Office
Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek
TBA
South Pk South Pk South Pk
(5:30) Movie: ›››‡ Movie: ›› “Venom” (2018, Action) Tom Movie: ›››‡ “A Quiet Place” (2018,
Movie: ›› “Polter“Get Out” (2017)
Hardy, Michelle Williams. (In Stereo) Å
Horror) Emily Blunt. (In Stereo) Å
geist” (2015)
“Harry Potter and Deathly Hallows”
Movie: ››‡ “Maleficent” (2014)
Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam
Bob’s
Bob’s
Movie: ››‡ “Rampage” (2018) Dwayne Movie: ››› “I Am Legend” (2007) Will ELEAGUE Super
Burgers Burgers Johnson, Naomie Harris. Å (DVS)
Smith, Alice Braga. Å (DVS)
Punch (N) Å
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
The Backyard
The Backyard
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
The First 48 Å
First 48: Shocking
Live Rescue (N) (In Stereo) Å
The First 48 Å
First 48: Shocking
Movie: ›››› “Halloween” (1978) Don- Movie: ›› “Halloween H20: 20 Years
Movie: › “Halloween: Resurrection”
ald Pleasence, Jamie Lee Curtis. Å
Later” (1998) Jamie Lee Curtis. Å
(2002, Horror) Jamie Lee Curtis. Å
“Drift”
Movie: ›› “Fast & Furious” (2009) Vin Diesel.
Movie: ›› “Fast & Furious” (2009)
“Tokyo Drift”
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
(6:00) “Pride, Preju- Movie: “Chateau Christmas” (2020) Merritt Movie: “The Christmas Cottage” (2017)
“The Nine Lives of
dice and Mistletoe” Patterson, Luke Macfarlane. Å
Merritt Patterson, Steve Lund. Å
Christmas” (2014)
Paradigm Potters
Praise Å
Praise Å
Praise Å
Praise Å
Increas
End/
MonsterQuest
MonsterQuest
MonsterQuest
Dngr. Primates
MonsterQuest
MonsterQuest
The Family Chantel 90 Day Fiancé: The Other Way (N)
90 Day
90 Day: Other
90 Day
90 Day: Other
Gold Rush: Pay Dirt Gold Rush (N) (In Stereo) Å
Gold Rush Å
Gold Rush Å
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
(6:50) Movie: “The Addams Family” Å
Movie: ››‡ “Addams Family Values”
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Are You Afraid
Are You Afraid
Are You Afraid
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
(6:25) Movie: “Zom- Jessie Å Jessie Å Raven’s Movie: ›››
Disney
Stuck/
Jessie Å Jessie Å Bunk’d Å
bies 2” (2020) Å
Home
“Casper” (1995) Å Fam Jam Middle
River Monsters
Beast-Kept Secrets River Monsters: Deadliest Man-Eaters
Mysteries of
Beast-Kept Secrets
(6:00) Movie: “Leath- Movie: ›‡ “Halloween” (2007, Horror) Malcolm Mc- Movie: ››› “The Mask” (1994, Comedy) › “Jason
erface” Å
Dowell, Scout Taylor-Compton, Tyler Mane. Å
Jim Carrey, Cameron Diaz. Å
X” (2002)
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THE FREE PRESS

Tuesday, October 27, 2020

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
College College College Football: Oklahoma at Texas Tech. Jones AT&T Stadium. (N) (In
FOX23
The Nite Fight
Football Extra
Stereo Live)
News
Show
Camp
American Big Bang Manhunt: Deadly
Manhunt: Deadly
48 Hours (N) (In
WABI TV5 Nite Show Opry (N) Å
Athlete
Theory
Games “Eric” (N)
Games (N)
Stereo) Å
We
Maine Life Places
Weakest Link (In
Ellen’s Game of
Saturday Night Live NEWS- Saturday Night Live (N) (In
and S
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Games Å
(N) (In Stereo) Å
CENTER Stereo Live) Å
Coll.
College Football: Ohio State at Penn State. Beaver Stadium. (N) (Live)
WMTW Castle (In Stereo) Å NightFootball
News 8
watch
As Time Still Opn Hold the Mum
Father Brown (In
Shakespeare and
ACL Presents: 50
UnderA Chef’s
Goes By Hrs
Sunset
“May”
Stereo) Å
Hathaway -- Private Years of Asleep
ground
Life Å
Modern Modern Maine’s US Senate 2 Broke 2 Broke WMTW TOTAL
Simpsons Simpsons Bob’s
Bob’s
Family
Family
Debate
Girls
Girls
News 8 MAINE
Burgers Burgers
America Judge
Manhunt: Deadly
Manhunt: Deadly
48 Hours (N) (In
CBS 13 Ring of Honor Wres- Outdoors
This
Judy
Games “Eric” (N)
Games (N)
Stereo) Å
News
tling Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Quick
Patriots Patriots Curran’s United Fight
Alpha 8 Å
World Poker Tour
World Poker Tour
College Football: Mississippi State at Alabama. (N) (Live)
College Football: Western Kentucky at BYU. (N) (Live)
Scores
College Football: Navy at SMU. Gerald J. Ford Stadium. (N)
SportsCenter (N) (Live) Å
SportsCenter (N)
College Football: Teams TBA. (N) (Live)
NESN
NESN
Dirty
College Football
“A Crafty Christmas Movie: “Candy Cane Christmas” (2020,
Movie: “Forever Christmas” (2018) Chel- Movie: “Candy Cane
Romance”
Drama) Beverley Mitchell. Premiere. Å
sea Hobbs, Christopher Russell. Å
Christmas”
Life, Liberty
Watters’ World (N)
Justice Judge
Greg Gutfeld
Watters’ World
Justice Judge
Situation Room
Situation Room
Situation Room
CNN Special
CNN Special
Special Report
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
American Voices
Week-Johnson
Week-Johnson
American Voices
Week-Johnson
Week-Johnson
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokes
Videos
Jokes
Jokes
(6:00) Movie: ›››‡ “Dr. Strangelove Or: How I Learned to
Movie: ››› “Them!” (1954) James
Movie: ››› “The
“The Haunting”
Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb” Å Whitmore, Edmund Gwenn. Å
Seventh Victim”
(6:00) Movie: ››
Movie: ›› “The Meg” (2018) Jason Statham. A diver Movie: ›› “The Meg” (2018) Jason Statham. A diver
“The Nun” (2018)
must confront a 75-foot-long prehistoric shark.
must confront a 75-foot-long prehistoric shark.
Office
Office
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk
(5:30) Movie: ››
Movie: ›››‡ “A Quiet Place” (2018,
Movie: ›› “The First Purge” (2018, Ac- Fargo “Camp
“Venom” (2018)
Horror) Emily Blunt. (In Stereo) Å
tion) Y’lan Noel. (In Stereo) Å
Elegance” Å
(6:30) Movie: “Maleficent”
“Boo 2! A Madea Halloween”
Movie: “Tyler Perry’s Boo! A Madea Halloween”
Movie: ››‡ “Rampage” (2018) Dwayne Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Full
Imp.
Imp.
The MisJohnson, Naomie Harris. Å (DVS)
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Frontal
Jokers
Jokers
ery Index
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
License to Kill Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
Live Rescue (N) (In Stereo) Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
(6:00) › “HallowMovie: ›› “Halloween H20: 20 Years
Eli Roth’s History of Movie: ›››› “Halloween” (1978) Doneen: Resurrection” Later” (1998) Jamie Lee Curtis. Å
Horror “Witches”
ald Pleasence, Jamie Lee Curtis. Å
Movie: ›››‡ “Shrek” (2001) Eddie Murphy Å
Movie: ›››‡ “Shrek” (2001) Å
“E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial”
Diners
Diners
Delicious Delicious Delicious Delicious Delicious Delicious Delicious Delicious Delicious Delicious
(6:00) “Crown for
Movie: “One Royal Holiday” (2020) Laura Movie: “Christmas Under the Stars”
Movie: “The MistleChristmas” (2015) Osnes, Aaron Tveit. Premiere. Å
(2019, Romance) Jesse Metcalfe. Å
toe Promise”
In Touch
Huckabee (N) Å
Some
Hour of Power
Youseff Huckabee Å
Some
Fontaine
Haunted History
Haunted History
Haunted History
America’s Book of Secrets: Special
Book of Secrets
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
Expedition X Å
Expedition X Å
Expedition X Å
Expedition X Å
Expedition Un.
Expedition X Å
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two and Half Men
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men
Movie: ››‡ “Addams Family Values” (1993) Å
Movie: ››‡ “Hocus Pocus” (1993) Å
Movie: ›››‡ “Ghostbusters”
Loud
Loud
Unfi
Group
TBA
Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Mom
Disney
Hall of
Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Disney
Just Roll Big City Amphibia Mickey
Jessie Å Jessie Å
Channel Villains
Fam Jam With It
Greens
Å
Mouse
Dr. Jeff: RMV
Dr. Jeff: RMV
Dr. Jeff: RMV
Mega Zoo (N)
Secret Life-Zoo
Dr. Jeff: RMV
(5:26) Movie: “Harry Potter and Movie: ››› “Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire” (2005, Fantasy) Daniel Magical Futurama
the Prisoner of Azkaban”
Radcliffe. Voldemort lays a trap for Harry at the Triwizard Tournament.
Girl
Å
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10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles Chicago P.D. “Infor- Chicago P.D. “No
Chicago P.D. “Abso- Chicago P.D. “This
“Joyride”
Å (DVS)
mant” (In Stereo)
Regrets” (In Stereo) lution” (In Stereo)
City” Å (DVS)
NFL
The OT Simpsons Bless the Bob’s
Family
FOX23 News at Ten Ring of Honor Wres- Seinfeld Big Bang
Football (N) Å
Harts (N) Burgers Guy (N) (N) (Live) Å
tling Å
Å
Theory
60 Minutes (N) (In
Movie: ››› “Star Trek Beyond” (2016) Chris Pine. Kirk and his News
Van
Bensinger Game
Stereo) Å
crew face an alien threat on a hostile planet. (In Stereo)
Susteren
Time
Football Night in America (N) (In NFL Football: Dallas Cowboys at Philadelphia Eagles. (N) (In
NEWS- American Ninja WarStereo Live) Å
Stereo Live) Å
CENTER rior Å
America’s Funniest Supermarket Sweep Who Wants to Be a Card Sharks “203”
WMTW Soledad Major Crimes (Part 2
Home Videos (N)
(N)
Millionaire (N)
(N) Å (DVS)
News 8 O’Brien of 2) Å
Durrells in Corfu
The Trouble With
Roadkill on Master- Cobra (In Stereo) Å Line of Separation Å The Trouble With
Maggie Cole (N)
piece Å
Maggie Cole Å
Modern Modern Pandora “On a Night Whose
Whose
WMTW Soledad TOTAL
TMZ (N) (In Stereo) Extra (N)
Family
Family
Like This” (N)
Line
Line
News 8 O’Brien MAINE
Å
Å
60 Minutes (N) (In
Movie: ››› “Star Trek Beyond” (2016) Chris Pine. Kirk and his CBS 13 America This Week Bensinger
Stereo) Å
crew face an alien threat on a hostile planet. (In Stereo)
News
(N) (In Stereo) Å
NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Mecum
MLS Soccer
Post
Postgame Live
Ninja Warrior
MLS Soccer
SportsCenter (N)
SportCtr USL Soccer (N) (Live)
SportsCenter (N) (Live) Å
SportsCenter
Football Final
To Be Announced
X Games
X Games
Drive
C. Moore C. Moore Red Sox Red Sox Dining
Dining
NESN
NESN
NESN
Dirty
Bruins
(6:00) “Candy Cane Movie: “The Christmas Aunt” (2020)
Movie: “Jingle Belle” (2018, Romance)
Movie: “The ChristChristmas” (2020) Keshia Knight Pulliam. Premiere. Å
Tatyana Ali, Obba Babatunde. Å
mas Aunt” (2020)
Fox News Sunday
Life, Liberty
Revolution
Greg Gutfeld
Life, Liberty
Revolution
CNN Newsroom
Situation Room
Situation Room
CNN Special
CNN Special
CNN Special
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
American Voices
Week-Johnson
Week-Johnson
Decision 2020 (N)
Week-Johnson
Week-Johnson
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
“The Prisoner of
Movie: ››› “Flower Drum Song” (1961, Musical
Movie: ››‡ “Tamahine”
Movie: “Behind the
Second Avenue”
Comedy) Nancy Kwan, James Shigeta. Å
(1963) Nancy Kwan.
Door” (1920)
(6:00) Movie:
Movie: ››‡ “The Equalizer” (2014, Action) Denzel
Movie: ›‡ “G.I. Joe: The Rise of Cobra” (2009)
“Braven” (2018)
Washington, Marton Csokas. Å (DVS)
Channing Tatum, Dennis Quaid. Premiere. Å
Movie: ››‡ “The Longest Yard” (2005) Å
Movie: ›› “We’re the Millers” (2013) Å
South Park Å
Movie: ›››‡ “BlacKkKlansman” (2018) John David Washing- Fargo “Lay Away” (N) Fargo “Lay Away” (In Fargo “Camp
ton. Ron Stallworth works under cover to infiltrate the KKK.
(In Stereo) Å
Stereo) Å
Elegance” Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam
Movie: ›› “The Wedding Ringer” (2015) Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Secret
Movie: ›› “The Wedding
Kevin Hart, Josh Gad. Å (DVS)
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Videos
Ringer” (2015) Kevin Hart.
Killer Siblings Å
Killer Siblings Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Nancy Grace
“Bourne Suprm.”
Movie: ››› “The Bourne Ultimatum” (2007) Å
Court
Court
Court
“Bourne Ulti.”
(5:59) Movie: ›››› Fear the Walking
Fear the Walking
The Walking Dead: World
Fear the Walking
Walking
“Halloween” (1978) Dead “Alaska”
Dead “The Key” (N) Beyond (N) Å
Dead “The Key”
Dead
Housewives
Housewives
Housewives
Race in America
Housewives
Race in America
Holiday Baking
Holiday Wars (N)
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
(6:00) “Picture a
Movie: “On the 12th Date of Christmas” Movie: “Christmas at Graceland: Home
Movie: “A Royal
Perfect Christmas” (2020) Mallory Jansen. Premiere. Å
for the Holidays” (2019, Romance) Å
Christmas” (2014)
Rubin
Robert
Osteen
David
Huckabee Å
Metaxas Creflo D. Praise Å
Praise Å
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
90 Day: Other
90 Day Fiancé: The Other Way (N)
Love-Mama’s Boy
90 Day: Other
90 Day: Other
Alaska
Alaska: The Last Frontier (N) Å
Last Frontier
Homestead Rescue Last Frontier
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two and Half Men
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men
(6:55) Movie: ›››‡ “Frozen” (2013) (In Stereo)
Movie: ›››‡ “Coco” (2017) (In Stereo) Å
“Christmas-Krank”
Movie: “Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa”
Nick News Kid
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Raven’s Just Roll Disney
Miraculous: Tales of Liv and
Liv and
Liv and
Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Jessie Å
Home
With It
Fam Jam Ladybug
Maddie
Maddie
Maddie
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
“Harry- Movie: ››› “Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince” (2009) Daniel
Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama
Phoenix” Radcliffe. New dangers lurk for Harry, Dumbledore and their friends.
Å
Å
Å
Å

AN ALL NEW AUTO-FINANCE PROGRAM FROM SHEPARD
Chrysler • Dodge • Jeep • Ram
With as Little as $500 Down & Proof of Income
Get the GREEN LIGHT for an Auto Loan!

207-594-2154
MONDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 2, 2020
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10:30

11:00

Finance@ShepardMotors.com
11:30

12:00

12:30

NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
“Blame It on Rio”
“Unspoken”
“Better Angels”
“Smokescreen”
Å (DVS)
“Into the Breach”
Big Bang Big Bang L.A.’s Finest “... My Filthy Rich “Hebrews FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
Lovely” (N) (DVS)
9:15” (N)
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Å
Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang The Price Is Right at All Rise “Merrily We Bull “Imminent
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
Night (N) Å
Ride Along”
Danger” Å
Corden
207
Inside
The Voice “The Blind Auditions, Part 5” The Saturday Night Live NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
coaches seek America’s best voice.
(N) (In Stereo) Å
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Dancing With the Stars “Double Elimination The Good Doctor
WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune (N)
Night -- Use Your Vote!” (N) Å
“Frontline Part 1”
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Your Vote 2020
Frontline “The Choice 2020: Trump vs.
PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
Biden” President Trump and Joe Biden.
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Modern Modern Whose
Whose
Penn & Teller: Fool WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
Line
Line
Us (In Stereo) Å
News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
The Price Is Right at All Rise “Merrily We Bull “Imminent
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Night (N) Å
Ride Along”
Danger” Å
News
Corden
NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
Early
Patriots Early Edition Å
Felger & Mazz
Boston Tonight
Boston Tonight
Boston Tonight
Monday Night
NFL Football: Tampa Bay Buccaneers at New York Giants. (N)
SportsCenter W/Van Pelt
NFL
SportsCenter (N)
To Be Announced
UFC
SportsC.
Fishing
Explore Bruins: On This Day (N)
NESN After Hours
NESN After Hours
Red Sox Classics
(6:00) Movie: “Twin- Movie: “Candy Cane Christmas” (2020)
Movie: “The Christmas Aunt” (2020,
Movie: “Candy Cane
kle All the Way”
Beverley Mitchell, Mark Ghanimé. Å
Drama) Keshia Knight Pulliam. Å
Christmas”
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
Election Day
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Videos
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Movie: ››› “Galaxy Quest” (1999) Å “Galaxy Quest”
“Two
“Annie
Movie: ››› “The Gangster” (1947,
Movie: ››› “Cry of the City” (1948)
Movie: ›› “Behave
O’Clock” Laurie” Crime Drama) Barry Sullivan, Belita. Å
Victor Mature, Richard Conte. Å
Yourself” (1951)
(5:45) Movie: “Star Wars: The Movie: ›››‡ “Star Wars: Return of the Jedi” (1983, Science Movie: ›››› “Star Wars: A
Empire Strikes Back” (1980)
Fiction) Mark Hamill, Harrison Ford, Carrie Fisher. Å (DVS)
New Hope” (1977) Å (DVS)
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Daily
Office
South Pk South Pk
(5:00) Movie: ›››‡ Movie: ›› “The Equalizer 2” (2018, Action) Denzel Movie: ›› “The Equalizer 2” (2018, Action) Denzel
“BlacKkKlansman” Washington, Pedro Pascal. (In Stereo) Å
Washington, Pedro Pascal. (In Stereo) Å
Chicago P.D.
WWE Monday Night RAW (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Miz &
Miz &
Mod Fam Mod Fam
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
American American Conan (N) Seinfeld Seinfeld Conan Å
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Dad
Dad
Å
NCIS Å (DVS)
NCIS Å (DVS)
NCIS “Grounded”
NCIS Å (DVS)
NCIS Å (DVS)
NCIS: Los Angeles
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
(4:00)
Movie: ››› “Twister” (1996, Action) Helen Hunt, Bill Soulmates Kurt’s soul Soulmates Kurt’s soul Movie: ›››
“2012”
Paxton, Cary Elwes. Å
mate is dead.
mate is dead.
“Twister” (1996)
Below Deck Å
Below Deck Å
Below Deck (N)
Watch
Chat
Below Deck Å
Watch
Holiday Wars Å
Holiday Wars Å
Holiday Baking Championship (N) Å
Holiday Wars Å
Best Thing-Ate
(6:00) “A Cheerful Movie: “Christmas at the Palace” (2018) Movie: “Christmas Land” (2015) Nikki
Movie: “Merry &
Christmas” (2019) Merritt Patterson, Andrew Cooper. Å
Deloach, Luke Macfarlane. Å
Bright” (2019) Å
John
Potters
Praise Å
Steven
Blessed Best Life Let Go
Praise Å
Prince
P. Stone
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars (N)
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars Å
Pawn Stars Å
The Family Chantel 90 Day Fiancé
The Family Chantel The Family Chantel Love-Mama’s Boy
90 Day Fiancé
Outlaws: Fast
Street Outlaws: Fastest in America (N) (In Stereo) Å
Street Outlaws
Outlaws: Fast
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
“Hungr Movie: ››› “The Hunger Games: Catching Fire” (2013) (In Stereo) Å
The 700 Club Å
“Just Friends” Å
Loud
Loud
Sponge. Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Raven’s Raven’s Raven’s Raven’s Raven’s Jessie Å Jessie Å Jessie Å Sydney- Sydney- Jessie Å Jessie Å
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Max
Max
The Last Alaskans
Homestead Rescue: Survival Shelter (N)
Homestead Rescue Off the Grid
Homestead Rescue
(6:30) Movie: ››‡ “Pitch
Movie: ›‡ “Gods of Egypt” (2016, Fantasy) Nikolaj Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama
Black” (2000) Radha Mitchell. Coster-Waldau, Brenton Thwaites. Å
Å
Å
Å
Å

TUESDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 3, 2020
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10:30

Criminal Minds (In
Criminal Minds “The Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Replicator”
“Under the Skin”
“Awakenings”
Big Bang Big Bang FOX Democracy 2020: Election Night Cover- FOX23 News at Ten
Theory
Theory
age of the 2020 election. (N) Å
(N) (Live) Å
Big Bang Big Bang CBS News 2020: Election Night -- America Decides Coverage of
Theory
Theory
the presidential election. (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Decision 2020 Elec- NBC News Special: Decision 2020 Election Night “Prime East” (N)
tion Night
(In Stereo Live) Å
Your Voice/Your Vote: Election Night 2020 (Left in Progress) (N) (In Stereo Live) Å

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Criminal Minds (In
Criminal Minds
Stereo) Å (DVS)
“Saturday”
DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
MailTV
Creek
Å
Half Men
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Corden
NEWS- NBC News Special: Decision
CENTER 2020 Election Night (N) Å
WMTW Your Voice/Your Vote: Election
News 8 Night 2020 (N) Å

(6:00) PBS NewsHour Special: Election 2020 Election night coverage. (N) (In Stereo Live) Å

Modern Modern Penn & Teller: Fool Penn & Teller: Fool WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
Us “Magical Moxie” Us “Virtual Reality”
News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
CBS News 2020: Election Night -- America Decides Coverage of
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight the presidential election. (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
News
Corden
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Early
Early Edition Å
Patriots Quick
Patriots Boston Tonight
Boston Tonight
Boston Tonight
Playoff Top 25
Documentaries
Films
30 for 30
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N)
Death Diving
Crazy Eights
Pogopalooza 2020
Slippery Slippery NFL Live Å
MMA
UFC
Red Sox Red Sox Bruins: On This Day (N)
NESN After Hours
NESN After Hours
Red Sox Classics
(6:00) “Christmas in Movie: “Christmas in Louisiana” (2019)
Movie: “A Christmas in Tennessee” (2018, Movie: “Christmas in
Mississippi” (2017) Jana Kramer, Barry Bostwick. Å
Drama) Rachel Boston. Å
Louisiana” Å
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
Election Day
Election Day in America The 2020 presidential election. (N) (Live) Å
Shepard Smith
Your Money Your Vote (N) (Live) Å
Your Money-Vote
(6:00) Election Night: Decision 2020 (N) (Live) Å
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Movie: ››› “Dumb & Dumber” (1994) “Dumb & Dumber”
“Dr. Strangelove Or: Women Make
Movie: ›› “Outrage” (1950, Drama) Mala Women Make Film Å
“Boat
How I Learned”
Film Å
Powers, Tod Andrews. Å
People”
(5:00) “Star Wars: Movie: ››‡ “The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies” (2014, Movie: ››‡ “Hercules: The Thracian
Return of the Jedi” Fantasy) Ian McKellen, Martin Freeman. Å (DVS)
Wars” (2014) Dwayne Johnson.
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Park Å
The Daily Show
South Pk South Pk
(5:00) Movie: ›››‡ Movie: ››‡ “Book Club” (2018) Diane
Movie: ››‡ “Book Club” (2018) Diane
Movie: ›››‡ “Hid“Hidden Figures”
Keaton. Premiere. (In Stereo) Å
Keaton, Jane Fonda. (In Stereo) Å
den Figures” (2016)
›› “Sweet Home Alabama” Movie: ››‡ “The Proposal” (2009) Sandra Bullock. Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang The Mis- Conan (N) The Mis- The Mis- Conan Å
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
ery Index Å
ery Index ery Index
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage
(5:30) Movie: ›››› “The Godfather” (1972, Drama) Movie: ›››› “The Godfather, Part II” (1974) Al Pacino, Robert Duvall.
Marlon Brando, Al Pacino, James Caan. Å
Michael Corleone moves his father’s crime family to Las Vegas. Å
Below Deck Å
Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
(6:00) Movie: “The Movie: “The Christmas Club” (2019) Eliza- Movie: “Christmas Wishes & Mistletoe
Movie: “Jingle
Mistletoe Promise” beth Mitchell, Cameron Mathison. Å
Kisses” (2019) Jill Wagner. Å
Around the Clock”
John
Potters
Praise Å
Joyce M. Livg
Together Christine Praise Å
Prince
Youseff
Curse-Island
The Curse of Oak Island: Digging Deeper (N) Å
Drilling Down
Digging Deeper
Welcome
Welcome
Welcome
Welcome
Welcome
Welcome
Last Frontier
Gold Rush “The Perfect Storm” Å
Gold Rush (In Stereo) Å
Gold Rush Å
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
“Hunger Games”
Movie: ››› “The Hunger Games: Mockingjay, Part 2” (2015) The 700 Club Å
“Steal Christmas”
Loud
Loud
Sponge. Sponge. Movie (In Stereo) Å
Friends Friends Friends Friends
Raven’s Raven’s Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Raven’s Raven’s Raven’s Sydney- Sydney- Jessie Å Jessie Å
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Max
Max
Alaskan Bush
Alaskan Bush People: Wild Life (N)
Yukon Men Å
Yukon Men Å
Alaskan Bush
Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama
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Saving Pennies Isn’t Worth Risking Safety; RAV4
Owner Needs a Break from Annoying Squeaking
DEAR CAR TALK: My wife thinks I should use the turn signals on my 2018 Ford Explorer Platinum every time I come
to an intersection, even if there is no one else at the intersection. I say that if there’s no one else there, I shouldn’t use them,
because there are only so many blinks in any turn signal bulb, so
why waste them if you don’t have to? What do you think? Dinner is on the line here based on your expert advice. — Michael
RAY: Start chopping onions, Michael.
We had a former customer who had the same theory
about brakes. He thought he should use them only when
absolutely necessary, because there are only so many
“stops” in each brake pad.
His wife disagreed with him, bought a big life insurance
policy on him and stopped riding with him. Now she’s living in Boca with her new boyfriend.
I’ll give you four reasons why it makes sense to use your
directional signals all the time, Michael.
First, you want to make a habit of it. If you use your turn
signals sometimes and not other times, it’s easy to forget
and cause an accident that way.
Second, you may think there’s no one else at the intersection
when you first pull up, but that changes. It takes very little time
for someone else to arrive at an intersection — from any direction — while you’re waiting for a light. And if you’re busy
arguing with your wife about another one of your crackpot
theories, you might not notice, and, again, cause an accident.
Third, it’s very easy to not notice pedestrians or bicyclists,
who also need to know when you intend to turn in order to
navigate through the intersection or just cross the street safely.
Finally, I would guess the majority of incandescent directional bulb failures are due to vibrations from bumps and
potholes over time, rather than from use. So you’re probably not even lengthening their lives with your behavior.
And, if one does fail, the bulb itself costs $5 or $10 each,
if you replace it yourself. So whatever pennies per year
you might be saving don’t outweigh the risk of being in a
collision, which could cost you a fortune, or worse.
And if you need a fifth reason, go back and read the
preamble to the U.S. Constitution, Michael, and ponder the
phrase “insure domestic tranquility.”
DEAR CAR TALK: My 2013 Toyota RAV4 has a very
loud and annoying rotational squeak coming from the front
passenger wheel. The noise stops when I apply the brakes. In
the last three years, I have taken it to three different garages.
I have been told it’s not safety related, but no explanation is
given as to what it is. The noise is fixed when I get it back,
but within a week, it’s back to squeaking. Any suggestions
other than running it into a brick wall? Thanks! — Mary
RAY: Lucky you, Mary. We happen to have a special at the
ACROSS
1 Anthracite
5 Lost color
10 Flexible, like a gymnast
16 Flyleaf
20 Scoundrel
22 Bakery enticement
23 Form a thought
24 Bede or Sandler
25 In the company of
26 Rock climber’s device
27 Long bouts
28 Type of roast
29 Kind of paint
30 Sky-colored
31 Moppets
32 Shoelace hole
34 Distinctly
36 Computer networks
38 Traipse about
39 Hear a case
40 Players
42 Switch positions
43 More than bad
45 Petite, plus
48 That senora
49 Starlet’s aspiration
51 Great reptile
52 Drive away
56 Straw hat
58 Cello’s kin
60 Really enjoy
62 Await action
63 Opposite
65 Superman’s Lane
67 Glass square
68 Author Umberto -69 Building block
70 Clinched, as a deal
72 Electric plug part
74 More lofty
77 Debt memo
78 Driver’s pegs
79 Courage
80 King’s address
81 Install royalty
84 Tip the scales
85 Golf hazard (2 wds.)

garage this week. We’ll drive it into a brick wall for you
for only $159.95.
I agree that it’s probably not safety related. I think it’s
just your brake pads vibrating in their housing. Or, as we
professionals call it, brake noise. It’s very common, which
doesn’t make it any less annoying.
Here’s what’s happening. The brake pads sit in the caliper
bracket. And the pads are held in place by spring-loaded
clips, so they can move a little bit, but not too much.
If they are allowed to move around too much, they oscillate
very quickly, and produce a high-pitched squeal. If you have a
disc rotor that’s slightly warped, that can contribute to the noise,
too. But the primary cause is pads that are vibrating against the
metal bracket. When you step on the brakes, you push that pad
against the brake disc, which temporarily stops the vibrating.
So how do you address it? Usually, the first thing shops
will try is to add some special grease to the backs and ends
of the pads. That helps, but it can wear off. Like after a week.
So the more complete solution involves replacing the “brake
hardware.” Don’t worry, it’s not as expensive as it sounds.
When brake pads are installed, they’re supposed to come with
a brake hardware “kit.” It includes a shim that goes between
the back of the pad and the caliper bracket. It’s usually coated
in Teflon or something that will not squeak. The kit also comes
with spring-loaded clips that hold the pads in place.
If your brake hardware is old and never got changed,
that could explain why your pads are vibrating too much.
For instance, if you went to a shop that was lazy or if they
used aftermarket pads that didn’t come with the Toyota
hardware, they may have left your old hardware in there.
So my suggestion would be to visit the dealer. They’ll have
Toyota factory pads and all of the original and correct brake
hardware. Tell them what the problem is and ask for their
recommendation. If they shrug, ask them if they’ll replace all
the brake hardware for you and use all the pieces in the kit.
I feel certain that’ll get rid of the noise for at least a
week, Mary.

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every
3x3 box contains the digits 1 through 9 with no repeats. That
means that no number is repeated in any row, column or box.
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
Sudoku solution on page 32.
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Rockland

Your local community radio station welcomes you! We’re
volunteer-powered, so tune in to hear your friends on the air at
93.3 FM (99.3 Camden) or stream online at wrfr.com. Remember,
WRFR is your community radio station. See how you can become
involved. Call WRFR at 594-0721, email wrfr93.3@gmail.com or visit wrfr.org for more information.

89 Snake eyes
DOWN
90 Small birds
1 Uncouth
91 Celebration
2 Vitality
92 Bracket type
3 Greek marketplace
93 Sunflower grower
4 The L in LEM
96 Milk purchase
5 Yellow fruits
97 Mouth, to Pedro
6 Southwest st.
98 Chip-maker -- -Lay
7 Pond blossom
100 Ill temper
8 Atlanta campus
101 Ache
9 Borge and Bohr
102 Natural wound cov10 Eavesdropper
ering
11 Figures of speech
104 Flowed out
12 Track events
106 Essayist’s pen name 13 Redcaps’ burden
108 Kimono wearer
14 Paris season
110 Wednesday’s god
15 Lab work
112 Playful swimmers
16 Skin an apple
113 Word on a battery
17 Grown-up
114 “-- No Sunshine”
18 Competition lover
115 3D shape
19 Unoccupied
117 Gleeful cry
21 Pharaoh’s land
119 Billboards
33 Fabric meas.
120 Feel sorrow
35 Skeptical
122 Emulate Jack Frost
37 Cruise or Hanks
123 What willows do
38 Aquatic bird
125 Royal symbol
41 Dallas cager
128 Badges and such
43 Twist forcibly
129 Doctor’s manner
44 Telepathy
133 Ripped apart
45 Soup choice
138 Granola kin
46 Not cook (2 wds.)
140 Mighty blow
47 Bond’s alma mater
141 Iron-rich meat
49 Gourmet’s interest
143 Money, in slang
50 “The Greatest”
144 Long river
51 Rattle
145 Legacy
53 Scoundrel
147 Things on a list
54 Single time
148 Foretell
55 Fragrance
149 -- -- for the money
56 Jazzy Count -150 Glistens
57 Compass dir.
151 Open-air lobbies
59 Monsieur’s islands
152 Sarcastic
61 Period
153 Historical periods
64 Behaviors
154 Despot
66 First-aid devices
155 Eccentric
71 Average grade
156 Psychic
73 Floor coverings
74 Girl, in Madrid
75 Airport code for
O’Hare
76 Place a wager

78 Sock parts
79 Look curiously
80 Kind of bar
82 Possesses
83 TV brand
84 Fierce anger
85 USAF unit
86 Curbed
87 Shortens, maybe
88 Walks heavily
90 Deli offering
91 High desert of Asia

93 Ukraine city
94 Alice’s chronicler
95 Playwright -- Simon
96 Zorba portrayer
97 Invited
98 Skim milk’s lack
99 Beatles’ meter maid
101 Legatees
103 Male swan
105 Speckled horses
107 Banking convenience, briefly

108 Loudest
109 Crucial trial (2 wds.)
111 Catch a crook
116 P.O. competitor
118 Rumor
121 Van Gogh medium
122 Make tidy
124 D’Artagnan’s creator
125 “-- vincit amor”
126 Feeling remorse
127 Gainsay

129 Safari leader
130 A Homer opus
131 “Same here!”
132 Turn inside out
134 Verb preceders
135 Herd orphan
136 Dodge
137 More scarce
139 TV receivers
140 Tumult
142 Give off light
146 Not forward

@
Crossword
solution on
pg 32.
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SARA GIDEON
HAS DELIVERED FOR
MIDCOAST MAINE

ECONOMY & JOBS
 Secured $350,000 for the Applied Technology Development Centers System, which funded the Maine Aquaculture
Innovations Center in Walpole.1
 Voted for a $7 million bond to facilitate marine business growth across Maine, which included funding for the
Bigelow Laboratory in Boothbay, Coastal Enterprises in Brunswick, Community Shellfish Inc. in Bremen, Georgetown
Aquaculture in Georgetown, the Maine Aquaculture Cooperative in Rockland, Mook Sea Farms in Bristol, Pemaquid
Mussel Farms in Damariscotta, and Shuck’s Maine Lobster in Richmond.23
 Cosponsored and Secured a law that extended a state tax break to Bath Iron Works to help keep BIW’s goodpaying union jobs in-state.4
 Cut regulatory red tape to help small breweries and distilleries, including more than 20 breweries in towns like
Bath, Boothbay Harbor, Camden, Liberty, Lincolnville, Monhegan, Rockland, North Haven, Waldoboro, Westport,
Whitefield, and Union.5,6,7
 Helped pass a $45 million bond to fund investments in research and development, including $95,000 for Savilinx in
Brunswick to create a new professional services management system.8

INFRASTRUCTURE
 Voted for $5.4 million for infrastructure improvements to protect streams and lakes in the Midcoast region, including
funding for projects in West Bath, Brunswick, Warren, Rockland, Bremen, and Newcastle.9,10
 Secured a $105 million transportation and infrastructure bond, including funding for projects in Washington,
Thomaston, Whitefield, Bristol, Brooks, and Union.11,12
 Secured $5.65 million to upgrade Winterport’s wastewater treatment system.13

ENVIRONMENT
 Passed a law banning offshore drilling and exploration off the coast of Maine.14,15
 Secured $17,900 for the Steve Powell Wildlife Management Area.16
 Secured $150,000 for the Maine State Aquarium to renovate its intern housing building.17

HEALTH CARE
 Fought for and funded MaineCare expansion, which helps nearly 7,000 Mainers living in Lincoln, Waldo, Knox, and
Sagadahoc counties access affordable and quality health care.18
 Expanded access to women’s health care at Maine Family Planning clinics in Rockland, Damariscotta, and Belfast.19
 Secured $2 million to help Mainers afford to live at addiction recovery homes like the recovery home in
Rockland.20,21

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
 Secured $55,000 for the Bolduc Correctional Facility in Warren and $130,000 for the Maine State Prison in Warren.22

EDUCATION
 Increased funding for public schools in Midcoast Maine districts like Bristol, Nobleboro, Wiscasset, West Bath, Tenants
Harbor, Saint George, Appleton, RSU 28, RSU 75, RSU 1, RSU 13, and RSU 40 by millions of dollars.23,24
 Funded the creation of a regional professional development program within RSU 3 and Wiscasset Elementary
School, among others.25,26
 Voted for $3.4 million for the Brunswick campus of Southern Maine Community College to increase enrollment
capacity in its Integrated Manufacturing program.27
 Secured $365,000 for improvements to RSU 1’s Dike-Newell School.28
 Passed a budget that increased funding for public preschool programs, allowing more schools to launch public
preschool programs, including Coffin School in Brunswick.29,30
 Secured nearly $500,000 in school renovation and construction funding for public schools in Brunswick.31

SENIORS
 Voted to override Gov. LePage’s veto of $15 million in senior housing bonds, which are now being used to build
affordable senior housing in Belfast.32,33
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